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 Violent Politics, Empowering 
Liberation  

US DRUG WARS IN CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE  

 “Those who suffer from a power complex find the mechanization of 
man a simple way to realize their ambitions.”  
 
— Norbert Weiner (1)  
 
“Real power begins where secrecy begins.... The only rule of which 
everybody in a totalitarian state can be sure.”  
 
— Hannah Arendt (2)  
 
“Those who take the most from the table  
 Teach contentment  
 Those for whom the taxes are destined  
 Demand sacrifice  
 Those who eat their fill speak to the hungry of wonderful times to 
come  
 Those who lead the country into the abyss call ruling difficult for 
ordinary folk.”  
 
— Berthold Brecht (3)  

Lyle Courtsal 
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A Message from the Author with Bibliography  

THE GOOD OLE' GUNS AND DRUG WAR, LAW 'N ORDER MADNESS 

PAGE !! 

"Psychological warfare employs all moral and physical means, other than 

orthodox military operations, which tend to: 

a.Destroy the will and the ability of the enemy to fight. 

b.Deprive him of the support of his allies and neutrals. 

c.Increase in our own troops and allies the will to victory"  

Psychological warfare employs any weapon to influence the mind of the 

enemy. The weapons are psychological only in the effect they produce and not 

because of the nature of the weapons themselves. In this light, overt(white), covert 

(black), and gray propaganda; subversion; sabotage; special operations; guerrilla 

warfare; espionage; political, cultural, economic, and racial pressures are all 

effective weapons. They are effective because they produce dissension, distrust, fear, 

and hopelessness in the mind of the enemy, not because they originate in the psyche 

of propaganda or psychological warfare agencies."  

The Science of Coercion (pp.12,81,113) by Christopher Simpson  

"Real power begins where secrecy begins..... The only rule of which 

everybody in a totalitarian state may be sure." Hannah Arendt  

"Those who suffer from a power complex find the mechanization of man a 

simple way to realize their ambitions." 

Norbert Weiner  

Keep on going...down the page  

just a little bit more.....  

 

 

I had this really great picture of George H.W. Bush wrapped in the swastika 

that someone gave me during the murdering 80's, but someone stole it out of my 

room recently. If someone has it, please send it to me and I’ll be eternaly grateful.  
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The policymaking of the "War on Drugs" can best be understood from the 

perspective of the use of psychological operations in fascist revolution. Wholistic 

mass manipulation may best be understood as a dynamic interrelated process acting 

on a targetted population over time. The emphasis of the program design will depend 

on the specific characteristics and vulnerabilities of the population targetted for 

"conversion". Needless to say, all the physical, mental, psychological, and spiritual 

factors acting on the human bean can’t be accounted for totally, much less analysed. 

Obviously, though, some people have seen fit to use every means necessary to 

manipulate others to achieve sometimes extremely antisocial and ultimately mass 

suicidal goals founded in a fear borne of greed; the true philosophical underpinnings 

of the pseudojustification of "national security". Paradoxically, this policymaking 

has generated higher levels of chaos in our country than has ever been seen before 

in U.S.history. Collective dictatorial totalitarianism is the real threat to the self-

determination of any truly free people. The goundbreaking work of Caplan and 

Pantony on the Delusional Dominating Personality Disorder (DDPD) ,detailed in 

Canadian Psychology Vol. 32,#2, is a great place to start exploring current ideas on 

authoritarianism (the pathology of the criminal warlord). The purpose of my work is 

to stimulate people to move towards the fuller self-determination that comes from 

being more fully informed about history and the evils we are all capable of. One of 

the biggest obstacles facing the democratic self-determination of the American 

people are the ubiquitous presence of fear-based, self-serving, non-responsive 

dictatorial collectives in the public and private sector organizational landscape. 

These collectives are also known as boards of directors, corporations, armies, 

security forces, city councils, governments, secret societies, fraternities, etc. The 

CIA is one of the most sophisticated and dangerous of these collectives, acting as it 

does to facilitate large-scale criminal activities such as insurance and bank scams, 

large-scale counterfeiting, smuggling, mass slaughter, economic deprivation, gun-

running, drug-running, real estate scams, etc, to finance fascist 

revolution/conversions in cooperation with large sectors of the international 

corporate financial infrastructure. These criminal interactions can be considered the 

greatest threat to the integrity of constitutional democracy, the continuity of world 

economic systems, and the long-term viability of planetary biological systems upon 

which all species depend for life. The best defense against external manipulation are 

deeply held values and beliefs which form the basis for constructive and coherent 

self-directed action. 

I’ve sorted the references into nine subject areas. They are social psychology 

(SP), psychology (P), history (H), economics (E), political science (PS), 

spirituality(S), medicine (M), philosophy (Ph), and criminology (Cr). The last 
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section is for the individual addict/alcoholic who still abuses and introduces a 

community based addiction reduction and antiviolence/community stabilization 

program that anyone can begin to implement. intro The subject areas are listed 

hierarchically according to the author’s completely arbitrary standards of 

importance, however no one area is perceived to be more important than any other 

in the larger picture of our experience. The references in each subject area are 

numbered hierarchically in the order of their importance to the subject. Other subject 

areas of interest covered in the references are abbreviated after the reference. 

Comments are also included when appropriate. Check out some of the other works 

of the authors listed as well. Enjoy! 

I’ve been following two investigations; one detailed in New York Times June 

5, 1996 on the brother of the mexican president Raul Salinas de Gortari, and the 

other dated June 12, 1996 which deals with drug trafficking and money laundering 

networks in Panama. These investigations are most of the uninvestigated portions of 

the Iran-Contra networks. Cocaine and heroin running were the major revenue 

generators for those operations and also created the drug/crime problem which hurt 

and killed so many people during the 80’s and before, and which set this country’s 

political economic life back decades. Cocaine consumption increased in the US from 

46 tons/yr. in 1980 to 260 tons/ yr. in 1986 to 300 tons/yr. in 1992 according to 

DEA/NNICC statistics with similar proportionate upward trends in heroin 

consumption as well. Seattle Times May 15, 1996: US Forced to Admit Cocaine 

Supply into Country not Reduced. This month’s High Times talks about our new 

drug Czar former general Brian McCaffrey as being just one more "anti-comminist" 

wacko like John Singlaub, who worked with the World Anti-Communist League, 

which was involved in a central coordinating role in the Iran-Contra networks. 

McCaffrey was involved in the Panama invasion as well. Rather than a destructive 

and unconstitutional war, we need a multi-agency focus on dealing with the 

addiction/compulsion problem as the complex socioeconomic, medical, and 

psychospiritual problem that it really is, with the military and the police only dealing 

with entrenched mid and high level production and trafficking networks and not 

getting into drug prevention efforts which are inappropriate to the psychology of 

their organizations. RAND corporation pilot projects utilizing the military in 

community drug addiction prevention and outreach programs is an illegal violation 

of the Posse Comitatus act: military personnel are conditioned for aggression and 

authoritarian conformity, not complex situational responsiveness. Do we want 

another Waco or MOVE situation? Seattle now has 3,500 federally funded block 

watch programs, several unconstitutional laws on the books, and has regularly seen 

fit to fabricate charges against the homeless and other defenseless social and political 

targets, putting it on the cutting edge of developing the new component bureaucratic 
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totalitarianism. Also social service provision is now funded through the federal dept. 

of Justice, meaning that you get help for your problems only after they have arrested 

you and stolen your possessions. Funding for social services should go through the 

Dept. of Health and Human Services and be provided in a constitutionally 

compatible manner. 

The pattern of misattribution and obfuscation which blamed Raul Salinas de 

Gortari is similar to another time when Bush scammed off the mexican government 

in 1960-1966; the mexican player goes down for ten years and Bush gets away clean 

with a large chunk of the mexican treasury. This is detailed in Barron’s newspaper 

September 19, 1988; The Mexican Connection: A Look at an old George Bush 

Business Venture. Bush played a central organizing role in the Iran-Contra 

operations which coordinated drug running operations in southeast and southwest 

asia as well as south america. This back channel managerial apparat is detailed in an 

article in Covert Action Quarterly #31 fall 1992 What Vice-President George Bush 

Knew and Why He Knew It by Anthony Kimery. More recently, Bush was paid a fee 

in the six figures by Citibank/Citicorp to go to Vietnam and get banking stuff 

together over there (Seattle Times July 25,1996 final, p. A1). While he was there, he 

and Barbara appeared at a convention called the global family festival put on by a 

moonie front group called the Women’s Federation for World Peace (Seattle Times 

Sept. 15, 1996 final p.A21). The moon organizations also support the initiatives and 

work of the World Anti-Communist League through CAUSA and directly by 

supporting it’s members in working with the league; both groups were closely 

involved in organizing and supporting the Iran-Contra operations. Asiaweek August 

25,1995 talks about a flood of heroin and weapons flooding mainland China from 

production areas in Myanmar/Burma supported by financial networks in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan. What happens to all that money when China takes over in 1997? It goes 

to Vietnam and into the pockets of the radical right through Citibank/Citicorp and 

others, just as it always has. The author said it was the "ethnic" chinese running the 

trade, but actually it is the CIA and the British falsely blaming the Chinese. This is 

a typical pattern of misattribution for the narcissistic authoritarian psychopath to 

protect his delusional megalomaniacal ego and wacked out belief systems 

(projective inversion/blaming the victim/denial repression-externalization of 

repressed emotions/frustrations: the repression of all that is incompatible with the 

delusional perfectionist self-image). More info. can be found in Covert Action 

Quarterly #’s 20,pp.38,39; 21,pp. 36,38; 22,pp.31-33; 24,pp.34-35; 25,pp.18,19; 

27,pp.36-46; 29; and in two books Moonstruck by Allen Wood and Gifts of Deceit 

by Boettcher & Freedman. 

Finally there is the article in Covert Action Quarterly # 41George Bush and 

the CIA: In the Company of Friends which details both the extensive CIA operations 
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which Bush played a central organizing and financing role in during the 60Õs which 

include but are not limited to the Bay of Pigs, the Kennedy assassination, the 

mexican scams, and the southeast asian heroin running operations which helped 

finance the phoenix assassination programs in Vietnam during that mess with the 

main motivation for the policy initiatives being access to and control of oil and other 

resources and stealing every dime that wasn’t tied down. Bush is closely associated 

with Theodore Shackley who played an important role designing and organizing the 

phoenix and the Iran-Contra operations. Three other authors detail BushÕs role in 

the Bay of Pigs and the Kennedy Assassination; Jim Marrs, Mark Lane, and Dick 

Russell. A radiological study done earlier in 1996 confirms Charles Crenshaw’s 

account of Kennedy’s cadaver being messed with between Texas and Washington 

D.C. to make it look like he was shot from the back rather than the right front as 

actually happened. For more specific information on Iran-Contra drug running 

operations, talk to the people who headed up the Christic Institute. 

The proper response to our massive and growing alcohol/drug/process 

addiction problem in the US is a multi-agency demand reduction strategy with 

supply interdiction targetted at entenched criminal networks in both production and 

consumption areas, whether in the "legal" business world or elsewhere. This keeps 

the police and the military busy doing something so they don't go nuts on the people 

or initiate a coup d’etat. Cannabis should be fully legalized for medical, personal, 

and commercial uses with small producers supported and protected institutionally. 

Such demand reduction programs would utilize a situationally appropriate response 

and would have as their centerpieces adequate levels of very low-income housing, 

access to intensive respectful medical and psychological services as needed, 

adequate daily nutrition for everyone as a preventive measure, and equal access to 

higher education so that people could develop well paying and meaningful 

employment. Some people don’t need intensive medical attention to leave their 

addiction/compulsions behind. Further, forcing people who aren’t in jail to do rehab 

usually is wasted time and effort so just meet the demand for those who actually are 

committed to doing rehab and making their recovery work for them. These programs 

also will serve a community-based anti-violence/crime prevention/economic 

development function and are constitutionally compatible if done with the proper 

level of moral and ethical discipline: fairly to very hard to find anywhere in the US 

presently. Drug war zero tolerance drug policy just drives the addict/alcoholic and 

the trade underground further entrenching the networks and expanding demand and 

the market for the drugs prohibited just like alcohol prohibition did, with the 

nonsolution requiring the elimination of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights as an 

effective legal protection for the citizenry and illegally establishing and furthering 

an illegal police-military-corporate dictatorship. Privatization is the main reason 
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why the quality of medical care has gone down and the cost of care has gone up in 

the US. This is because there is much less oversight in the private sector and 

consequently much more corruption and theft than in the public sector. Our economy 

definitely requires oversight and regulation and the maintenance of minimum safety 

and quality standards publicly in order to guarantee public safety, environmental and 

biological continuity, and to prevent large scale destruction, killing, and poisoning. 

Check out the prison privatization project at the University of Florida. Sick. History 

speaks much louder about the corporate record and behavior than seductive lies, 

falsified figures, and manufactured images. 
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door subsidy for your local police. Do you feel safer?  

The COINTELPRO Papers Ward Churchill & Jim Vander Wall 

(Boston,MA.:South End Press(1988)) (PS,Cr) History of a national program of 

political repression undertaken by the FBI.  

Blacklisted News; Secret Histories from Chicago Õ68 to 1984 Blacklisted 

News c/o Overthrow  

(N.Y.,N.Y.;P.O.#392 Canal St. Station N.Y.,N.Y.10012 or Bleecker 

Publ.(1983)) (PS,CR) Chock full of stories about US politics that will round out your 

political perspective. Priceless!  

Acid Dreams: LSD, The CIA, and the Sixties Rebellion Lee & Schlain 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Grove Press(1985)) (SP,P,PS,Cr)  

Age of Surveillance Frank Donner (N.Y.,N.Y.:Knopf,dist. by Random 

House(1980)) (E,PS) History on the mechanisms of mass repression by the U.S., 

masquerading as justice and "law and order".  

Look who's spying on the stoners... 

The CIA: A Forgotten History William Blum (London, Eng., Atlantic 

Highlands,N.J.:Zed Books(1986)) (E,PS) Detailed overview of CIA operations; 

1945-1980. He also more recently wrote Killing Hope on the same subject.  

The Coors Connection: How Coors Family Philanthropy Undermines 

Democratic Pluralism Russ Bellant (Boston, MA.: South End Press(1991)) 

(SP,H,E,PS,Cr)  

Spiritual Warfare: The Politics of the Christian Right Sara Diamond 

(Boston,MA.:South End Press(1989)) (SP,PS,S) Details the political and economic 

infrastructure which supported the right-wing pseudochristian rise and their true 

beliefs and actions.  

The United States Penetration of Brazil Jan K. Black (Philadelphia,PA.:Univ. 

of Pennsylvania Press(1977))  

(SP,E,PS) Excellent historical reference on the economic and political tactics 

and motivations of the 1964 coup in Brazil which replaced a popular democracy with 

a military dictatorship. Great work on a paradigm of criminal political behavior 

which left Brazil so indebted some analysts wonder if the country will ever run in 

the black again.  
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Great example of neo-colonial resource and capital extraction.  

The Hanna Industrial Complex Edie Black (N.Y.,N.Y.:North American 

Congress on Latin America(1969)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Shows how resource grabbing was 

a major contributing factor and reason for the Brazilian coup of 1964.  

Tongues of Fire: The Explosion of Protestantism in Latin America David 

Martin  

(Oxford,U.K.;Cambridge,MA:B.Blackwell (1990)) (SP,E,PS,S) How 

Christianity was seduced into sanctioning modern development in the US sphere of 

influence.  

Argentina: 1943-1976 Donald Hodges (Albuquerque,N.M.:Univ.of New 

Mexico Press(1976)) (E,PS)  

Crucifixion by Power: Essays on Guatemalan National Social Structure, 

1944-1966 Richard N.Adams (Austin,TX.:Univ.of Texas Press(1970)) (SP,E,PS)  

The Sovereign State of ITT Anthony Sampson (N.Y.,N.Y.: Stein & 

Day(1973)) (SP,E,PS) Deals with the multinational corporation as autonomous 

dictatorial state, especially as this relates to the US sponsored overthrow of the 

popularly elected Allende government in Chile.  

Secret Armies Jacques Bergier (Indianapolis,Ind.:Bobbs- Merrill(1975)) 

(SP,E,PS) On the collusion of private and governmental security armies in 

preserving "order" for corporate economic predation.  

The Lawless State; The Crimes of the U.S. Intelligence Agencies Morton 

Halperin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Penguin Books (1976)) (SP,E,PS)  

Concentration Camps U.S.A. Charles Allen Jr.(N.Y.,N.Y.: Marzani & 

Munsell(1966)) (PS)  

The Perfect War; Technowar in Vietnam James W. Gibson 

(Boston,MA.:Atlantic Monthly Press(1986)) (SP,E,PS) On the spectacular failure of 

technology in Vietnam.  

Voices from the Plain of Jars; Life Under an Air War Fred Bramfman 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Harper & Row(1972)) (SP)  

Atrocities in Vietnam; Myths and Realities Edward S.Herman 

(Philadelphia,PA.:Pilgrim Press(1970)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) On the psychological tactics 

of cover-up US style.  

Cover-Up Seymour Hersh (N.Y.,N.Y.:Random House(1972)) (SP,PS) 

Specific instance of political cover-up and manipulation US style.  
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The War Conspiracy Peter Dale Scott (Indianapolis,Ind.; N.Y.,N.Y.:Bobbs-

Merrill(1972)) (SP,E,PS) On how peace negotiations were systematically sabotaged 

by military aggessions during the Vietnam debacle. Also mentions Harry Anslinger's 

cover-up of Taiwanese opium running into the U.S.. Shows how veiled provocation 

is used by elements of the military to initiate warfare.  

Blank Check; The Pentagon's Black Budget Tim Weiner (N.Y., N.Y.: Warner 

Books(1990)) (E,PS,Cr)  

The Anglo-American Establishment Carroll Quigley (N.Y.,N.Y.: Books in 

Focus(1982)) (SP,E,PS) On the world's most thoroughgoing parasitic fascist 

infrastructure.  

The GentlemenÕs Club Kettil Bruun (Chicago,Ill.:Univ. of Chicago 

Press(1975)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Reveals how international drug policy is set by the two 

nations with the longest history of running illegal drug monopopies; the U.K.and the 

U.S.. Interesting aside on Harry Anslingers' cover-up of taiwanese heroin running 

into the US.  

The United Nations: Planned Tyranny: Comments on the Dream and the 

Reality Vernon Orval Watts (N.Y.,N.Y.:Devin-Adair Co.(1955)) (SP,PS) 

Report of the International Narcotics Control Board for 1995 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:United Nations(1995) (PS,M) One can read undiluted DEA fabrications 

about cannabis in this report too. Wow.  

Who Financed Hitler? Suzanne & James Pool (N.Y.,N.Y.:Dial Press(1978)) 

(SP,E,PS,Cr)  

The Armies of Ignorance William Corson (N.Y.,N.Y.:Dial 

Press/J.Wade(1977)) (PS,Cr)  

Eichmann in Jerusalem; A Report on the Banality of Evil Hannah Arendt 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Viking Press(1963)) (SP,E,PS,Cr,S)  

Code Name"Zorro": The Murder of Martin Luther King, Jr. Mark Lane & 

Dick Gregory (Englewood  

Cliffs,N.J.:Prentice-Hall (1977)) (E,PS,Cr) Revealing expose' of how the FBI 

really spent it's time and resources before, during, and after a political assassination.  

Assassination on Embassy Row Dinges & Landau (N.Y.,N.Y.: Pantheon 

Books(1980)) (E,PS,Cr) Great work on how the U.S. and U.S.-sponsored 

intelligence agencies cooperate in achieving covert policy goals.  

Nazi Gold: The Story of the World’s Greatest Robbery and its Aftermath Ian 

Sayer (N.Y.,N.Y.:Congdon & Weed,dist.by St.Martin’s Press(1984)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) 

Organized criminal activities help finance the nazi rise to power. Cocaine use was 
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rampant in Germany both before and after WW II.  

Coup D'Etat in America Canfield & Weberman (N.Y.,N.Y.:Third 

Press(1975)) (SP,E,PS,Cr)  

Search and Destroy Roy Wilkins & Ramsey Clark (N.Y.,N.Y.: Metro Applied 

Research Ctr. & NAACP(1973)) (SP,PS,Cr) Great work on how the FBI and the 

chicago police orchestrated a political mass murder and falsified the entire situation 

in the ensuing investigation.  

Break-ins, Death Threats, and the FBI: The Covert War Against the Central 

American Movement Ross Gelbspan (Boston,MA.:South End Press(1991)) (PS,Cr)  

Can't Jail the Spirit: Political Prisoners in the U.S. The National Committee 

to Free Puerto Rican Prisoners of War (Chicago,Ill.:Editorial El Coqui(1988)) 

(SP,PS,Cr,M) Good look at what life in a security unit prison is like, without the 

california style violence presently seen in Pelican Bay mostly done by guards.  

The Giant Killers: The Story of the Danish Resistance Movement; 1940-1945 

John Thomas (N.Y.,N.Y.:Taplinger Publ.(1976)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) On the tactics of 

resistance to fascist occupation.  

Cannibals and Kings: The Origins of Culture Marvin Harris 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Random House(1977)) (SP,E,PS,Cr)  

The Big White Lie: The CIA and the Cocaine-Crack Epidemic Michael 

Levine,Laura Kavanau-Levine  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:ThunderÕs Mouth Press(1993)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) On how the CIA 

used the DEA to cover for cocaine running operations. Also reveals how drug dollars 

were used to finance a fascist coup that put a lot of the major traffickers in power.  

Klaus Barbie: The Butcher of Lyons Tom Bower (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon 

Books(1984)) Discusses the 189th coup in  

Bolivia, funded with cocaine revenues, which was carried out July 17th, 1980 

and supported by Mr. Barbie, Joachim Fieblekorn, and Stefano Delle Chiaie. These 

men are italian fascists who subverted democracy in that country as well, and are 

members of a masonic offshoot, Propaganda due (P-2). David Scheim links George 

Bush with Licio Gelli, another italian P-2 member in Contract on America. Terror 

squad in Bolivia was called the "Fiances of Death"; great guys. See you in hell 

though I may not be staying.  

Powderburns: Cocaine, Contras, and the Drug War Celerino Castillo  

(Oakville,Ont.,London,U.K.,Buffalo,USA:Mosaic Press (1995)) (E,PS,Cr) 

Details direct cooperation beween US supported puppet governments in Central 

America and major drug traffickers.  
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Trail of the Octopus: From Beirut to Lockerbie--Inside the DIA D. Goddard 

& L. Coleman (London,UK.:Bloomsbury(1993) (PS,Cr) On the coverup of the 

Lockerbie bombing.  

The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia, 2nd ed. Alfred McCoy Brooklyn, 

N.Y.:Lawrence Hill Books(1991)) (E,PS,Cr)Great historical work on the role of 

heroin in international economics and politics.  

Cocaine Politics Peter Dale Scott (Berkeley,CA.:Univ. of California 

Press(1991)) (E,PS,Cr) On the role of cocaine running as an aspect of integrated 

criminal operations orchestrated by the CIA and U.S. economic elites.  

A Secret War: Americans in China, 1944-1945 Oliver Caldwell (Carbondale, 

Ill.: Southern Illinois Univ. Press (1972)) (E,PS,Cr) Details the political 

machinations which resulted in the Post-WW II China Lobby.  

Out of Control: The Story of the Reagan Administration's Secret War in 

Nicaragua, the Illegal Arms Pipeline, and the Contra Drug Connection Leslie 

Cockburn (N.Y.,N.Y.:Atlantic Monthly Press(1987)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Describes Oliver 

North's coordinating role in the contra resupply operations, which included 

facilitating large-scale cocaine running into the U.S.. This book is probably the best 

book on the south american portion of the contra resupply network. See alsoThe Big 

White Lie and articles on ex-DEA agent Celerino Castillo's investigations in El 

Salvador, detailed in The Seattle Post-Intelligencer June 17, 1994; Former agent 

accuses North. Mr. North also has a past history in Vietnam.  

Profits of War: Inside the Secret US-Israeli Arms Network Ari Ben-Menashe 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Sheridan Square Press (1992)) (E,PS,Cr) Talks about a surveillance and 

tracking software called PROMIS.  

Every Spy a Prince: The Complete History of Israel's Intelligence 
Community Raviv & Melman (Boston, US: Houghton Mifflin(1990)) 

Everything but what they don't want you to know. Has a good section on the 

interconnections between the intelligence agencies, the military, and the police, 

especially special tactical units.  

Verbatim Allen Ginsberg (N.Y.,N.Y.:McGraw-Hill(1975)) (E,PS,Cr) Refers 

to taiwanese opium running operations during the 50's.  

The Bluegrass Conspiracy Sally Denton (N.Y.,N.Y.:Doubleday(1990)) 

(E,PS,Cr) On cocaine running operations by economic elites in Kentucky and the 

political apparatus which supported them.  

Papa's Game Gregory Wallance (N.Y.,N.Y.:Ballantine Books(1981)) (Cr) 

Describes how the mob/CIA got the French Connection heroin back for resale.  
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L.A. Secret Police Mike Rothmiller & Ivan Goldman (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pocket 

Books(1992)) (SP,PS,Cr) On the attempted assassination of an L.A. police officer 

investigating CIA-supported cocaine running; an aspect of the IranContra scandal. 

Also good on what life as a cop can sometimes become.  

Inside the Company; CIA Diary Phillip Agee (N.Y.,N.Y.: Stonehill(1975)) 

(SP,PS) Good work on the indoctrination and training of a CIA agent.  

On the Run Philip Agee (Seacaucus,N.J.:Lyle Stuart(1987)) (SP,P,PS) Deals 

with the tactics used to harass and invalidate Mr Agee after he left the CIA and how 

he dealt with them.  

In Search of Enemies John Stockwell (N.Y.,N.Y.:W.W. Norton & Co.(1984)) 

(SP,E,PS,Cr)  

The Mafia, CIA, and George Bush: The Untold Story of America's Greatest 

Financial Debacle Peter Brewton (N.Y., N.Y.:Shapolsky Publ.,Inc.(1992)) 

(SP,E,PS,Cr) Details the financial mechanisms used to launder pirated bank 

revenues and cocaine dollars internationally and their importance in furthering 

George Bush's political career. The Wolf of the Kremlin Stuart Kahan 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:W.W.Morrow&Co. Inc.(1987) (SP,P,E,PS,Cr)  

The Daisy Chain: How Borrowed Billions Sank a Texas S&L James O’Shea 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Pocket Books(1991)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) 

A Full Service Bank: How BCCI Stole Billions Around the World Adams & 

Frantz (N.Y.,N.Y.: Pocket Books (1991)) (E,PS,Cr) Reveals the mechanisms that 

the CIA uses to evade congressional oversight when financing covert military 

operations overseas.  

Banking Scandals: The S&L's and BCCI Robert Long (N.Y.,N.Y.: 

H.W.Wlison(1993)) (SP,E,PS,Cr)  

Who Robbed America?: A Citizen's Guide to the S&L Scandal Michael 

Walden and Public CitizenÕs congress Watch (N.Y.,N.Y.: Random House(1990)) 

(SP,PS,Cr)  

The Squad: the U.S.Government's Secret Alliance with Organized Crime 

Michael Milan (N.Y.,N.Y.:Shapolsky Publ. (1989)) (SP,PS,Cr) Reveals the US 

governmentÕs use of mafia operators in political assassination.  

Criminal Syndicalism and the Law in California Woodrow C. Whitten 

(Phila.,PA.:American Philosophical Society (1969)) (SP,E,PS,Cr)  
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California's Employer Sanctions: The Case of the Disappearing Law Kitty 

Calavita (La Jolla, CA.:Center for USMexican Studies, University of California, San 

Diego(1982)) (SP,PS,Cr)  

Dark Victory; Ronald Reagan, MCA, and the Mob Dan Moldea 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Viking (1985)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) On how a grade B actor became a puppet 

dictator.  

No Left Turns Joseph L. Schott (N.Y.,N.Y.:Ballantine Books(1975) (Cr) 

Describes work in Hoover's FBI and how it sucked.  

The Russian Secret Police Ronald Hingley (London,U.K.: Hutchinson & 

Co.(1970)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) More recently, the russian army persuaded a village 

leadership in Chechnya to lay down their arms falsely guaranteeing their safety if 

they did so, and then went in and destroyed the village and slaughtered most of the 

inhabitants, just like Waco. This author does not support gun control. People hate 

guns until they have one pointed at their head.  

The Gestapo; A History of Horror Jacques Delarue (N.Y.,N.Y.: Dell 

Publ.(1964)) (SP,E,PS,Cr)  

The Chinese Secret Service Richard Deacon (N.Y.,N.Y.:Taplinger 

Publ.Co.(1974)) (SP,E,PS,Cr,S) Reveals the crossover between intelligence 

apparats, secret societies, and the occult very well.  

The Commandos: The Making of America's Secret Soldiers Douglas Waller 

(N.Y.,N.Y.: Simon & Schuster(1994)) (SP,P,PS)  

High Treason; The Assassination of John F.Kennedy and the New Evidence 

for Conspiracy Groden & Livingston (N.Y.,N.Y.: Berkeley Books(1990)) 

(SP,E,PS,Cr)  

Crossfire Jim Marrs (N.Y.,N.Y.:Carroll & Graf(1989)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Great 

work on the Kennedy assassination.  

JFK; The Last Dissenting Witness Bill Sloan with Jean Hill 

(Gretna,LA.:Pelican Publ.(1992)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Great story on how the FBI and 

others can harass people who stand up for their principles in the US.  

JFK; Conspiracy of Silence Charles Crenshaw,M.D. (N.Y.,N.Y.: 

Signet/Penguin Books(1992)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) The tampering with Kennedy's grievous 

head wounds to make it look like he was shot from the back rather than the front is 

what breaks this case wide open.  

Contract on America: The Mafia Murder of President John F.Kennedy David 

E.Scheim (N.Y.,N.Y.:Shapolsky Publ. (1988)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Very complete section 
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on the nature and prevasiveness of organized crime in the U.S. and itÕs connection 

with generalized political corruption. Interesting note on George Bush's connections 

with international criminal fascists on p.453 (hardcover) If you have a public official 

that doesn't seem to be responding to what seems to be good public policy, there's a 

good chance that he or she has been corrupted by a "special interest" agenda. Also 

describes Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., who was largely responsible for shifting law 

enforcement priorities away from organized crime towards street crime, as "a tool 

of organized crime".  

JFK: The CIA, Vietnam, and the Plot to Assassinate John F. Kennedy L. 

Fletcher Prouty (N.Y.,N.Y.: Carol  

Publishing Group(1992)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) His description of the CIA 

destabilization campaign that installed Ramon  

Magsaysay in the Phillipines (pp.29-37) shows both one way how a social 

crisis is "engineered" and an enemy is "created". His angle on the creation of the 

"viet cong" and the true causes of the Vietnam conflagration completes the picture 

that has come together in researching this project. Mentions the forced migrations in 

the 1950s that created the immiserations which provoked the conflict initially. The 

name Zapata, George Bush's petroleum company, appears in numerous places and 

operations in the Bay of Pigs project.  

Deep Politics and the Death of JFK Peter Dale Scott (Berkeley,CA.:(Univ.of 

California Press(1993)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Illustrates the political economic 
interconnections which facilitated and benefitted from the JFK assassination. The 

ongoing relationship between right-wing criminal fascists, organized crime, the 

worst of multinational corporations, and right-wing pseudochristian propagandists 

is shown very well in this work. Business as usual takes on a new meaning.  

Deadly Secrets: The CIA-Mafia War against Castro and the Assassination of 

JFK Hinckle & Turner  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Thunder's Mouth Press(1992) Superb introductory section on 

George Bush's 30 year criminal career.  

Originally titled The Fish is Red. Treason is a capital offence under his 

initiatives.  

Plausible Denial Mark Lane (N.Y.,N.Y.;Emeryville CA.: Thunder's Mouth 

Press,dist.by Publisher's Group West  

(1991)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Also on the integrated operations involved in the 

Kennedy assassination conspiracy. Reveals George Bush's central role in the Bay of 

Pigs operations and his supporting role in the assassination conspiracy.  

Rush to Judgement Mark Lane (N.Y.,N.Y.:Holt, Rinehart, and 
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Winston(1966)) (SP,PS,Cr)  

Medical Treason Joyce Strom-Paikan (Fair Hills N.J.:New Horizon 

Press(1988)) (SP,E,Cr,M) Reveals the methods of running high-level DEA 

operatives.  

Out of the Channel: The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill in Prince William Sound John 

Keeble (N.Y.,N.Y.: HarperCollins (1991)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) Details the organizational 

breakdowns which occurred before, during, and after the Valdez fiasco. Reveals the 

corrupting influences of short-term greed on organizational behavior and integrity.  

The Judas Factor Karl Evanzz (N.Y.,N.Y.;Emeryville CA.: Thunder's Mouth 

Press,dist by Publisher's Group West (1992)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) The use of patsy 

shooters, possibly hypnotically programmed, to create a chaotic diversion while the 

real hitters took out Malcolm X seems to have been the method of this murder. This 

is also believed to be the case in the murder of Robert Kennedy. This is shown by 

the ballistics evidence. More on this in Contract on America. 

Conspiracies, Cover-ups, and Crimes: Political Manipulation and Mind 

Control in America Jonathan Vankin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Paragon House(1992)) 

(SP,E,PS,Cr,S)  

Hunting Marco Polo Eddy & Walden (London,Eng.: Little, Brown, and 

Co.(1991)) (SP,E,PS,Cr) On how the DEA's best were used to track a hashish 

smuggler while the Reagan-Bush insanity was running massive quantities of cocaine 

and heroin into the U.S. in support of CIA military operations. 

The Compound William Gale (N.Y.,N.Y.: Rawson & Assoc., Inc.(1977)) 

(SP,E,Cr)  

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Rape of the Mind Joost A.M. Meerloo (Cleveland World Publ.(1956)) (P,PS) 

On how a social order can cripple individual creativity, thus precipitating economic 

collapse. 

Delusion and Mass Delusion Joost A.M. Meerloo (N.Y., N.Y.:Nervous and 

Mental Disease Monographs(1949)) (P,PS)  

Suicide and Mass Suicide Joost A.M. Meerloo (N.Y., N.Y.: Grune & Stratton 

(1962)) (M,H)  

Patterns of Panic Joost Meerloo (N.Y.,N.Y.: International Universities 

Press(1950,1980)) (P,H,PS,S) Great text on the interaction of fear, mania, and 
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physiology in groups.  

The Psychology of Dictatorship G.M. Gilbert (N.Y.,N.Y.: Ronald Press 

(1950)) (P,PS) The architects of the U.S. doctrine of corporate "national security" 

must have read straight from this book.  

The Origins of Totalitarianism Hannah Arendt (London,UK.:A & U (1967)) 

(P,H,E,PS,Sp) 

The Blood Libel Legend; A Casebook in Anti-Semitic Folklore Alan Dundes 

(Madison, Wisconsin: Univ. of Wisconsin Press(1991)) (P,PS,E,H) Great reference 

on projective inversion as it operates in authoritarian scapegoating.  

Licensed Mass Murder Henry Dicks (N.Y.,N.Y.:Columbus Ctr.Series/Basic 

Books Inc. (1972)) (P,H,E)  

Blaming the Victim William Ryan (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books (1971)) 

(P,PS,H) Good practical reference on projective inversion in so-called society.  

The Prohibition Mania: A Reply to Professor Irving Fisher and Others 

Clarence Darrow (N.Y.,N.Y.:Boni&Liveright(1927)) (H,PS,E,Cr)  

The Broken Rebel: A Study in Culture, Politics, and Authoritarian Character 

Rupert Wilkinson (N.Y.,N.Y.: Harper & Row (1972)) (P,PS,H)  

Total War and the Human Mind: A Psychologists' Experiences in Occupied 

Holland Joost Meerloo (International Universities Press(1945)) (P,H,S)  

The Mass Psychosis of Fascism Wilhelm Reich (N.Y.,N.Y.: Farrar, Strauss, 

Giroux (1971)) (P,PS,H) Original title; Titled The Mass Psychology of Fascism in 

the U.S..  

Male Fantasies:Vol.#1; Women, Floods, Bodies, History: Vol.#2; The Male 

Body; Psychoanalyzing the White Terror Klaus Theweleit (Minneapolis,MN.:Univ. 

of Minnesota Press (1987,1989)) (P,H,PS,Cr,S)  

The Roots of Evil Ervin Staub (Cambridge, Eng.; N.Y.,N.Y.:Cambridge Univ. 

Press (1989)) (P,PS,H,S)  

Combatting Cult Mind Control Steven Hassan (Rochester, Vt.:Park St. Press, 

dist.by Harper & Row (1988)) (P,M) Good practical guide on reversing the mental 

processes involved in cultic seduction and continuing the journey towards full 

individuation. Useful in the U.S..  

Propagandas Jacques Ellul (N.Y.,N.Y.:Alfred A. Knopf (1965)) (P,H,M) 

Excellent book on the psychological compartmentalization which occurs in modern 
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hierarchical authoritarian cultures.  

Working Ourselves to Death: The High Cost of Workaholism Diane Fassell 

(San Francisco,CA:Harper & Row (1990)) (P,E)  

We Are Driven Hemfelt, Minirth, and Meier (Nashville, Tenn.:Thomas 

Nelson,Inc.(1991)) (P,M) On the social roots and the medical costs of workaholism.  

your self unwound/you’re inspired 

Closing the Iron Cage Ed Andrews (Toronto, CAN.:Black Rose Bks./Univ. 

of Toronto Press (1981)) (P,E) On how the system orders your waking day.  

Are You Driving Your Children to Drink? Donald A. Moses (N.Y.,N.Y.:Van 

Nostrand Reinhold (1975)) (P,M) Great text on the psychosocial roots of compulsive 

behavior.  

Blessed Are the Addicts: The Spiritual Side of Alcoholism, Addiction, and 

Recovery John Martin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Villard Books(1990)) (P,S,Ph,M) 

Fascism and Big Business Daniel Guerin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Monad Press, Dist. by 

Pathfinder Press (1973)) (E,H,PS,Cr)  

Money, Murder, and the American Dream Charles Derber (Boston, 

MA.:Faber & Faber (1992)) (H,E) Interesting statistics on how the wealth of the 900 

richest families tripled during the 80's while everyone else is told that they have to 

tighten their belts in order to compete. (with what?) Also introduces the 

anthropological/sociological concept of wilding.  

Conference on Thought Control in the US: Complete Proceedings of the 

Conference on Thought Control  

A.S.P.Council, P.C.A. (Hollywood, US.:Hollywood ASP-PCA(1947) 

(P,H,PS,Sp)  

Cults In America Willa Appel (N.Y.,N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston 

(1983)) (P,PS,S)  

Cults in our Midst Margaret Thaler Singer, Janja Lalich (San Francisco, 

CA:Jossey-Bass Publ.(1995)) (P,H,S) Good work, but a little sensationalist.  

The Power Elite C. Wright Mills (N.Y.,N.Y.:Oxford Univ. Press (1956)) 

(E,H)  

Sex and Temperment in Three Primitive Societies Margaret Mead 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:W. Morrow & Co. (1935)) (H)  

Civilization in Transition: Collected Works Vol#10, Bollingen Series 

C.G.Jung (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books (1973)) (P,H,S)  
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The Managers: Corporate Life in America Diane Margolis (N.Y.,N.Y.:W. 

Morrow & Co. (1979)) (PS,E)  

A Nation of Strangers Vance Packard (N.Y.,N.Y.:McKay(1972)) (E,H,PS)  

Thought Reform and the Psychology of Totalism R.J.Lifton 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Norton (1961)) (H,PS)  

The Hidden Persuaders Vance Packard (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pocket Books 

(1980,1981) (P,E,H,PS)  

The Anti-Humans D. Bacu (Englewood, Colo.:Soldiers of the 

Cross(1971)also published in madrid spain in 1963.) Shows the intentionality of 

abusive behavior modification as practiced in totalistic political economic systems. 

Other more sophisticated forms of violence against persons such as material and 

psychospiritual deprivation, social isolation, and personally disintegrative mental 

manipulation have been incorporated into later pavlovian stimulusresponse 

programs now practiced in the US such as the federal government's weed and seed 

program in Seattle and other cities. Vance Packard covers the seed side of the weed 

and seed program in the above book.  

Sanctions For Evil Sanford & Comstock (San Francisco, CA.:Jossey-Bass 

(1971)) (P,PS,H)  

The Criminal Elite: The Sociology of White Collar Crime J.W.Coleman 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:St.Martins Press(1985)) (E,PS)  

Social Hierarchies Ronald Mousnier (N.Y.,N.Y.:Schocken Books eng. 

Trans.(1973); Presses Universitaires de France(1969)) (H,PS)  

The Theory of the Leisure Class Thorstein Veblen (N.Y.,N.Y.:Mentor 

books/New American Library(1899,1912)) (E,SP) First printed and published in 

1953.  

Asylums: Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and other Inmates 

Erving Goffman  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Doubleday(1990)) (H,E,PS,Cr,M) Excellent perspective on 

mandated hospitalization as incarceration; also applies to court-mandated in-patient 

drug treatment, though not as intensively.  

Culture Against Man Jules Henry (N.Y.,N.Y.:Random House(1963)) 

(E,PS,S,M)  

A Directory of Intentional Communities: A Guide to Cooperative Living 

Fellowship for Intentional Communities 

(Evansville,Ind.,Rutledge,MO.:Communities Publications Co-op.(1992) (E,PS,Ph)  
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The Poverty of Affluence; A Psychological Portrait of the American Way of 

Life Paul Wachtel (Philadelphia, Pa.:New Society Publ.(1989)) (E,S,M)  

The Culture of Narcissism: American Life in an Age of Diminishing 

Expectations Christopher Lasch  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:W.W.Norton&Co.(1978)) (P,E,PS) Seems like every academic 

worth his paper hates and revises the history of the 60's/70's. Still valuable insights 

in this work.  

Alternative Pursuits for America's Third Century: A Resource Book on New 

Perceptions, Processes, and Programs with Implications for the Prevention of Drug 

Abuse Ed. by Louisa Messolonghites (Rockville,Md.:National Institute on Drug 

Abuse, dist. by U.S.Gov’t. Printing Ofc.(1974)) (E,PS,Ph,S,M) One must wonder 

why these ideas weren't integrated into the programs of the "War on Drugs".  

Beyond the Ruling Class; Strategic Elites in Modern Society Suzanne Keller 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Random House (1963)) (PS,E)  

Addictive Organizations Schaef & Fassell (San Francisco,CA: Harper & 

Row(1988)) (P,E,PS)  

A Systems Approach to Drug Treatment Freda Adler 

(Philadelphia,Pa.:Dorrance (1974)) (E,S,Ph) Recovery systems and support in the 

community. Complete, competent, and vastly underutilized perspective and method.  

Sane Asylum: Inside the Delancey Street Foundation Charles Hampden-

Turner (San Francisco,CA.:San Francisco Book Co.(1976)) (P,Cr) Good paradigm 

for constructive transformation, though a little intense. Also those with intensive 

post-traumatic stress fell through the cracks without getting the specialized care they 

needed. There will be much more of this syndrome in our culture of abuse as time 

goes on.  

Behind the Wall of Respect: Community Experiments in Heroin Addiction 

Control Patrick H. Hughes (Chicago,Ill.:Univ. of Chicago Press(1977)) 

(P,H,E,PS,Ph)  

The Invasion of Compulsory Sex Morality Wilhelm Reich (N.Y.,N.Y.:Farrar, 
Strauss, & Giroux(1971)) (H,PS) Great perspective on social sex moralizing as a 

means of personal disempowerment. Many so-called Christians have yet to fully 

understand the power of redemptive grace and repentance in a context of human free 

will.  

Communities in Disaster; A Sociological Analysis of Collective Stress 

Situations Allen Barton (Garden City,N.Y.: Doubleday(1969)) (P,H,E,PS,S) 

Recognizes the long-term deprivation in slums as a community disaster; the author 
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goes further and calls it a crime against humanity. Has a very good section on 

blaming the victim and the social beliefs and circumstances which foster it. Very 

good systems diagram of its psychology is included.  

Man and Society in Calamity Pitirim Sorokin (N.Y.,N.Y.:E.P.Dutton 

Inc.(1942)) (H,P) On the rough division of humanity in crisis; into those who take 

advantage of the crisis to further personal interests and those who make personal 

sacrifices to help others.  

Suicide Clusters Loren Coleman (Boston, MA.:Faber & Faber (1987)) (P,M)  

The Triple Revolution; Social Problems in Depth Perrucci & Pilisuk (Boston, 

MA.:Little,Brown, & Co.(1968)) (PS,E)  

Social Problems in American Society James M. Henslin 

(Boston,MA.:Holbrook Press(1973)) (H,PS,E,Cr,M) lots of nice historical tidbits on 

destructive institutional processes 

Feedback Thought in Social Science and Systems George P. Richardson 

(Phila.,PA.:Univ. of Pennsylvania Press (1991)) (PS,Ph) His systems analysis of 

the legalization of heroin shows the faulty conclusions one can reach if qualitative 

factors specific to the subculture, the context of the system, are not included in the 

analysis.  

Living Systems James G.Miller (N.Y.,N.Y.:McGraw-Hill(1978)) (E,PS,Ph) 

Good intro. text on biological systems theory.  

Strategic Interaction Erving Goffman (Philadelphia,Pa.:Univ. of 

Pennsylvania Press(1969)) (H,E,PS,Cr,Ph,S) Great work on the dynamics of human 

interactions. First paper deals with the discernment of human deception.  

The Third Wave Alvin Toffler (N.Y.,N.Y.:W.Morrow & Co.(1980)) 

(H,PS,E,Ph)  

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions Thomas Kuhn (Chicago,Ill.:Univ. of 

Chicago Press(1970)) (H,PS,E,Ph)  

Espionage and Subversion in Industrial Society Peter Hamilton 

(London,Eng.:Hutchinson & Co.(1967)) (PS,P,E,H) Insightful book on the true 

foundations of the pseudojustification of "national security".  

PSYCHOLOGY 

The Authoritarian Personality T.Adorno et. al. (N.Y., N.Y.:Harper & Row 

(1950)) (SP,S) Beautiful and self explanatory. F scale test is a tried and true test for 
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dangerous authoritarian characteristics.  

Collected Works (including Vol.1: The Neurotic Personality of our Time; New 

Ways in Psychoanalysis; Our Inner  

Conflicts. Vol.2: Self Analysis; Neurosis and Human Growth Karen Horney 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:W.Norton & Co.(1963)) (SP,PS,S,Cr) Vol#1 is great text on manic 

compulsivity and projective inversion. Great for understanding your local parasitic 

fascist elites.  

On Shame and the Search for Identity Helen Lynd (N.Y.,N.Y.:J.Wiley & Sons 

(1958,1961,1967)) (SP,S) Good text on transcending materialism as a basis for self-

esteem and self-worth.(remember, God loves you period.) 

Meeting the Shadow Zweig & Abrams (Los Angeles,CA: Jeremy Tarcher 

(1991)) (SP,S,H) Good practical exposition on the expressions of the "double" in 

life.  

For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child Rearing and the Roots of 

Violence Alice Miller (N.Y.,N.Y.;London,UK:Farrar, Strauss, and 

Giroux,Virago(1983,1987)) (SP,S,Ph) 

Child Abuse and Neglect: An Information and Reference Guide Timothy 

Iverson and Marilyn Segal (N.Y.,N.Y., London, U.K.:Garland Publishing,Inc. 

(1990)) (SP,Cr,M) An interesting observation in this text noted that emotional and 

sexual abuse were more damaging psychologically than physical abuse; if you 

survived the abuse, of course.... Don't look at the pictures if you have a weak 

stomach.  

Toward a Radical Therapy: Alternative Services for Personal and Social 

Change T.Clarke & D.Jaffe (N.Y.,N.Y.:Gordon & Breach Co.(1973)) (SP,E,H) 

Great work on mutual respect and privacy as essential to effective and supportive 

counseling relationships. Also good on what works with abused and self destructive 

people who have been marginalized by so-called society.Should be toward a humane 

therapy. Very good section on adolescent anger and self-destructive tendencies pp. 

7-25 especially p. 10.  

Don’t Shoot, We are your Children! J. Anthony Lucas (N.Y.,N.Y.: Random 

House, Dell Publ.(1971, 1972)) (SP,S,Ph) 

The Radical Therapist: The Radical Therapist Collective Produced by Jerome 

Agel (N.Y.,N.Y.:Ballantine Books (1971)) (SP,S,Ph)  

Rough Times Rough Times staff, Produced by Jerome Agel (N.Y.,N.Y.: 

Ballantine Books(1973)) (SP,E,PS,Ph) 

Aion; Researches into the Phenomenology of the Self; Collected Works,Vol.9, 
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pt.2 Bollingen Series C.G. Jung (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books (1973)) (SP,H,S)  

The Divided Self R.D.Laing (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books (1969)) (SP) Deals 

with the compartmentalization of consciousness.  

Anti-Semitism; A Disease of the Mind Theodore Isaac Ruben M.D. 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Continuum (1990)) (SP) on racism, sexism, classism, and the 

psychology of propaganda.  

The Politics of the Family and other Essays R.D.Laing (London, 

Eng.:Tavistock Publ.,Publ. in U.S. by Pantheon Books (1971)) (SP) 

The Double Otto Rank (Chapel Hill,N.C.:Univ. of North Carolina Press 

(1971)) (SP,S)  

The Lust For Power Joseph Haroutnunian (N.Y.,N.Y.:Scribner’s (1949)) 

(SP,E,H,PS,Cr)) On those self-centered motivations which must remain secret and 

buried even from the criminal warlord himself.  

Borderline Conditions and Pathological Narcissism Otto Kernberg 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:J.Aronson(1975)) (SP,H,PS,Cr) Explains behavior of a fair amount of 

the US's political and economic leadership.  

The Mask of Sanity Hervey Cleckley,M.D. (N.Y.,N.Y.:New American 

Library(1982)) (H,PS,Cr)  

Aggression in Personality Disorders and Perversions Otto F. Kernberg (New 

Haven, CT.:Yale Univ.Press(1992)) (H,PS,Cr)  

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy of Borderline Patients Otto F. Kernberg 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Basic Books(1989)) (H,PS,Cr)  

Psycholanalysis of Developmental Arrests: Theory and Treatment Robert 

Stolorow and Frank Lachmann (N.Y.,N.Y.:International Universities Press(1980)) 

Helping the generation that grew or didnÕt grow up during the murdering 80Õs. It 

is reported that an entire elementary school classroom in colorado broke into 

spontaneous cheers after Reagan was shot.  

Coping with the Fast Track Blues R. Bramson (N.Y., N.Y.: Doubleday 

(1989)) (SP,E) Good manual on dealing with the culture of overwork.  

Craving For Ecstacy Milkman & Sunderwirth (Lexington, MA.: D.C.Heath 

& Co.(1987)) (PS,S) Great book on the psychology of manic compulsion(addiction) 

and escapism.  

Go, Go, Go!; what's drivin ya? 

Hypnotism George Estabrooks (N.Y.,N.Y.:E.P.Dutton & Co. (1957)) 

(PS,SP,S) What one can do with hypnosis; also its occultic possibilities. 
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The Stormy Search for the Self: A Guide to Personal Growth Through 

Transformational Crisis Stanislav & Christina Grof (Los Angeles, CA.:Jeremy 

Tarcher Inc.,Dist by St.Martins Press (1990)) (SP)  

Beyond the Brain: Birth, Death, and Transcendence in Psychotherapy 

Stanislav Grof (N.Y.,N.Y.:SUNY Press (1985))  

Society Without the Father Alexander Mitscherlich (Munich, 

Germany:R.Piper & Co.(1963)) (SP)  

Coping With Teenage Depression; A Parent's Guide Kathleen McCoy 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:New American Library (1982)) (SP) Deals with the consequences of the 

abuse of authority in the family.  

Ooooh, it’s cold, cold, cold out there...no love anywhere. 

The Intimate Enemy: How to Fight Fair in Love and Marriage George Bach 

& Peter Wyden (N.Y.,N.Y.:William Morrow&Co./Avon Books(1968)) (SP,S) 

Neurotic Distortions of the Creative Process Lawrence Kubie 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Noonday Press (1961)) (SP,S) On how oppression kills the creative 

impulse.  

The Right to Feel Bad Lesley Hazelton (Garden City, N.Y.:Dial Press (1984)) 

(SP)  

Justice and Injustice Bergler & Meerloo (N.Y.,N.Y.: Grune & Stratton(1963)) 

(SP,PS,S) On the psychic roots of the sense of justice vs "the law".  

The Assault on Truth Jeffrey M. Masson (N.Y.,N.Y.: Farrar, Strauss,and 

Giroux(1984)) (SP,PS) Good book on Freud's crime and how it affected his later 

work; an excellent example of projective inversion.(blaming the victim) He was a 

bit of a people pleaser.  

The Life of the Self: Towards a New Psychology R.J. Lifton 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Simon & Schuster (1976)) (S)  

Journeys to Selfhood Taylor (Berkeley,CA.:Univ. of California Press (1980)) 

(S)  

How to Live with Schizophrenia Hoffer & Osmond 

(Seacaucus,N.J.:University Books(1974)) (M)  

Beyond Psychology Otto Rank (N.Y.,N.Y.:Dover Publications(1958)) (S)  

Operators and Things: The Inner Life of a Schizophrenic Barbara O’Brien 

(Cambridge,MA.:Arlington Books (1958)) (S,M)  
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Healing LifeÕs Hidden Addictions Archibald Hart (Ann Arbor,Mich.:Vine 

Books/Servant Publishing(1990)) (S,M) One of the most valuable books on the 

psychospirituality of addiction I've ever read. 

The Jack and Jill Syndrome: Healing for Broken Children Patricia Rushford 

(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Fleming H. Revell/Baker Book House Co. (1996)) (SP,S) 

A really neat intergenerational healing can begin to happen when this book is slowly 

read. 

Outgrowing the Pain: A Book for and About Adults Abused as Children Eliana 

Gil (N.Y.,N.Y.:Dell Publ.(1983)) (M)  

The Healing Journey: New Approaches to Consciousness Claudio Naranjo 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Ballantine(1973)) (S)  

The Voice of Experience R.D.Laing (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books(1982)) (S)  

One Dimensional Man Herbert Marcuse (Boston,MA.:Beacon Press(1964)) 

(SP,S)  

Drugs in Adolescent Worlds Glassner & Luoghlin (N.Y., N.Y.:St.Martin’s 

Press(1987)) (SP,S)  

Altered States of Consciousness Ed.by Charles Tart (San Francisco, 

CA.:Harper (1990)) (SP,S) On altered states as a natural human occurrence. 

Psychedelic Drugs Reconsidered Grinspoon & Bakalar (N.Y.,N.Y.:Basic 

Books(1979)) (SP,S,PS)  

Shivitti; A Vision Ka Tzetnick 135633 (San Francisco, CA.:Harper & 

Row(1989)) (S,M) On the healing of a concentration camp survivor using LSD. Are 

also getting good results with some with ibogaine too. Don't do this alone. We love 

you a lot.  

LSD Psychotherapy Stanislav Grof (Pomona, CA.:Hunter House(1980)) 

(S,M) LSD is not a drug to be taken lightly. Like all black-market substances, its 

purity and concentration can vary widely, sometimes with very bad consequences. 

Only a very small percentage of users experience difficulties. Out of 25,000 trips 

studied, there was not one bad trip when the person was prepared properly and was 

not alone.  

Memoirs of a Recovering Autocrat Richard Hallstein (San 

Francisco,CA.:Berrett-Koehler(1993)) (SP,M) On one man's journey out of parasitic 

fascism in his life into responsible interaction.  

Psychotherapy, East and West Alan Watts (N.Y.,N.Y.: Pantheon 

Books(1961)) (SP,Ph,M)  
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Escape From Freedom Erich Fromme (N.Y.,N.Y.:Avon Books (1968)) 

(SP,H)  

ECONOMICS 

Trilateralism: The Trilateral Commission and Elite Planning for World 

Management Ed. by Holly Sklar (Boston MA.:South End Press(1980)) (SP,H,PS,Cr) 

On the international corporate economic planning infrastructure.  

Webs of Power; International Cartels and the World Economy Mirov & 

Maurer (Boston,MA.:Houghton Mifflin (1982)) (SP,H,Cr) On how collusive 

oligopolistic cartels eliminate the competition and limit economic and social 

possibilities as a consequence.  

The International Drug Trade Gary M; McCuen (Hudson,Wisc.:G.E.McCuen 

Publ.(1989)) (H,PS,Cr)  

Big Business in the Third Reich Arthur Schweitzer (Bloomington,Ind.: 

Indiana Univ.Press(1964)) (SP,H,Cr) Details the fascistic centralization of the 

German economy as an integral factor of the pre WW II nazi rise.  

Fascism and Big Business Daniel Guerin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Monad Press,dist By 

Pathfinder Press(1973)) (SP,H,Cr)  

Mortgaging the Earth Bruce Rich (Boston,MA.:Beacon Press (1993)) 

(SP,PS,H,Ph,Cr) Great work on how development theory is destroying the planet. 

Interesting look at the true character of the people responsible for the intellectual 

foundations of the present economic paradigm.(see the chapter; From Descartes to 

Chico Mendes.) Those who built the intellectual foundations of modern scientific 

"objectivity" were actually just a bunch of raving selfcentered alchemists. I detest 

repressed emotionalism clothed as "objectivity" and "impartiality".  

The Debt Boomerang; How Third World Debt Harms Us All Susan George 

(Boulder,Colo.:Westview Press(1992)) (PS,H,Ph,Cr) Great look at the mechanisms 

of economic predation utilized by the IMF/World Bank and their consequences. Also 

shows how 12-15 million people were killed (murdered, starved, worked, diseased, 

etc.)in the US sphere of influence as a direct consequence of CIA/State Dept. 

orchestrated neo-colonial foreign policymaking. Documents how one country 

laundered cocaine revenues into the international financial mechanisms of the IMF/ 

World Bank.  

The Business of Drugs Mary Cooper (Washington,D.C.: Congressional 

Quarterly(1990)) (SP,H,PS,Cr)  
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Public Debt and Private Wealth: Debt, Capital Flight, and the I.M.F. in the 

Sudan Richard P. Brown (London, Eng.: MacMillan(1992)) (PS,H,Cr,Ph) Relates 

irresponsible economic predation to the occurrence of famines in the Sudan; also a 

form of political economic "enclosure" called exclusion.  

The Myth of Marginality: Urban Poverty and Politics in Rio de Janeiro Janice 

Perlman (Berleley,CA.:Univ. of California Press(1979)) (SP,H,PS,Ph) Reveals how 

economic elites exploit the poor in the U.S. sphere of influence.  

The Debt Squads: The U.S., The Banks, and Latin America Branford & 

Kucinski (London,Eng.;Atlantic  

Highlands,N.J.:Zed Books(1988))(H,PS,Cr)  

Dark Victory: The U.S., Structural Adjustment, and Global Poverty Bello, 

Cunningham, & Rau (Oakland,CA.:Food First 398 60th St.,Oakland,CA.94618; 

$12.95+$3.50 shpg.(1994)) (SP,H,PS,Cr)  

Dragons in Distress: Asia's Miracle Economies in Crisis Walden Bello (San 

Francisco, CA.: Institute for Food and Development Policy(1990)) (SP,H,PS) 

The World Bank and the Poor Aart Van De Laar (Boston,MA.: M.Nijhoff 

(1980)) (H,PS,Cr) Shows how an autonomous dictatorial collective can ignore good 

common sense advice and do whatever they please.  

The Release of the Destruction of Life Devoid of Value: It's Measure and it's 

Form K.Binding, A.Hoche,and R.Sassone (Santa Ana, CA.:Life 

Quality(1920,1975)) (SP,P,H,PS,S,Cr) This one sounds pretty nuts. . .  

The Unseen Revolution: The Rise of Pension Fund Socialism in America Peter 

Drucker (N.Y.,N.Y.:Harper & Row (1976)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

Creating Alternative Futures: The End of Economics Hazel Henderson 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Putnam(1980,1978) (PS,Ph) Great analysis of the true roots of economic 

stagflation.  

If Women Counted: A New Feminist Economics Marilyn Waring (San 

Francisco,CA.:Harper&Row(1988)) (SP,P,H,PS,S,Cr) Originally titled Counting 

for Nothing in New Zealand.  

The Emperor Wears No Clothes Jack Herer  

Hot Money and the Politics of Debt R.T.Naylor (N.Y.,N.Y.: Linden Press,dist 

by Simon & Schuster(1987)) (H,PS,Cr) If one isnÕt careful, one will become 

psychologically numbed by the huge quantity of corruption and lawlessness detailed 

in this text.  

In Banks We Trust Penny Lernoux (Garden City,N.J.:Anchor 
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Press/Doubleday(1984)) (H,PS,Cr)  

The Merchant Bankers Joseph Wechsberg (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pocket 

Books/Simon&Schuster(1966)) (H,PS,Cr) Talks about two enterprising scotsmen 

who got their venture capital through the opium trade. Gentlemen all.  

Asia's Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization Alice H. Amsden 

(N.Y.,N.Y.: Oxford University Press (1989)) (PS,Ph) Tells how extensive 

government intervention in the economy actually was much more successful at 

managing South KoreaÕs growth than the so-called "free market" bullcrap.  

Executive Compensation in Large Industrial Organizations Wilbur Llewellen 

(N.Y.,N.Y.: Columbia Univ Press (1968)) (SP,PS,Ph)  

Secret Money Ingo Walter (Lexington,MA.: Lexington Books (1985)) 

(H,PS,Cr) On the financial mechanisms used by the international elites to shelter 

income from responsible taxation. Also good on hidden debt too.  

The Hidden Injuries of Class Sennet & Cobb (N.Y.,N.Y.:Random 

House(1972)) (SP,H,PS,Cr,M) Illustrates how the preferential option for the rich 

hurts the rest of us.  

Banking and Currency and the Money Trust Charles Lindbergh, 

Sr.(Hawthorne,CA.:Omni Publ.(1971)) (H,PS) Great work on how the rich avoid 

taxes and manipulate economies to their benefit and our injury.  

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Friendly Fascism Bertram Gross (N.Y.,N.Y.:M.Evans & Co.,Inc. (1980)) 

(SP,E,H,Cr)  

Imperial Brain Trust: the Council on Foreign Relations and U.S. Foreign 

Policy Shoup & Minter  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Monthly Review Press(1977)) (SP,E,H,Cr)  

The Powers That Be; Processes of Ruling Class Domination in America 

G.William Domhoff (N.Y.,N.Y.: Vintage Books (1978)) (SP,E,H,Cr) Shows how 

elite planning organizations shape policy, select candidates, and generally subvert 

democracy in the US.  

The Coercive Utopians: Social Deception by America's Power Players Rael 

Jean and Erich Isaac (Chicago,Ill.:Regnery Gateway(1983)) (SP,H,E)  

Liberating Theory Albert,Cagan,Chomsky,Hahnel,King,Sargent, Sklar 

(Boston,MA.:South End Press(1986)) (SP,PS,H,Ph) Great work on the psychology 

and skills of facilitating coalition building and conflict resolution. How to overcome 
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minor ideological differences so that major areas of practical agreement can be acted 

upon. Good role plays.  

NACLA Research Methodology Guide (N.Y.,N.Y.:North American Congress 

on Latin America(1970)) (SP,E,H) Excellent guide for researching organizations 

and individuals.  

Klanwatch: Bringing the Ku Klux Klan to Justice Bill Stanton 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Weidenfeld(1991)) (SP,H,PS)  

Bailout: The Bankrupting of America Richard DeSoto (Danbury, Ct.:Futura 

Press(1992)) (H,E,Cr)  

The Secret Rulers: Criminal Syndicates and How They Control the U.S. 

Underworld Fred Cook (N.Y.,N.Y.:Duell, Sloan, & Pearce(1966)) (SP,E,H,Cr) 

Should be how they now control large sectors of the US political economy.  

Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition Robert Dahl (New Haven,Ct.:Yale 

Univ. Press(1971)) (SP,E,H,Cr) The real dynamic "form" of U.S. economic and 

political power relations.  

Modern Dictatorship Diana Spearman (London, U.K.:J.Cape(1939)) 

(SP,E,H,Cr)  

Democracy, Dictatorship, Destruction: Documents of Modern German 

History; 1918-1945 R.F. Holt (Melbourne,AUS.:Longman Cheshire(1991)) 

(SP,E,H,Cr)  

Fire in the Minds of Men: Origins of the Revolutionary Faith James Billington 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Basic Books(1980)) (SP,P,H,Cr,S)  

War Without Weapons Boserup & Mack (N.Y.,N.Y.:Schocken Books (1974)) 

(H,E,Ph)  

Thinking Green: Essays on Environmentalism, Feminism, and Nonviolence 

Petra K. Kelly (Berkeley,CA.:Parallax Press(1994)) (H,E,Ph) Simple, powerful, and 

clear. One has to wonder why it is that the green politicos put in power by her labors 

and sacrifices didn't seriously investigate the possibility of a third party being 

responsible for murdering both her and her partner. Guess the story of her lover 

running amok was a good enough story for ruining the image of such a powerful 

cultural and political person. Twas ever thus. 

Ecological Democracy Roy Morrison (Boston, MA.:South End Press(1995))  

The Conserver Society: Alternatives for Sustainability Ted Trainer (London, 

UK: Zed books(1995))  
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By Any Means Necessary; Speeches,Interviews,and a Letter Malcolm X 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Pathfinder Press(1970)) (H,E,Cr) Matchless insights into the US and 

some inspirations for action.  

Pacifism As Pathology Ward Churchill  

Partisan Warfare Otto Heilbrunn (N.Y.,N.Y.:Praeger(1962)) (SP,H,E,Ph)  

Civilian-Based Defense: A Post-Military Weapons System Gene Sharp 

(Princeton Univ. Press(1990)) (SP,E,Ph) This author doesnt support gun control, but 
rather endorses methods of community support as a means of deescalating violent 

America. Guns don't kill people, people kill people. We're all in a lot of trouble when 

the police are armed to the teeth and the people are defenseless.  

Beyond Hypocrisy: Decoding the News in an Age of Propaganda Edward 

S.Herman (Boston,MA.:South End Press (1992)) (SP,H,E,Ph) How to decode the 

doublethink after "My Fellow Americans...".  

Holocaust "Revisionism": Reinventing the Big Lie Judith Bolton 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Anti-Defamation League of the B’nai B’rith (1989)) (SP,E,H,PS,Cr) 

Stories can not only be falsified, but "evidence" as well. The court record of the trials 

of Ernst Zundel and James Keegstra in Canada are revelatory.  

The Unreality Industry: The Deliberate Manufacturing of Falsehood and 

What it is Doing to Our Lives Mitroff & Bennis (N.Y.,N.Y.:Carol 

Communications(1989)) (SP,P,H,Cr)  

Nations Not Obsessed with Crime Freda Adler (Littleton, Colo.: Rothman 

Co.(1983)) (SP,H,E,Cr,Ph) Explains that what we are missing in the US is a moral 

context for action and a social support community; a supportive and humane culture.  

Novus Ordo Seclorum: The Intellectual Foundations of the Constitution 

Forrest McDonald (Lawrence ,Kan.:Univ. of Kansas Press(1985)) (SP,H,E,Cr,S,Ph) 

Explains how the constitution was actually written to thwart responsive democracy. 

One must factor in economic inequalities. The Bill of Rights is what guarantees 

democracy in the US. It was pointed out by someone in the book Friendly Fascism 

that caesarism can rise under the Constitution if the Bill of Rights is eliminated (like 

with the drug war).  

Police Riots Rodney Stark (Belmont,CA.:Wadsworth Publ.Co. (1972)) 

(SP,H,Cr,) On the tactics of covert aggressive provocation as used in police 

operations against the american people.  

The Police Threat to Political Liberty: Discoveries and Actions of the 

American Friends Service Committee program on Government Surveillance and 

Civil Rights American Friends Service Committee (Phila,PA.: American Friends 
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Service Committee(1979)) (SP,E,H,Cr) Reveals how supposedly private police 

support organizations facilitate political intelligence gathering. These same private 

organizations such as the International Assoc. of Police Chiefs can act as conduits 

for fascist propaganda.  

The Upper Layers of Open Systems Interconnection Rainier W.G. Herbers 

(Boston,MA.:D.Riedel Publ.Co.,dist.by Kluwer Acad.Publ.(1987)) (SP,H,Ph) On 

how computer networks are designed to favor the people with the big bucks and the 

fast machines.  

The Espionage Establishment David Wise (N.Y.,N.Y.: Random 

House(1967)) (SP,H,E,Cr,Ph)  

Genocide, State Power, and Mass Murder I.L.Horowitz (New 

Brunswick,N.J.:Transaction Books(1976)) (SP,H,E,Cr,M) Great work on the four 

types of discriminatory, psychotic, genocidal and ultimately mass suicidal political 

states.  

Genocide: Its Political Use in the 20th Century Leo Kuper (New 

Haven,Ct.:Yale Univ.Press(1981)) (SP,H,E,Cr,M)  

Steal This Urine Test: Fighting Drug Hysteria in America Abbie Hoffman 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Penguin Books(1987)) (SP,H,E,Cr)  

High Treason; The Plot Against the People Albert E.Kahn (N.Y.,N.Y.:Hour 
(1950)) (H,E,Cr,Ph) Shows that the U.S. government and economic elites have 

always colluded in criminally subverting the US constitution and by extension, the 

long-term interests of the American peoples. They don't call them robber barons 

for nothing.  

Soviet Military Power: The Pentagon's Propaganda Document Tom Gervasi 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Vintage Books (1988,1987)) (SP,H,E,Ph,Cr)  

Our Peculiar Security Ed. by Hickok, McDowell, and Costopoulos 

(Lanham,Md.:Rowman & Littlefield(1993)) (H,E,Cr,Ph) Shows how federal power 

is expressed through the U.S.judicial system. If one's goal is to subvert democracy, 

one way is by corrupting the judicial system. Can anyone say mandatory minimum 

sentences? Three strikes,you're screwed?  

U.S. Power and the Multinational Corporation Robert Gilpin 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Basic Books(1975)) (SP,H,E,PS,Ph,Cr)  

SPIRITUALITY 
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New Woman, New Earth Rosemary Radford Reuther (N.Y., N.Y.:Seabury 

Press(1975)) (P,Ph,H)  

Mona Lisa; she's so fine..! 

Christian Mysticism: The Art of the Inner Way William McNamara 

(Rockport,MA.:Element Books(1991)) (P,Ph) Reveals wholism to be a central 

component of christian philosophy and practice, contrary to the right wing paranoia 

regarding "secular humanism". ALSO IS THE MOST USEFUL BOOK ON 
UNDERSTANDING HOW TRUE AUTHENTIC CHRISTIANITY SHOULD 

LOOK IN THE CONTEXT OF WESTERN CULTURE OR THE  

LACK THEREOF. Does a very good job of untangling the paradoxes of the 

human condition in inhumane totalist materialist culture.  

ABC's of the Spiritual Life Abba Dorotheos 

The Spiritual Life St Theophan the Recluse 

One of the Ancients: The Life and Struggles of a Russian Man of Prayer, Elder 

Gabriel of Pskov and Kazan Simeon Kholmogrov (Platina, CA: The St. Herman of 

Alaska Brotherhood(1916,1986)) (H) 

Spiritual Counsels of Father John of Kronstadt: Select Passages from My Life 

in Christ St. John of Kronstadt (Crestwood, N.Y.:St Vladimir’s Seminary 

Press(1967,1989)) Explains the why's of the Bible very well for the householder and 

bridges the sometimes great divide between the monastic and the lay missioner very 

well too. 

Celtic Christianity: Ecology and Holiness Bamford & Marsh (Great 

Barrington,MA.:Lindisfarne Press(1982)) (SP,P,H,Ph) 

ANCIENT SOLITUDE 

The Saints of Ireland: A Chronological Account of the Lives and Works of 

Ireland's Saints and Missionaries at  

Home and Abroad Mary Ryan D'Arcy (St. Paul, Minn.:Irish American 

Cultural Institute(1985, 1974, 1933)) (H) Accounts of real wonderworkers and their 

spiritual path to the miraculous salvation. Also has a way of life in great chaos and 

darkness. 

Irish Witchcraft and Demonology St. John Drelincourt Seymour 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Dorset Press(1992 and before) (H) Gives accounts of "vehicles" flying 

around Ireland during a period of great darkness in that country. See also Riders of 

the Cosmic Circuit for a real life account of one manÕs encounter with both the 
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demonic and what may be what a lot of people may think is the "mothership". Don’t 

be a suckah for a false facade.  

People of the Lie M. Scott Peck (N.Y.,N.Y.:Simon & Schuster(1983)) 

(SP,P,H) On parental negation and denial in family systems.  

The Church and the National Security State Jose’ Comblin 

(Maryknoll,N.Y.:Orbis Books(1979)) (SP,E,H,PS) On the varieties of fascist anti-

christian seduction of Christian moral integrity in Brazil.  

Against Principalities and Powers: Letters from a Brazilian Jail Carlos 

Alberto Libonio Christo (Maryknoll,  

N.Y.:Orbis Books(1971,1977) (Ph)  

Prayer and Modern Man Jacques Ellul (N.Y.,N.Y.:Seabury Press(1970)) 

(SP,Ph) On how modernity can annihilate spiritual self-determination and how one 

can reclaim self-determination.  

The Soul After Death Fr. Seraphim Rose (Platina,CA.:The St. Herman of 

Alaska Brotherhood, dist. by Fr. Seraphim Rose Foundation,P.O.box 1656, 

Forestville,CA.95436(1980)) (P,Ph)  

God & Golem Inc.: A Comment on Certain Points Where Cybernetics 

Impinges on Religion Norbert Weiner (Cambridge, MA.:M.I.T.Press (1964,1966)) 

(SP,P,H,E,PS,Ph)  

The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are Alan Watts 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Vintage Books(1972)) (P,Ph)  

Ordinary People as Monks and Mystics Marsha Sinetar (Mahwah, 

N.J.:Paulist Press(1986)) (SP,P,Ph)  

The Occult Establishment James Webb (La Salle,Ill.:Open Court Publishing 

(1976)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

SO MANY LEY LINES... 

The Harmonious Circle James Webb (N.Y.,N.Y.:Putnam(1990)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

New World Order: The Ancient Plan of Secret Societies William Still 

(Lafayette,La.:Huntington Hse.Publ. (1990)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

Marx and Satan Richard Wurmbrandt (Wheaton,Ill.:Crossway 

Books(1986)) (SP,H,E,PS,Cr) Illustrative of how political and economic elites 

regardless of ideology can be occultically infiltrated and manipulated. 

Interestingly enough, Stalin was occultically initiated in an Orthodox monastery.  
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The Occult in Russian and Soviet Culture Edited by Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal 

(Ithaca,N.Y.:Cornell University Press (1997)) (SP,H,PS) 

The Secret Societies of All Ages and Countries Charles W. Heckethorn (Kila 

Mt.:Kessinger Publ.(1992)) (SP,P,E,H,PS,Cr)  

Occult Theocracy Edith Starr Miller Paget Queenborough Baroness d.1933 

(Hawthorne,CA.:Christian Book Club of America(1968)) (SP,H,E,PS) On lucifer’s 

cheap imitation of Christianity and the worldly institutions which support it. The 

third reich was an overt occult theocracy with blatant symbols and 80% of the 

german church capitulated to Hitler as a messiah. Some people worship lucifer as a 

god. More recently, the symbols and doctrines of Christianity have been 

appropriated and distorted to justify extremely violent, self-centered, self-righteous, 

and anti-christian political initiatives.  

Thy Will be Done: The Conquest of the Amazon: Nelson Rockefeller and 

Evangelism in the Age of Oil Gerard Colby (N.Y.,N.Y.:HarperCollins (1995)) 

(SP,P,H,E,PS,Cr) The white man's slaughter of native americans has not stopped and 

the motivations overt and hidden remain unchanged.  

The Occult Roots of Nazism Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke (Wellingborough 

UK.:Aquarian Press(1985)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

The Spear of Destiny Trevor Ravenscroft (London,UK.: Neville 

Spearman,publ. in U.S.by Samuel Weiser Inc. (1973)) (SP,H,E,PS) Reveals the 

importance of death squads to occultic practice.  

The People of the Secret Ernest Scott (London,U.K.:Octagon Press(1983)) 

(SP,H,)  

Bhagwan: The God That Failed Hugh Milne (N.Y.,N.Y.: St.Martins 

Press(1986)) (SP,H,Ph)  

The Brotherhood; The Secret World of the Freemasons Stephen Knight 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Stein & Day(1984)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

Liber Null & Psychonaut Peter Carroll (York Beach,Mn.: Samuel 

Weiser(1987)) (SP,H,PS,Ph) Chart on the inside front cover shows how all worldly 

religious paths and occultic groups are networked by the illuminati of thanateros.  

The Magic of Obelisks Peter Tompkins (N.Y.,N.Y.: Harper & Row(1981)) 

(SP,H,E,PS,Ph) Very complete work on the connections between masonic and 

crowleyan occultism, as well as showing the importance of obelisks to satanic 

practice and worldly power.  

Cosmic Trigger: The Final Secrets of the Illuminati Robert Anton Wilson 
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(Berkeley,CA.:And/Or Press(1977, 1991)) (SP,H,Ph) Appendix reveals one way 

mathematics is used to arrive at the number of the beast of revelation.  

Gods and Beasts: The Nazis and the Occult Dusty Sklar 

N.Y.,N.Y.:T.Y.Crowell(1977,1990)) (SP,H,E,PS,Ph)  

Ole Bacchus intoxicatin me... 

The Masks of Satan: The Demonic in History Christopher Nugent 

(Westminster,Md.:Christian Classics(1989)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

Riders of the Cosmic Circuit Tal Brooke (Elgin,Ill.:Lion Publ.(1986)) 

(SP,H,Cr)  

Cults That Kill Larry Kahaner (N.Y.,N.Y.:Warner Books (1988)) 

(SP,H,E,PS,Cr)  

Secret and Suppressed: Banned Ideas and Hidden History Ed. by Jim Keith 

(Portland, OR.:Feral House(1993)) (SP,H,PS) Very useful text on cults and ritual 

structure. Great section by an IRA commander on their politics and methods; also 

how they have been misrepresented by the media in their struggle against British 

occupation. Very, very good on the truth about the Jonestown slaughter and other 

situations as well, though it definitely has it's biases and deficiencies.  

Murder For Magic Alistair Scobie (London,U.K.:Cassell (1965)) 

(SP,H,E,PS) Looks at blood accusation as a means of the accuser stealing the 

property of the accused. See also The Blood Libel Legend (SP).  

Occult ABC Kurt Koch (Grand Rapids,Mich.:Kregel 

Publications(1980,1986)) (P,H,M) Very complete introduction to occultic 

spirituality and manifestation, and dealing with it appropriately.  

Demon Deaths Brad Steiger (N.Y.,N.Y.:Berkley Books(1991)) (H,Cr,SP)  

Six Modern Martyrs Mary Craig (N.Y.,N.Y.:Crossroads(1984,1985) (H)Also 

published as Candles in the Dark.  

(H)  

A Dictionary of Angels, Including the Fallen Angels Gustav Davidson 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Free Press(1967))  

Dark Night of the Soul St John of the Cross (N.Y.,N.Y.: Ungar 

Publ.Co.(1957)) (P,SP,Ph)  

Garlands for Ashes: Healing Victims of Sexual Abuse Paula Sandford (Tulsa, 

Oklahoma:Victory House(1988)) (P,M)  

Christ; The Eternal Tao Father Damascene  
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Ordinary People as Monks and Mystics: Lifestyles for Self- Discovery Marsha 

Sinetar (Paulist Press(1986)) (SP,P,H,Ph)  

Surprised by Joy C.S. Lewis (N.Y.,N.Y.:Harcourt, Bruce (1956)) (P,Ph)  

Orthodoxy and the Religion of the Future Fr.Seraphim Rose 

(Platina,CA.,96076:St Herman of Alaska Press (1989)) (SP,H,E,Ph) Raises the 

possibility that speaking in tongues may sometimes be a spiritual deception. You be 

the judge.(Know them by their fruit.)  

Hostage to the Devil Malachi Martin (N.Y.,N.Y.: Perennial Library(1976)) 

(P,H,M,Ph) Very complete work on possession and deliverance with case studies 

and rites of deliverance. Don't try this one at home by yourself.  

How to Overcome a Stubborn Habit Erwin Lutzer  

An Affair of the Mind Laurie Hall  

Finding the Freedom of Self-Control William Backus  

Demons of the Inner World: Understanding Our Hidden Complexes Alfred 

Ribi (Boston,MA.:Shambhala,dist.by Random House(1990)) (SP,P,M) A valuable 

book even though it misrepresents Christian practice; one is freed from from the 

more disagreeable contents of the unconscious through confession and repentance. 

One is healed and made new. Their mistake is easy to make when the overall human 

tendency is to overemphasize the judgement and vengeance of the old testament 

while conveniently forgetting that we are all sinners in need of forgiveness, 

guidance, healing, and renewal.  

RussiaÕs Catacomb Saints I.M.Andreyev/Fr.Seraphim Rose 

(Platina,CA.:St.Herman of Alaska Press(1982)) (SP,H,Ph) Shows how God provides 

for his children even under incredible repression and persecution. notes that the US 

is next as does the book The Anti-Humans 

The Underground Church Ed. by Malcolm Boyd 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Sheed & Ward(1968)) (SP,H,) Hitler: The Occult Messiah 

Gerald Suster (N.Y.,N.Y.:St.MartinÕs Press(1981)) (SP,H,Ph,) The 

Dawn of Magic Louis Pauwels and Jacques Bergier (London, UK.:Gibbs 

and Phillips(1963), Panther books (1964)) (H,SP,Ph) Puts the third reich 
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in perspective as far as it’s importance to achieving long-term global 

occultic goals this century in part 2. Explains how large-scale bloodshed 

is mythically rationalized by the occultically deceived. Also goes into the 

mixing of technology and occultic practice which occurred under the 

reich. Check out other books by the authors.  

CRIMINOLOGY 

Crimes By the Capitalist State; An Introduction to State Criminality Ed. by 

Greg Barak (Albany,N.Y.:State Univ. of N.Y.(SUNY) Press(1991)) (SP,H,E,PS,) 

Good intro. text on the operations and behavior of criminal systems.  

The Super Swindlers: The Incredible Record of America's Greatest Financial 

Scams Jonathan Kwitny (N.Y.,N.Y.: Shapolsky Publishing,Inc.(1993)) (SP,E,H,PS)  

Big Money Crime: Fraud and Politics in the Savings and Loan Crisis Kitty 

Calavita (Berkeley, CA.:University of CA. Press(1997)) (SP,H,PS,E)  

Dictatorship and Political Police Ernest K.Bramstedt 

(London,UK.:K.Paul,Trench,Trubner(1945)) (SP,H,E,PS) Great historical work on 

the methodology of the nazi secret police, a history which provided further tactics 

of repression for U.S. police and security forces.  

The Crime Control Establishment Isidore Silver (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.:Prentice-Hall(1974)) (SP,H,E,PS) On how "crime control" bureaucracies can 

turn into destructive, parasitic businesses which sow the destruction of their nations 

if standards and oversight are not maintained.  

Hidden Terrors: The Truth about U.S. Police Operations in South America 

A.J.Langguth (N.Y.,N.Y.:Pantheon Books(1978)) (SP,E,H,PS)  

Requiem for a Woman's Soul Omar Rivabella (N.Y.,N.Y.:Random 

House(1986)) (H,PS,S)  

The Criminal Personality Vol.1 S.Yochelson & S.Samenow (N.Y.,N.Y.:J. 

Aronson(1976)) (SP,P,H,E,PS,Sp) Goes into the even distribution of sociopathic 

behavior across the classes in the US.  

Investigative Accounting: Techniques and Procedures for Determining the 
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Reality behind the Financial Statements Kalman A. Barson (N.Y.,N.Y.:Van 

Nostrand Reinhold(1986)) (E,PS) 

Blood, Carnage, and the Agent Provocateur Alex Constantine (P.O.#791 

Los Angeles,CA.,90078-0791(1993)) (SP,H,E,PS) On the use of agent 

provocateurs in intensifying the L.A. rebellion as a media stunt and the criminal 

apparat which supported them.  

The Great Heroin Coup: Drugs, Intelligence, and International Fascism 

Henrik Kruger (Boston,MA.:South End Press;Montreal,Que:Black Rose(1980)) 

(SP,H,E,PS) Reveals a little known side of Richard Nixon's politics and by 

implication George Bush's as well. Mr.Bush was a central figure in the aborted Bay 

of Pigs invasion.(see Plausible Denial by Mark Lane, and Deadly Secrets by Hinckle 

and Turner)  

The Underground Empire: Where Crime and Governments Embrace James 

Mills (Garden City,N.Y.:Doubleday (1986)) (SP,H,E,PS) Very complete text on the 

international cocaine business; only one component of a $300 billion/yr. industry.  

The Vatican Connection Richard Hammer (N.Y.,N.Y.:Holt, Rinehart, and 

Winston(1982)) (SP,H,E,PS) One example of ongoing criminal activities in the 
Vatican which occur as a consequence of being infiltrated by a masonic spin-off 

group, propaganda due. (P-2) See also In God's Name by David Yallop.  

In GodÕs Name: An Investigation into the Murder of Pope John Paul I David 

Yallop (N.Y.,N.Y.:Bantam Books (1984)) (SP,H,E,PS,Cr) Has massive P-2 

intrigues in it.  

The Cops are Robbers Gerald Clemente (Boston,MA.: Quinlan Press(1987)) 

(SP,H,E,PS)  

Wanted; The Search for Nazis in America Howard Blum (N.Y.,N.Y.:Simon 

& Schuster(1979,1989)) (SP,H,PS)  

Details how legitimate investigations are sabotaged bureaucratically. Also 

shows Richard Nixon's close and ongoing connections with eastern european nazi 

collaborators.  

Fatal Vision Joe McGinniss (N.Y.,N.Y.: G.P.Putnam's Sons,Inc.(1983)) 

(SP,P,H,PS) Good look at the behavior and psychology of psychopathic liars. the 

people who funded the pack of lies in this book crucifying Jeffrey Mcdonald.  

The Ultimate Evil: An Investigation into AmericaÕs Most Dangerous Satanic 

Cult Maury Terry (Garden City,N.Y.:Doubleday(1987)) (SP,P,H,S) 

The Literature of Police Corruption: Vol.#1: A Guide to Bibliography and 
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Theory Anthony Simpson (N.Y.,N.Y.:John Jay Press(1977)) (SP,H,E,PS)  

In Pursuit of Satan Robert Hicks (Buffalo,N.Y.:Prometheus Books(1991)) 

(SP,H,PS) Good example of government minimization of occultic crimes. If you go 

in skeptical, you’ll probably invalidate the experience of the victims. Does the 

allegations fit the evidence? See Liber Null & Psychonaut 

What Cops Know Connie Fletcher (N.Y.,N.Y.:Villard Books (1991)) 

(SP,P,H,PS) Interesting insights into social behavior in the US.  

PHILOSOPHY 

Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos 

M.Mitchell Waldrop (N.Y.,N.Y.:Simon & Schuster(1992)) (SP,H,E,PS) Interesting 

work on science discovering a wholistic universe that was always there.  

Also provides useful insights into the practical applications of multifactorial 

analysis in economics and other areas.  

The Human Use of Human Beings Norbert Weiner (Garden City 

N.Y.:Doubleday(1950,1954,1967)) (SP,H,E,PS) Great work exposing how systems 

can dehumanize the individual.  

The New Realities Peter Drucker (N.Y.,N.Y.: Harper & Row(1989)) 

(SP,H,E,PS)  

Normal Accidents: Living with High Risk Technologies Charles Perrow 

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Basic Books(1984)) (H) on vulnerabilities of complex technological 

systems.  

Co-op AmericaÕs National Green Pages (Washington, D.C.:Co-op America 

Foundation(1992,etc.) (SP,E,PS,Ph) 

Netweaver's Sourcebook Dean Gengle (Reading MA.: Addison-

Wesley(1984)) (SP,E,PS) Practical guide on developing systems of community and 

social support with or without computers.  

The Third Wave Alvin Toffler (N.Y.,N.Y.:W.Morrow & Co. (1980)) 

(SP,H,E,PS) On tne social transition between dualism and wholism.  

MEDICINE 

The Survival of Civilization John Hamaker (Lansing,MI.:Hamaker-Weaver 
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Publ.(1982)) (H,E,PS,S) Great work on three biological, social, and therefore 

economic and political crises that threaten the future of life on the planet and possible 

solutions.  

High Tech Holocaust James Bellini (San Francisco,CA.:Sierra Club 

Books(1989)) (SP,H,E,PS) Good work on how corporate greed and irresponsibility 

is killing all of us slowly.  

Racial Hygiene: Medicine under the Nazis Robert Proctor 

(Cambridge,MA.:Harvard Univ. Press(1988)) (SP,E,H,PS,Cr) The allocation of 

funding can favor illegitimate pseudoscience in a dictatorially corrupted republic, 

resulting in a loss of constructive solutions and speeding the decay of real democracy 

and social integrity. Simple palatable lies which indulge our buried hatreds and 

personal weaknesses are really easier than the truth most times.  

Murderous Science: Elimination by Scientific Selection of Jews, Gypsies, and 

Others, Germany 1933-1945 Benno  

Muller-Hill (N.Y.,N.Y.:Oxford University Press(1988)) (SP,H,PS,Cr) 

A Bitter Fog: Herbicides and Human Rights Carol Van Strum (San 

Francisco,CA.:Sierra Club Books(1983)) (H,E,PS) Chilling work on the use of 2,4D, 

a dioxin based herbicide, on U.S. Forest Service units in Oregon and the public 

health consequences (miscarriages, and who knows what will come up later on too). 

Describes intentional corruptions of the watersheds of organic certified farms by the 

contractors; Evergreen IntÕl. of CIA infamy. The public reaction is inspiring.  

The Tranquilizing of America: Pill Popping and the American Way of Life 

Hughes & Brewin  

(N.Y.,N.Y.:Harcourt,Brace,Jovanovich(1979,1980)) (SP,P,E,S)  

Toxic Psychiatry Peter Breggin (N.Y.,N.Y.:St.Martin's Press(1991)) 

(SP,H,E,Ph) On medical poisoning as part of psychiatric "punishment".  

The Cancer Industry Ralph A.Moss (N.Y.,N.Y.:Paragon House(1991)) 

(SP,H,E,PS)  

Marijuana: The Forbidden Medicine Grinspoon & Bakalar (New 

Haven,Ct.:Yale Univ. Press(1993)) (SP,H,E,S) One has to ask why an herb safer and 

more beneficial for use than over-the-counter aspirin is a schedule I controlled 

substance.  

Medicine for a sick society... 

Orthomolecular Nutrition: A New Lifestyle for Super Good Health Hoffer & 

Walker (New Canaan,Ct.:Keats Publ.  

(1978)) (Ph,S,)  
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Nutritional Evaluation of Sprouts and Grasses Viktoras P. Kulvinskas 

(Wetherfield, Ct,:Omango DÕPress(1976)) Inexpensive and simple method of 

augmenting the american dietary hell and bringing the psyches of intensively 

addicted and other people back into balance.  

Healing Schizophrenia: A Compendium of Nutritional Methods Eva Edelman 

(Eugene,Or.:Ed Bishop Publications P.O. box 21006 Eugene, Oregon 97402 $21.45 

US, $31.50 CAN.(1994)) (P,S) Much better than psychiatric drugs in most 

situations. The patient can gradually replace conventional treatments, as they learn, 

as I did with my situation.  

How to Live with Schizophrenia Hoffer & Osmond (Seacaucus,N.J.: 

University Books(1974)) (P,Ph,) The man was showing real promise until he 

endorses the use of phenothiazine tranquilizers in combination with megavitamin 

therapy. Oooohhh, those side effects are vicious, but aren't we all a bit.....? 

Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Compassion Marshall Rosenberg 

(Encinitas,CA.:PuddleDancer Press (2000)) (SP,P,Ph,S) A way of communicating 

for real multicultural democracies. This way is also something you learn slowly over 

time while making many mistakes during that process. Welcome to the human race. 

Nice to see you again.  

The Anxiety-Addiction Connection Roger Callahan (Indian Wells, 

CA.:Callahan Techniques(1995)) (P,S) Neat stuff on overcoming both the 

physiological and the psychological components (the stress response) of any 

addiction or obsessive-compulsive behavior. The book and the tape is available from 

Callahan Techniques 45350 Vista Santa Rosa, Dept.NH Indian Wells, CA 92210 for 

$57 and $6 shipping and handling in 1996.  

Reading and Writing Blocks a Symptom of Alienation Joost Meerloo 

(N.Hollywood,CA.:Ctr. for Cassette Studies (1970,1979) (SP,P,S)  

Nutrients to Age without Senility Hoffer & Walker (New Canaan,Ct.:Keats 

Publ.(1980)) (P,Ph) 

 

FICTION (OR IS IT?) 

An Absence of Light David L. Lindsey (N.Y.,N.Y.:Doubleday(1993)) A 

fictionalized account of a domestic IranContra intelligence/ drug-running operation's 

runin with an urban police department. Houston: Bush country....Hmmmm.. 
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Triage Leonard Lewin (N.Y.,N.Y.:Dial Press(1972)) Some of the planning 

scenarios described here have already been used on the public.  

The Poellenberg Inheritance Evelyn Anthony (N.Y.,N.Y.: Coward, McCann, 

& Geohegan(1972))  

Curfew Philip Rickman (N.Y.,N.Y.:G.P.Putnam & Sons (1993)) Good picture 

of"New Age" occultic spirituality; a very subtle spiritual deception.  

Murder in the CIA Margaret Truman (N.Y.,N.Y.:Random House(1987))  

On Distant Ground Robert Butler (N.Y.,N.Y.:Alfred A.Knopf (1985))  

Triple Ken Follett (N.Y.,N.Y.:New American Library(1979)) See also 

Operation Uranium Ship by Dennis Eisenberg (N.Y.,N.Y.:New American 

Library(1978)) The first book is fiction; the second is a historical reality.  

Covenant of the Poppies Colin Peel (N.Y.,N.Y.:St.Martins Press(1993)) 

Describes an opium running operation using the cover of an international drug 

abatement and food aid effort in the private sector.  

Florida is Closed Today Jack Hunter (N.Y.,N.Y.:Nordon Publications 

Inc.(1982)) Good example of a crisis situation manufactured to stimulate a 

reactionary response.  

The Formula Steve Shagan (N.Y.,N.Y.:Morrow(1979)) Interesting story of 

technology repression for personal gain.  

Black Money Michael M. Thomas (N.Y.,N.Y.:Crown(1994)) Great book 

about the use of digital technolgy in money laundering.  

Brotherhood of the Rose David Morrell (N.Y.,N.Y.:St.Martins/Marek (1984)) 

Describes an international spy support organization.  

Compulsive behavior patterns are as indigenous to the modern U.S. "lifestyle" 

as apple pie and mass murder. Contrary to the propaganda of the republicans during 

the 80's, drug abuse is not responsible for recessions rather compulsive behavior 

patterns in general are a social symptom of the fundamental illness; how this country 

interacts with and sees the planet and does business based on those perceptions. Most 

people are so concerned with getting the next "rush" that thinking consciously about 

the consequences of their activities is the farthest thing from their minds. Only a 

massive reconceptualization of how this country does business is going to result in 

long-term solutions to the massive social problems we face as a consequence of the 

massive systemic theft we experienced during the 1980's and before. A combination 

of community-based economic development considering long-term environmental 

and economic continuity coupled with a community mental health outreach 
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respecting personal constitutional rights to privacy (essential to any constructive 

therapeutic relationship) should move this country and the countries under it's 

responsibility out of it's present socioeconomic crisis and solidly into the 21st 

century. 

If you personally are having problems with a compulsive behavior pattern that 

is ruining your life, muster all the constructive resources at your disposal, and use 

them to develop a more balanced, conscious lifestyle. Talk to people who have 

beaten similar problems, read in the library about your specific problems. It is your 

life; make the positive changes that you need to make in order to survive and to live 

longer and better according to your own personal definitions of success.(and that 

ain't nobodyÕs business but your own.) If you need help, go get it. Given that the 

"depth" and intensity of a compulsive behavior pattern is usually directly related to 

the intensity of a past trauma, abuse, or history of emotional and/or physical 

deprivation, counseling appropriate to your hurts will definitely facilitate your 

healing process. 

The ultimate paradox of addiction is that it involves moving from a position 

of obsessive fixation on the comforting self-medicative process or substance, 

socially sanctioned or not, to a position of self-directed conscious balancing of action 

AND reflection; from a position of unaware compulsive activity based on external 

negating criticism to a position of balanced self-direction based on an internal 

awareness of personal worth. One becomes one's own boss; runs one's own life. This 

process can be termed personal adaptive learning for long-term survival and viability 

as part of a larger social transition; societies only being huge, very complex 

aggregations of individuals. Since our lack of a culture rewards certain obsessive-

compulsive behaviors extensively, one is confronted with the dual challenge of 

trying new patterns of behavior while resisting the temptation to revert back to 

entrenched yet destructive behaviors that may be socially rewarded in a variety of 

ways. Moderation or complete abstinence could be necessary, depending on what 

you use to comfort yourself or self-medicate. Both can be equally challenging. Also 

remember that substances sold on the black market can greatly vary in concentration 

and purity. Be conservative and conscious about your dosage used. Remember, you 

fell into this hole while climbing a mountain towards yourself; you can climb out of 

this hole if you just keep trying. You may slip and fall, just keep on getting up and 

climbing out. It's a learning process; a change of strategy may be appropriate. It is a 

process of self care and self discovery. God don't make junk, period. You are loved, 

period. Don't give up on yourself, no matter where this document finds you. (and 

we're sorry about those nazi crooks who ran the US government these last 20-40 
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years.) 

There is a proper balance between what the individual can do to better their 

situation and the role that the government and business plays in guaranteeing a 

humane and supportive environment in which the individual's gifts may flourish. 

The following list of services is designed to stabilize communities gutted and 

otherwise traumatized economically and socially as a consequence of the 

policymaking of the right-wing beltway butchers in the republican party during the 

murdering 80's and right up to the present day. 

PEOPLES INFORMATION ACCESS 

Community support information to be made available on a freely accessible 

search and retrieval network. A computer is not essential to collecting and 

disseminating this information. 

1) Housing resources 

2) Food and nutrition assistance and information 

3) Emergency and assistance monies 

4) Medical services 

5) Psychological services (all ages crisis resolution) 

6) Inpatient,outpatient addiction treatment 

7) Transportation resources 

8) Workplace health, safety, and wage info. 

9) Educational resources (lifelong learning) 

10) Vocational assessment 

11) Job training 

12) Business development, job creation resources 
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13) Legal services 

14) Cultural, translation resources 

15) recreational activities 

16) Arts support 

17) Religious organizations 

Each classification area can be broken down into higher levels of specificity 

as is appropriate to the service area. A possible age breakdown would be 0-25, 26-

45, 46-70, 70-*. Privacy protection is essential if people are to feel comfortable 

accessing resource information. Use statistics can be kept anonymously. Service 

provider agencies can keep detailed and hopefully confidential records if they so 

choose. This list is by no means complete. Modify your list as is appropriate to your 

community needs 

This list is adapted from the Native American Referral and Information 

System (NARIS). This concept is not to be sold for profit, but is to be shared. Other 

associated concepts are the pathways concept and the 20% solution. 

BIBLE PASSAGES UPON WHICH THIS WORK IS BASED 

Matthew 7\Isaiah 19,esp.:12-15\Exodus 5:6-21\Revelation 18\Leviticus 

19:10-18\Matthew 23,24,esp.: 

24-28,25\Luke 6:39-49\Isaiah 30-33\Amos 5\Jeremiah 22,23, esp. 

22:13\Malachi 3:5\Habakkuk 2:1-14\Luke  

4:17-21\Matthew 10:24-28\Matthew 12:33-37\Hosea 10-14\Daniel 12\Luke 

16,17\John 16:2\Psalms 10\Psalms 12\  

Proverbs 4\Proverbs 6:12-19\Proverbs22\Proverbs 24\Proverbs 28\Proverbs 

29 esp.:27\ Revelations  

19-21\Luke16\Matthew 5:3-18 esp. the part about the poor in 

Spirit.\2Corinthians12\2Corinthians  

10:12,13\1Corinthians 11:18,19\ 2Corinthians 11:12-15\Galatians 5,esp.:14-
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26\2Peter 2\1John3:13-18\1John 4\  

Luke 22:25-27\Revelations 2:4,5\James 4:7-12\Joel2:27-32\Isaiah 30:15-18\ 

Ephesians 5:18\Ephesians 6:10-20\Ephesians 1,esp.:17-23\Ephesians 2\ 1Peter 

1:13-16, and finally and most importantly, 1Corinthians 15, especially 38-58.  

Remember,this is not the end; rather it is only the beginning. May the Lord 

Jesus Christ and all of his saints and angels, known and unknown, be with you 

always and forever. Repentance, honesty, is the first step to healing and being made 

new. Remember all have sinned and fallen short of the Glory of God; not just you. 

Yet we are still loved and received if we are honest with God. Remember the 

sinnerÕs prayer;LORD JESUS CHRIST, SON OF GOD,  

HAVE MERCY ON ME A SINNER. This confession opens the way for being 

made new by the provision of the Holy Spirit. Rebuke the devourer, the destroyer of 

souls and GodÕs creation in the Holy name, divinity, righteousness, and shed blood 

of Jesus Christ! Anastasia, a saint in the Russian Orthodox church and other healing 

and delivering saints will help to heal and deliver you from the oppression of 

poisons, potions, and spells and the oppressive totalitarian influences of the US 

culture as it is presently. I believe in one baptism for the remission of sins; I look for 

the resurrection of the dead and the life of the age to come 

Dedicated to the memory of Mary Pinchot; a free woman in an unfree world, 

all the casualties of drug wars on all sides, Ambrose Bierce, my friend Jaye 

Delistovic; may the road go on forever brother, you are deeply and sorely missed, 

and the generation which came to maturity and all those who died before their time 

during the murdering 80's. 

This work is protected by copyright; you may share it either in paper or data 

form; it may also be sold on a non-profit basis only(to cover the costs of reproduction 

and distribution). It is copywritten to prevent any alterations or omissions of content. 

Servers. sysops, and other information providers will not be held accountable for 

alterations of content which occur due to other individuals maliciousness. This work 

composes the bibliography for a forthcoming book;Violent Politics, Empowering 

Liberation; US Drug Wars in Cultural Perspective So now you have it, please pass 

it on and on and on.  

Copyright; all rights reserved: Oct.12,1994, May 12, 1996, July 5, 2000 Lyle 

Courtsal. Write the author c/o People's Multi-service Systems 1044 Water St.#319 

Port Townsend, WA 98368, phone...(206) 412-4725. (let ring until vcml. picks up), 

or e-mail aboxofrain9@gmail.com 
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8. Pathways out of Darkness  

 “We are caught in a network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of 
destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects us all indirectly.”  

— Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (1)  
 
 “Disregard for native peoples is made possible by the rationalization 
that our Western model of society represents the pinnacle of 
evolution.”  

— Petra K. Kelly (2)  
  
“The tragedy is not [merely] imminent, we are in the midst of it. And 
it will persist if the world does not finally decide to do something 
about it.”  

— James P. Grant, Director-General UNICEF (3)  
  
“Robert Townsend, who headed Avis before it was swallowed by ITT, 
has made this estimate: America is run by and for about 5,000 people 
who are actively supported by 50,000 beavers eager to take their 
places. I arrive at this figure this way: maybe 2,500 megacorporation 
executives, 500, politicians, lobbyists, and Congressional committee 
chairmen, 500 investment bankers, 500 partners in major accounting 
firms, 500 labor brokers. If you don’t like my figures, make up your 
own.... “(4)  
 
 “When elephants make war, the grass gets trampled. When 
elephants make love, the grass gets trampled.”  

— African proverb (5)  
 
 “Love thy Neighbor; annihilate the competition.”  

— Advertisement  
 
 “Even an ant can harm an elephant.”  

— African proverb (6)  
  
“Every truly great achievement seems at first impossible. “ 
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— Chinese proverb  

 Traditionally and historically, the US has usually looked for one big, final 

solution to problems regardless of their complexity. Usually what happens is we 

muddle around trying one solution or another until the situation gets really desperate, 

then we violently do exactly the wrong thing for way too long. This is not true for 

the problem of drug and alcohol addiction in the US though. Ever since the 1920’s, 

we have done exactly the wrong things for the wrong reasons with astonishing 

determination, persistence, and viciousness. As with so many other policy decisions 

in the US, the politics of greed and self-interest prevail, sacrificing the long-term 

interests of the majority in the process. This is completely a consequence of how our 

system is constructed politically and economically. Though we get fed a lot of crap 

about democracy and the free market, our system is actually a pyramidal collection 

of interlocking authoritarian hierarchical organizations which effectively repress the 

will of the people in favor of the interests of self-interested, corrupted, and collusive 

dictatorial collectives. These collectives operate at the top of both private and public 

sector bureaucracies and also interact between organizations. One executive can 

occupy a position on at least 5 or more boards of directors, exerting influence over 

all of them, and affecting the policies of all the organizations he/she works with. 

What evolves is webs of power whose interests and consequent dynamics change 

with the demands of the time and situation. What does not change is the underlying 

motivations for policy initiatives drafted: the personal will to power.  

 What is alleged as a democracy is actually a nation run by collusive self-

interested dictatorial collectives whose decision making the majority of the citizens 

in the US have very little recourse over politically. There are other strategies for 

wielding power over autonomous and unresponsive bureaucracies though, which 

will be covered later. This is how it is that even though the creativity of the people 

may be light years ahead of its leadership, the innovation will be prevented from 

reaching production institutionally because too many people actually think they 

stand to lose out financially if it enters the market. Because of the black and white 

thinking of the high level competitively alienated authoritarian manager combined 

with the institutional vulnerability of large organizations to even small losses of 

market share, innovation not controlled by the corporation is perceived as a threat, 

rather than the larger social benefit it actually is. However, an idea once snapped up 

by the bureaucrats becomes very hard to stop despite its obvious unviability to the 

affected majority. This is because even though there are 290 million people living in 

the US, only about 600-1,200 people are involved in setting the long-term 

socioeconomic policy directions for the US. These people also have one heckuva lot 

of the capital of the nation under their control, so naturally they are going to “protect 

their interests”, and along the way presume that their interests are also the national 
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interest, a pretty arrogant and delusional presumption. The top 358 billionaires 

worldwide are worth the combined income of 45% of the planet’s population, the 

2.5 billion people on the bottom (7). It could also be said that the piracy of wealth and 

other resources from those on the bottom of the economy and the consequent 

immiseration has funded the creation of another layer of international elite leisure 

over class. Since they associate with only like-minded people of their own social 

class, it is highly unlikely that they will have their ideas seriously critiqued and the 

implementation of the consequent policies blocked. Since these associations form 

also a component of their business networking, a complex of interactions across 

organizational boundaries develops; this forms what is the heart of all of what is 

labelled conspiracy in the US; the collusive self-interested association for what is 

believed to be mutual gain.  

 I witnessed this process close up in the planning of the Seattle comprehensive 

plan and the Seattle Commons project. What were alleged as separate projects 

actually were interlocked with the Commons Project being a central component of 

the comprehensive plan. Since the planning for both projects was done largely in 

secret by the absentee elites who also stood to benefit both from the bond issues, 

land purchases, construction, and the ensuing facilities, both concepts were heavily 

resisted by the people whose neighborhoods were affected by the planning. There 

was significant collusion between the public and private sector in the planning 

because the politicians could always get a job in the private sector should their public 

policymaking become unpopular. Thus a power complex arose between the 

collusive interests in the public and private sector. They didn’t care about what the 

people thought, and did not have the long-term interest of the majority at heart, even 

though Seattle’s capital budget stands to be dominated by the demands placed upon 

them by the both the enormous costs and the economic unviability of the 

aforementioned white elephant. Such a shame to watch such allegedly well-

intentioned people throw both their brains and their responsibilities out the window 

for an easy buck. There were five criminal actions, four of which went completely 

uninvestigated by the Seattle police: the one which was investigated did not result 

in a conviction even though the victim was almost beaten to death and the witness 

was only one hundred feet away. A friend of mine was set up and convicted on false 

charges by the same prosecuting attorney’s office based on the testimony of a 

witness 200 yards away who couldn’t even tell if he was a man or a woman. A final 

twist to the enterprise was the shifting of financial responsibility for the remediation 

for 3 superfund toxic waste sites from the private sector to the public sector when 

the city bought up the property. The system failed the people, but the people finally 

won one anyways for a change. The bond issue had to be voted on and went down 

in flames twice. We have a much bigger gang problem in the US than I first thought.  
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 Our system is a meritocracy, meaning that those people who have already got 

a lot have the resources to get a lot more, while those who have just a little probably 

are going to lose what little they have if they aren’t careful through a variety of 

piratical mechanisms, both economic and political. The lower you are in the 

authoritarian hierarchies of power, the harder you have to work and the less likely it 

is that you will have the opportunity to effect changes in the political and economic 

system; the less likely it is that you will have the opportunity to fulfill your proper 

and full responsibilities as a citizen of this great land, realize your dreams and 

ambitions for your life, or even get to properly raise, interact with, and love your 

children as they grow up; one more reason why it is that they go off later on. I witness 

this personally in the workplace as those low on the totem pole do a lot more actual 

work and get paid a lot less while those on the top don’t do all that much real work, 

get paid way too much for way too little, and take all the credit for the creative ideas 

of their underlings. Sick. We are looking here at the systemic roots of the problem 

of economic and psychospiritual deprivation, that those low on the totem pole exist 

to make the destructive anti-social dreams of their competitively depersonalized 

leadership come true and preferably nothing else. Those at the bottom of the pile 

experience both the economic and psychospiritual deprivation of poverty and/or 

underemployment in significantly unsatisfying employment, while their “superiors” 

are subject to the psychospiritual impoverishment of enforced compulsive overwork. 

Here we are looking at the socioeconomic roots of America’s love affair with 

obsessive-compulsive behavior patterns, the roots of all the patterns of addictive 

self-medicating imbalance we see in the US nightmare presently, all the substance 

or process compulsions which are found across the social classes. We all seek escape 

or stimulation beyond the reality of our present situation for an astonishing variety 

of reasons dependent upon our personal situation, but mostly because totalistic 

pseudo-scientific materialism is in reality so unsatisfying for the dynamically 

growing, fully human bean.  

 We get easily obsessed with overwork, greed, power, control, shopping, 

sports, sexuality, spirituality, and even rape, killing and, murder, a problem that 

many of us have and which is many times legitimized by the state. We get obsessed 

with food, consumer items, money, sugar, coffee, adrenaline, tobacco, alcohol, 

prescription drugs, uppers, downers, MDMA, LSD, cannabis indica and sativa, 

cocaine, heroin, and PCP (yuk). We can get physically addicted to food, sugar, 

adrenaline, caffeine, sexuality, tobacco, alcohol, prescription drugs, uppers, 

downers, cocaine, and heroin (8). So which came first, the obsession or the 

addiction, the environmental factors or the genetic predilection? This author 

believes the obsession comes first and is a consequence of the need either to escape 

the misery and limitations of ones circumstances or to stimulate one beyond those 
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same limitations, exploring one’s further possibilities independent of the 

psychospiritually limiting social context. The roots of the problem are both 

contextual and personal, but mostly contextual in that the compulsions are a 

personal response to contextual deprivations and abuses as well as the 

depersonalizing consequences of being ‘conditioned’ for conformity and 

compliance in authoritarian hierarchies. The roots of manic compulsion are found 

in economic deprivation and psychospiritual deprivation, desperation, and despair. 

The natural reaction to privation, vulnerability, and hopelessness being to try and 

get out of the circumstances twice as hard as before while placing all your hopes 

upon the successful achievement of your goals. Naturally if you cannot achieve 

your goals or even provide for your own needs as is the mythic cultural expectation 

in the US, you can tend to get pretty hopeless. The two most dangerous words for 

the chronic addict/alcoholic is screw it, I don’t care anymore, let’s go get wacked. 

This is referred to as apathy-futility syndrome and is extremely common in the US, 

and is actually considered to be a quite dangerous emotional state, one step 

removed from serious psychological breakdown and suicide; just what the fascists 

are looking for. It can also lead to psychopathic violence too. I believe that certain 

of our leaders actually manipulate our system to achieve this sociological outcome 

in our lack of a culture. Though the person may have a biological sensitivity to a 

substance or a process, if that sensitivity is not triggered through exposure to the 

substance, an addiction will not develop. If the need to self-medicate is reduced or 

eliminated contextually, then the likelihood of the person desiring the substance is 

also greatly reduced. We do that by providing the systemic means for a person to 

develop what they consider their personal God-given gifts and talents with as little 

systemic manipulation as possible. A real good first step towards achieving that 

goal is to make sure that adequate permanent housing, food, and medical care is 

providing for all so that a somewhat consistent environment is created for long-

term personal development.  

 You might have noticed by now that the author does not think that drug use 

is all bad. The truth is that drugs save lives when used properly. Canon law in both 

the Orthodox and Catholic Church says that the moderate, informed, conscious use 

of alcohol is OK; it is wrong and dangerous to drink to loss of control and blackout 

for one is in danger of losing one’s soul then. If this is the case for alcohol, so much 

the more so for cannabis hemp. That is the key; proper, informed use. As a person 

who has been a little too fascinated with coffee and alcohol and as one who has tried 

to reach out and help those who are trapped in extremely self-destructive addictions 

in the past, I have seen that many times the addiction is what prevents the addict 

from otherwise committing suicide as a consequence of the emotional pain suffered 

as a result of physical and psychological trauma suffered at any stage of life. This 
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pain can be a result of life changes such as divorce, losing employment, post-

traumatic stress from emotional, sexual, and physical abuse, deprivation, and 

neglect, combat, overwork in dangerous and/or stressful employment, psychological 

betrayal and personal negation experienced in the context in which one is placed, 

whether it is in the family or the workplace, and finally what happens when all the 

lies we are fed in this pigsty of a nation finally fall away and are replaced by the 

truth of the presently extremely corrupted situation. What is common is the loss of 

a fundamental belief in oneself and the possibilities for even minimal personal 

satisfaction in one’s local situation economically, morally, and spiritually. The 

negatives of one’s contextual situation overwhelm the positives. It is more a matter 

of contextual reality than personal perception because it is the original trauma 

suffered which initiates the desire for obsessive self-medication. If the context in 

which one is placed is abusive and deprivational both physically and spiritually, then 

“recovery” is highly unlikely without either a change in the nature of the context or 

a change of context and of the person’s ability to provide for their material and 

psychospiritual needs. The contextual double-bind is still in place: you either aspire 

for “success” on their terms or languish in inactivity and poverty. Either way, our 

deepest longings, our highest aspirations go largely unfulfilled.  

 People use obsessive-compulsive patterns of self-medication to get a rush, a 

high. Whether we use heroin, beat homeless people in back alleys, play competitive 

sports, or get rich and gain further power and the illusion of control and safety from 

a fixation on money, power, control, violence, and mass murder, the effect of the 

obsession is the same; we get a rush that makes us feel better about ourselves and 

our situation, at least temporarily. We feel successful or at least a little more in 

control. The relationship between the person and the behavior is synergistic in 

intensification. The person gradually becomes dependent on the behavior to cope 

both with past pain and to survive present demands which are found in the external 

context and to maintain the false self-image which is rooted in a false self-hating 

perfectionist compulsion and gradually builds as a result of the obsessive 

dependence. Breaking the heroin addict’s denial is easy because the consequences 

of its use are so destructive to the individuals’ health and well-being, so obviously 

pointed out. Breaking the denial of the greedhead, the competitive annihilator, and 

the violence addict is a much greater challenge because the behaviors benefit and 

protect the individual, are socially sanctioned in the US as means to achieve what is 

conceptualized pathetically as “success”, and the addict is protected institutionally 

in a variety of ways from facing up to the long-term consequences of their ultimately 

self-destructive behaviors. For example, it came out that Johns-Manville knew about 

the long-term hazards of using asbestos right after it went into production, but still 

went ahead and allowed it to be used for 33 years without informing the public of its 
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hazards. They denied their guilt unwaveringly in court right up to the bitter end (9). 

Make sure and err on the side of caution when using any chemical or other 

substances which you even suspect might damage your health.  

 This stubborn denial was also true of the men who exploited slave labor from 

the Nazi death camps in their businesses (10). They must have thought they had too 

much to lose if they told the truth, so who ended up losing? The people they exploited 

and misled as well as themselves when they lost their humanity and moral integrity 

in deciding upon such a self-interested and irresponsible course of action. What we 

are seeing are the two sides of a mutually dehumanizing and depersonalizing 

authoritarian relationship with both parties, the oppressor and the oppressed, the 

exploiter and the exploited, being victimized in the long-term even though the 

exploitative dominant party believe they are benefitting in the short-term. Actually 

the dominating and exploiting party is more destructive when a larger long-term 

holistic socioeconomic analysis is conducted. What has been eliminated through 

denial in both participants is an awareness of the negative short- and long term 

consequences of the behaviors they are involved in in favor of the rush and what 

gave them the rush and the euphoria.  

 Our interdependence is inescapable regardless of how much we may try to 

deny our essential and common humanity. In internalizing the false perfectionist-

compulsive ideals while being forced to survive in a context of practical 

psychospiritual and/or physical abuse and deprivation, the foundations of the 

authoritarian corruptions of humanity are built. The dehumanization and the 

depersonalization of the individual is slow, relentless, and progressive for both the 

exploiter and the exploited, the oppressor and the oppressed. Both participants in the 

authoritarian relationship, the oppressor and the oppressed, exploiter and exploited, 

torturer and tortured are being victimized in actuality, victims of a larger predatory 

and ultimately self-destructive conception and way of thinking. Both are caught up 

in a never-ending cycle of violence unless they see through it, transcend it, and 

change their lives accordingly. The drug manufacturer, the chemical companies, the 

bankers, the governments, the dealers, the generals, and others usually hate the 

addict and sometimes vice-versa, and yet they are inescapably dependent upon one 

another, connected by a need, a demand, and a financial and distribution network. 

The Jews hated the Nazis who butchered them, but yet the Israeli government gassed 

and killed the Palestinians who dared to stand up for their rights and self-

determination in a land that treated them as outcasts and aliens (11). The relation is 

unavoidable as stated before.  

 Violent dominating parasitic authoritarian behavior is not genetic, but is 

rather a universal human sociological phenomenon found in all modern highly 

competitive predatory authoritarian hierarchical cultures. Those who have been 
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abused or even fear the possibility of attack will attack and abuse in order to escape 

the possibility of future humiliation or physical or even ego death as a consequence 

of vulnerability; it will be conceptualized and justified as self-defense. We all are 

capable of building prisons of fear and we are also capable of destroying those 

prisons by transcending fear through true love; the ultimate act of fearlessness. Acts 

of valor in battle are not fearless in comparison. To stand nakedly human, to 

acknowledge our many human shortcomings and failings in the face of the 

possibilities of our mutual criticism: now that is true courage. We fight because we 

fear a loss; something created in our minds and which we have called to creation in 

our lives whose loss we now fear. For the addict whether they are a needle freak or 

a banker, state sanctioned mass murderer, or corporate head, the process is the same 

and the source of fear is the same; that it will be the end of their life if they change. 

Indeed it will be the end of a part of their life; what is not seen in the formless mists 

of their future-yet-to-be is what they will become, how the loss will actually become 

gain.  

 For that, a gradual change in perception is necessary. Both the oppressor and 

the oppressed are self-righteous and defensive. Naturally, they are in conflict over 

something they both desire: the ability to survive and exert control over their destiny. 

What is important for the oppressed is to survive and further himself physically and 

spiritually, protect himself against the attacks of the oppressor, and to get the means 

to make his dreams come true. What is important for the survival of the predatory 

authoritarian bureaucrat is the survival of his visions and plans, for that is what the 

security of his position is based upon. It is easy to see how any dissent from his will 

is seen as an attack on his person. Both, being locked in combat against the other, 

experience a limitation of vision. They both become merely defensive and pitifully 

reactive. If my actions and decisions are determined merely by the actions of my 

opponent, I have significantly reduced the amount of options and strategies open to 

me especially if I am oppressed. If my opponent is a behavior which dominates and 

diverts my consciousness away from a truer, sometimes possibly unpleasant 

awareness of myself, and which is destroying my life, then the way to save my life 

is to drop my internal defenses against a full awareness of my situation and begin to 

admit the negative as well as the positive consequences derived from the behavior. 

The false authoritarian construct falls to pieces in front of my eyes, to be replaced 

by something bigger, better, trust me, I know.  

 I must have the bravery to admit that I have done bad things just as my enemy 

also has. In the admission, the enemy loses his power over us. We are no longer held 

in thrall to fear. In admitting to the problems, we are 50% on the way to a solution. 

We are no longer locked into a position of defensive blaming, but have admitted the 

existence of the problem and therefore are much more able to see a way clear to a 
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solution. True power is found in the creation of a constructive response, and not in 

merely criticizing and trying to destroy the opponent, though sometimes in certain 

unfortunate situations that is what is required in order to fulfill the more constructive 

vision even on an individual basis, if the context is perverted, invasive, violent, 

exploitative, and oppressive enough. The obsessive mania, that goal-oriented one-

dimensional tunnel vision which is created as a consequence of living in a monolithic 

and deprivational perfectionist-compulsive context in which energy and behavior is 

channeled in the desired directions can be transcended by the simple open admission 

of one’s true and full humanity in all its dimensions, good and bad. We all make 

mistakes and we are all partially responsible for the current national/international 

crisis we now find ourselves in. Blaming and attacking each other is not going to 

help solve the problems we now face together, though constructive debate and 

conflict definitely refines ideas and concepts. What is really interesting is that we 

also apply to ourselves the critical perfectionist standards we apply to others. The 

negating critical perspective is at best extremely restricted in its ability to come up 

with creative solutions to complex problems. Thus the authoritarian is stuck with 

just all that which already exists and stands a good chance of destroying even that 

little bit which might save them as the situation escalates in destructive madness. 

What will help is the admission that we all share responsibility for our present 

situation and that we all can commit to doing everything we can to solve the 

problems we now face where we are now. We, as individuals, are actually very 

complex collections of strengths and weaknesses. When we focus both individually 

and collectively upon emphasizing, supporting, and building up each other’s 

strengths, rather than attacking and criticizing each other’s weaknesses, we will all 

be a lot farther down the road towards meeting adaptively the demands of a complex 

multifactorial and multicultural future constructively.  

 For the heroin addict, this means acknowledging the negative personal and 

social consequences of use as well as the chemically induced euphoria. For the 

banker, this means acknowledging responsibility for the social and biological 

consequences of her economic decision making, rather than just being fascinated 

with the ever-changing numbers and accumulating ever greater piles of ill-gotten 

gain, for the banker and the warrior is intoxicated by the same false euphoria as the 

substance abuser; it just comes from a different source. The same is true for the mass 

murderer also, whether his activities are government sanctioned or not. The long-

term negative social and personal consequences of mass murder should be obvious 

upon consideration. US culture or the lack thereof makes it very easy for the banker 

and the state-sanctioned mass murderer to avoid the negative consequences of his 

actions while the heroin addict is plowed under by the hostile, self-interested state 

along with thousands and even millions of others. The continuity of the institutional 
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double-standard is ever-present in the history of the US. Yet most of us seem to be 

blissfully unaware of it. How can this be?  

 We validate those people as worthy who possess the trappings of wealth, 

regardless of its source, and our culture no longer has a coherent social fabric which 

maintains a continuity of moral standards separate from the amorality of the bottom-

line. This is no accident, believe me. So much of bureaucratic behavior is directed 

at creating frustration for the average person, while favoring the interests of the 

elites. You and I encounter reams of paperwork and red tape; while the rich man 

goes in with his attorneys and wealth and gets what he wants in half the time it takes 

us. The more money you have, the easier it is to make contacts to access resources, 

and to know who the right people are who can get you what you want. You have 

more time, resources, and energy to exercise your political will fully because it is 

part of your job, not something you do after coming home after a hard day’s work. 

Those people who run large integrated organizations actually get much more of the 

government dollar because they are the ones most able to do the work required to 

get the money the quickest. The more power and resources you have, the more access 

to power and resources you get. This is not the way it should be if you really want 

to guarantee a dynamically evolving free-market economy, but who really wants to 

do that if that means losing a dollar or two in the short-term.  

 This is why a government is so essential to maintaining the continuity of 

society. Multinational corporations exist to turn a profit and grab every dollar 

available for use towards that end regardless of the source. As mentioned before, 

the myth of the self-made man and the rugged individualist are just that; stories 

that have nothing to do with the actual closely interconnected and interdependent 

reality of modern business, political, and social activity. Everyone is dependent 

upon everyone else doing their job and doing it smoothly and efficiently. The “self-

made” millionaire or billionaire actually is reaping the benefits of thousands of 

people who work for him, and he only stays in business because bankers, insurance 

companies, other businesses, and the government let him. Since large economic 

entities can take so much resources out of a nation without giving anything back, it 

is essential that a compensating regulatory and re-redistributive mechanism be in 

place to protect the long term interests of the majority of planetary inhabitants, not 

just people, from the destructive activities of competitively alienated, self-

interested collectives. The first theft is the piracy of resources, labor, ideas, culture, 

and even the lives of trusting, good-hearted people. These mechanisms are 

necessary to ensure that the economic cycle of production, consumption, and 

especially reinvestment is maintained so that the biological, economic, and social 

continuity of a national system and the larger biological systems of the planet are 

protected. Bello, Cunningham, and Rau put it clearly: “Central to the nominal 
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economic achievements of the South was an activist state or public sector. In some 

countries, the state sector was the engine of the development process. In others, 

state support was critical to the successes of domestic businesses wishing to 

compete against foreign capital. It was not surprising, therefore, that when 

Reaganites came to power, their clear agenda was to discipline the insubordinate 

Third World; their central mission was the radical reduction of the economic role 

of the Third World state and their principal tool was the World Bank and the IMF 

structural adjustment programs (12).” The real purposes of the privatization agenda 

become much more clear.  

 The only welfare reform I support is that one which gets the poorest, most 

vulnerable people in society, those who are permanently unemployable, the 

equivalent of 100% of the living wage in income rather the current 50%. One way 

to do this is to allow people to get a minimum combined income/subsidy of 

$800.00/month if they can work. Otherwise they get a subsidy which enables them 

to live an adequate life in the local price infrastructure in which they live. This also 

goes for those who are making life transitions as well. There is no sense of decency 

in maintaining people in the equivalent of economic suspended animation, for they 

won’t be able to recover or develop their full life potential in that position; you 

actually end up spending much more money in the long-term. The way to do that is 

to reform welfare and social security so that a full economic “safety net” is in place 

and that those who make over 40,000.00 dollars per year have their public assistance 

either reduced appropriately or eliminated entirely with the revenues saved 

transferred to those who really need it. Naturally any political economic system 

which favors the interests of one sector of the economy over another stands the good 

possibility of crippling the overall diversity and long-term sustainability of the 

economy overall, meaning that the consequent survivability and revenue generating 

capability of the economy is stunted sometimes significantly. The government 

ensures hopefully that business properly maintains its social, biological, and ethical 

standards of behavior as well as its profitmaking standards. These standards should 

be enforced with penalties appropriate to the “crime”. All of the aforementioned 

standards are vitally important in guaranteeing the long term biological, economic, 

and political continuity of a land and its inhabitants, as well as maintaining the 

businesses’ continuity. It is when large businesses are allowed to indulge their 

darkest tendencies without restraint that a country really starts going to hell in a hand 

basket. Nothing exists in isolation; all our actions have consequences for everyone 

else. We need to remain conscious of both using our power in a responsible way and 

being mindful of the consequences of our actions; this responsibility is embodied in 

the biblical concept of servant leadership articulated in the New Testament gospels. 

The long-term environmental, social, and economic consequences of business 
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activities needs to be factored into the economic cost-benefit analysis of both 

existing and new technologies as they go into production. The regulatory 

environment upheld by the government needs to measure the long-term viability of 

business activity, eliminating those businesses from the marketplace which are more 

costly than beneficial from the perspective of the aforementioned standards of long-

term viability. If we had adhered to such standards before, commercial nuclear 

power generation would never have been allowed to develop into the huge 

environmental and economic debacle that it presently is. We would have favored the 

decentralized, more environmentally compatible, and cost-effective alternatives. 

The reason that nuclear power was allowed to develop to the point that it has is 

because the scientists who originally developed it minimized or completely denied 

its poisonous nature, its long life as a poison, and consequently did not factor the 

decommissioning and waste storage costs for a nuclear power plant into the original 

cost-benefit analysis. The people involved were more interested in the short-term 

dollar than the long-term consequences of the utilization of the technology. The 

reason that the petrochemical complex continues to persist in the US and all over the 

world is because that business complex is also similarly protected from facing up to 

the significant environmental and human costs of exploration, production, and 

utilization of oil and related chemicals in our culture. A drop of oil dropped into the 

ocean kills off the simple organisms which form the foundation of the ocean food 

chain which are found on the surface micro layer of the ocean. This may be a partial 

explanation why it is that gray whales are washing up on the Washington state 

coastline starving to death. A recent article termed the US food industry the largest 

chemical experiment ever done on human subjects (13). Many of those chemicals are 

derived as byproducts of oil refining. This might explain why it is that gray whales 

wash up on the Washington state coastline starving to death...The fundamental 

motivations for the Bay of Pigs invasion, the Kennedy assassination, the Vietnam 

war, and the Persian Gulf war were control over oil reserves and increasing profits 

through a variety of means; it’s dangerous to mess with the rich mans’ welfare, don’t 

I know.  

 Also so much of the system is designed to split us up, to keep us divided, 

conquered, and submitted to elite initiatives. First we saw the demise of the extended 

family due to the increased social and physical mobility of the nuclear family in the 

service of large integrated economic entities. Now we are seeing the final destruction 

of the nuclear family under the tremendous social and economic pressures inflicted 

upon it during the 80’s. No one seems to do much of anything but either too much 

work, not enough, or no work at all. Both under- and over-employment are becoming 

more prevalent, both of which seriously disrupt the continuity and viability of the 

family unit and the larger community with the grave socioeconomic consequences 
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we are now seeing within our society in general. These are but one example in a land 

characterized by contrived extremes of behavior and belief. A re-democratization 

and re-humanization of all the national components which compose the US sphere 

of influence is necessary in order to guarantee the continued viability of those 

component nations including our own. We destroyed their economies through neo-

colonial predation during the 80’s and before; now our continued survival as a nation 

is contingent upon enabling those nations now dependent upon foreign capital to 

provide for themselves partially independent of the international financial 

infrastructure while accounting for and reversing piratical international financial 

mechanisms. This is very possible using a two component economic strategy which 

supports both local/regional and national/international businesses and which creates 

a level regulatory “playing field” which supports both viability and responsibility 

for all players rather than favoring one sector over another. One sector does not exist 

and further itself without the other. Every enterprise starts small and if people don’t 

have money to spend, then nothing gets bought and markets shrink, production 

slows, people get laid off.... 

 Problems can be looked at from many vantage points; the more examined, 

the more likely that a constructive solution will be arrived at. Also the more differing 

perspectives are internalized into the problem-solving process, the more likely it is 

that one won’t get locked into a repetitive and reflexive pattern of response in 

problem-solving. For example, economists in the US limit themselves to only certain 

prescribed, limited responses to the never-ending problem of systemic inflation 

which protect the institutional continuity of the many monopolies which dot the US 

economic and social landscape. Soaring energy development costs are a significant 

source of our cur-rent inflation problem, but what did the Bush-Reagan depravity 

do? They stopped all research and development into alternative energy sources and 

conservation because Bush had money in oil among other things. Also the 

continuing and persistent denial of long-wave business cycles as predictors of 

inflation in the US has created a lot of grief for a lot of people affected by slumps in 

production that could have been anticipated and accounted for, preventing a lot of 

that grief. If you acknowledge the existence of a phenomenon, then you have to do 

something about it. Finally the incorporation of a policy review process in 

bureaucracies will guarantee that a practical oversight mechanism over bureaucratic 

leadership is continuously maintained. This review board would be composed of a 

2/3rds majority of the people affected by the policies with the rest being those who 

create the policies. This way the leadership is aware of their responsibilities going 

into the job and also the consequences of transgressions as well. Of course, in the 

case of police and other closed bureaucracies, independent investigative and 

oversight commissions are much more effective at maintaining independence and 
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effectiveness. There should be at least two pathways of effective recourse over an 

organizational leadership. This is one of many way of upholding and protecting 

practical organizational responsibility, responsiveness, you know, democracy. That 

way the leadership knows its responsibilities to the people affected by their 

policymaking from the get-go.  

 Long-wave cycles work like this; a market for a specific heavy machinery or 

complex technology opens up and facilities are built to meet, even exceed the peak 

demand per year. After a few years production, the market becomes glutted and 

demand falls off. Production falls off with demand and a situation of structural 

unemployment develops or worsens. Since disposable income shrinks with under-or 

unemployment or cuts in government assistance, other markets also shrink as well 

with the loss of wages from the basic industries and the loss of disposable income 

from other sources. Unrestrained price increases or currency devaluations can have 

the same effect. A recession/ depression develops and persists until demand for the 

product increases. A war economy is typically characterized by the presence of these 

cycles. The business leadership in Nazi Germany adopted economic policies which 

eliminated small and medium size businesses from the marketplace and centralized 

power and wealth in only a few hands, centralizing control over the entire political 

economy as well. This also happened during the 80’s under the Bush-Reagan 

depravity when the economy was deregulated and monopolizing, centralizing 

tendencies were allowed to run wild. Large economic entities were able to wrest 

market share away from the smaller producers by cutting prices. The family farm 

was attacked on a variety of economic and political fronts, from price cuts to loan 

denials for inputs. Among other economic vultures, insurance companies were there 

to buy up what was left for pennies on the dollar value. As we’ve seen before, 

IMF/World Bank Structural Adjustment Programs achieved the same dark purposes 

internationally in the US sphere of influence during the 80s. These intentional 

initiatives devastated many, many people and destroyed many communities, much 

as development initiatives create mass migrations and serious social dislocations in 

other countries. There have been long periods of mass internal migrations of people 

searching for nonexistent employment and the phenomenon of the homeless in the 

US can be understood better from the perspective of an internal refugee situation 

created by under- and unemployment as well as other crises mainly systemic in 

origin. This also places people and communities which were formerly independent 

economically into a position of dependence on international markets and a 

consequent vulnerability to disruptions and financial oscillations in those markets.  

 A problem can be dealt with from a variety of perspectives, solved in a variety 

of ways. One must act intentionally and consciously and not merely react to the 

destructive initiatives of your opponent emotionally. When a governmental system 
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has been seriously corrupted by the actions of its leadership, the majority faces a 

knotty problem which requires a sophisticated multifactorial approach. You can’t 

attack them directly because they have all the guns. Therefore we must step back 

from the situation and consider strategy first so as to prevent the loss of life from 

unnecessary direct confrontation as much as possible. The people who have violated 

the foundational laws upon which the nation is founded must be gradually cut out of 

access to money and power. This can be done a variety of ways. First the businesses 

which support their political initiatives can be boycotted and gradually shut down 

using a variety of economic and political tactics. The people who work in such 

bureaucracies can act to thwart those policy initiatives which are illegal and 

immoral. The soldier takes an oath to uphold the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, 

and that responsibility and standard supersedes any order of a superior which 

contradicts or compromises it. The soldier and the police officer as well as the citizen 

is bound by that more fundamental commitment, even to the point of directly 

disobeying an order or other initiative from a “superior” which compromises those 

basic, essential, and more binding standards of behavior. The traitorous leadership 

can be socially ostracized and driven crazy. Their business enterprises can be 

boycotted and shut down. It is a matter of transcending feelings of powerlessness by 

developing strategies which overcome the obstacle and the opposition and which are 

easily understood and safely employed by the majority. For example, only certain 

people and groups are allowed to get grant money in Seattle through very tightly 

controlled channels. One way to get around that is to contact more enlightened 

sources of financial support at the regional/national/international level. One person 

in one situation will do what is appropriate to their situation while another may adopt 

a completely different strategy for achieving the same goal. I call this the 

situationally appropriate response (SAR). If the people working in a bureaucratic 

system decide to collaborate on achieving commonly shared goals together, the 

system is essentially and totally transformed and there is nothing the corrupted 

leadership can do about it. This is something we can do alone or together in a group 

or organization. People can be organized formally or operate in informal networks 

of association. Unions and other mutual support organizations serve such a support 

purpose. Professional, industry, and political/civic organizations can also serve the 

same purpose. Community support networks can be built up. There are also other 

formal and informal support resources out there if we think about our situation and 

seek out such support appropriate to our situation. The most powerful weapon out 

there is an independently thinking human mind; the most powerful initiative a caring 

and committed human heart.  

 For example, what would happen if the people of the US decided to only 

support those companies which acted to protect environmental continuity, didn’t 
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operate under or support terrorist dictatorships, and didn’t fix prices collectively? 

There would be a tremendous shift of wealth from company to company and from 

economic sector to economic sector. Say we chose to start, support, and favor small 

regional businesses ahead of large multinational corporations. Again such a shift 

would take place. What would happen if every day the US consumer voted 

consciously with their money? The character of US business activity would change 

drastically. We tend to get intimidated by the size of businesses today, but they are 

small potatoes when we think about how much money changes hands between the 

consumers and the producers of this nation on any given day. If we all changed and 

became more conscious about our consumption patterns, choosing to buy only from 

those companies who adhere to appropriate long-term social standards of business 

practices, the constructive biological, economic and social consequences would be 

enormous. The nuts and bolts of grassroots social transformation through changes in 

consumption patterns is sometimes extremely tedious, but absolutely essential 

because what we are doing is incrementally changing our habit patterns, adapting to 

ensure our long-term survival and the continued survival of all life on the planet. 

Then we develop and support small businesses that meet local/regional needs while 

creating the political economic climate which protects such small and medium 

businesses from the destructive actions of large national/international businesses and 

cartels.  

 By doing this, we recommit to the foundational moral principles of the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights upon which this country was based; the right of an 

individual to develop her/his full creative potential without external interference, just 

so those activities didn’t harm everyone else. Though we may not like another 

groups’ beliefs and practices, we are duty bound by the Constitution and Bill of 

Rights to tolerate them in the uniqueness of their personhood. Anything less is un-

American. This tolerance of cultural integrity and political identity is both essential 

to maintaining and reclaiming a person’s unique cultural identity as well as being 

the basic building block upon which intercultural dialogue and understanding is 

built. Most all of us are immigrants after all, and a lot of our ancestors weren’t such 

respectful guests and newcomers in the new land now, were they? We also will not 

forget that it was a theocracy which ran the original colonists out of England even 

though such activities were totally against the will of God. What will guarantee the 

long-term dynamic security of this nation more than anything else is the free and 

open exchange of ideas and the ability to put those ideas which are viable and 

respectful into practice without systemic interference; the complete opposite of the 

practical expression of the doctrine of “national security” we’ve seen thus far in this 

and other countries.  

 What happened in the US during the 60’s and 70’s was both the explosion of 
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creativity that was nascent in the baby boomer generation and a social reaction to 

the illegal and immoral repression, cultural authoritarianism, and personal invasion 

that was McCarthyism in the 50’s. The consolidation coup which illegally put 

Ronald Reagan in office effectively killed off what little creative innovation was 

allowed to survive the integrated institutional economic and political repression of 

the tremendous creativity and dynamism of that period of our history. This 

repression that was undertaken by the entrenched business and political interests is 

the main reason that this nation is now behind competitively in the world economy. 

The creative potential of an entire generation was perceived as a threat rather than 

an asset and was destroyed as a consequence of that psychotic perception. This is 

happening again in the 80’s/90’s. Educational innovations which involved both the 

intellectual and intuitive aspects of the student were not retained in public education 

because to do so would compromise the true indoctrinational purposes of public 

education in the US. The same old destructive dress codes and limitations which 

were so destructive of individual initiative and creativity back when I was going to 

high school are still found in today’s educational system. Recently I’ve found out 

about authoritarian conversion programs working within schools carried out on “at-

risk” children and youth. The cousin of a friend of mine was put through such abuse 

for wearing a T-shirt from a rock band at school. I found that the most violent and 

destructive kids in my high school were the jocks, not the partiers; the up and coming 

“best and brightest”. A friend of mine living on the street was beaten once very badly 

by a gang of high school jock heads from Mercer Island, an upper class community 

near Seattle and kicked almost to death another time by a karate expert backed up 

by a gang of 20 frat boys from the University of Washington; the future leadership 

of the US; white and right to a man. I don’t understand why it is that the US is so 

hung up on gangs. All the republicans gave the kids during the 80’s was guns and 

cocaine. I see the most destructive gangs when I walk downtown Seattle around 

lunch hour. The businessmen walk around in packs and pretend you aren’t there as 

they walk down the sidewalk. It’s not nice running into you today, but if you give 

me no other choice, I’ll walk right through your little pack. Some people have to 

learn manners and common courtesy the hard way. I see fascist gangsters in 

churches, politics, business, banking, the police, and the military; all over the US. 

Anyone who has seriously followed and studied the full range of criminal behavior 

knows that the most destructive criminal wears a three-piece suit and is considered 

a pillar of the community. Such a pillar of the community in was later found to be a 

mafia lieutenant (14). Now the revenues from organized criminal activities are 

assimilated into the so-called ‘legitimate’ economy so it is much harder to track 

organized and white-collar crime. The creativity of the 60’s generation was largely 

assimilated and/or repressed out of the marketplace using a variety of political 

economic tactics. We were innocent back then, but not anymore.  
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 Business is also a form of warfare. Economic interests also drive many 

conflicts which evolve into wars, especially during US history the last 40 years. We 

learned that lesson the hard way back then. The political and economic leadership 

of this country showed that they were willing to attack and even kill those who 

threatened the continuity of their financial arrangements. We know that now, so we 

can prepare and protect ourselves from their attacks this time around; we can learn 

from our past mistakes to ensure a viable future. Friends of mine who developed a 

continuous fuel alcohol production system which could use almost any organic 

matter and produced fuel for $.40/ gal were told not to enter the market under 

$1.20/gal. or the oil producers would do whatever it took to take them out of the 

market. There exists a more viable alternative to every centralized technology in use 

in the US today. It is just a matter of bringing them into production because many of 

them were ready to enter the market when the Bush-Reagan depravity shut down 

innovation in 1980 by cutting research and development funding in a variety of 

areas. There is more than enough room in the market for all the possible players. The 

concept of competition and human created systems of unnatural selection must be 

balanced by an awareness of the importance of mutualism in structuring economic 

relations and economies as mentioned before. It is specifically the role of 

government, society, and the citizens of the world to determine the rules of the 

political economic playing field to ensure the long-term dynamic continuity of 

species, peoples, governments, economies, and the biosphere. For example there are 

many areas where the government could create jobs in the US right now: reforesting 

lands devastated by clear-cutting, stabilizing the farmlands of the American 

southwest before they dry up and blow away completely, rebuilding and updating 

public service infrastructure in urban areas, renovating and building a lot more very 

low-income housing, rebuilding natural habitat, and other environmental 

remediations. The biological concept of niche specificity is also helpful in assessing 

potential markets. The demands of the national/international economies must be 

balanced against the importance of local/regional subsistence/currency economies 

in preserving and furthering local/regional socioeconomic continuity. This means 

protecting local/regional economies from monopolistic predation and destruction at 

the national/international level, while rebuilding what was destroyed by the Bush-

Reagan depravity.  

 What if US business was forced to take into economic consideration the long-

term biological, economic, and social consequences of its actions by both consumer 

education, resource utilization and consequence taxation, and governmental policy 

initiatives? Stupid stuff like nuclear overdevelopment would have never been 

allowed to occur. Energy conversion would be a lot farther down the road because 

the long-term environmental consequences of oil production and petrochemical 
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consumption would not be tolerated by an educated public, as well as its exorbitant 

cost. Subsidies such as the oil depletion allowance would not be allowed. One of the 

reasons Kennedy was murdered was because he threatened to eliminate that 

allowance. Say the consumer left her/ his car at home just 4 days a week and only 

used the car appropriately. Demand and consequently oil production would drop, 

lessening the monopolistic influence of those companies in our lives. Say we cut our 

meat consumption down to 4 times a week. Our health would improve and the food 

industry would be forced to diversify to meet changes in consumption. Say business 

taxes were increased from the present 9% to 19% on multinational corporations since 

they can access so much more public money and have a consistent history of 

sometimes massive criminal corruption and irresponsibility in a lot of areas. The 

business playing field between small and large business would be much more level, 

meaning much more diversification in production and a much more viable national 

and international economy with more opportunities for everyone, not just the already 

too rich.  

 What has to be understood is that micro, small, and medium sized businesses 

are essential to maintaining the long-term viability of any free-market system 

because it is these businesses which provide essential sources of innovation for the 

economic system, carry nations through the downside of the long wave economic 

cycles characteristic of large basic industries, and form the basis of local subsistence 

economies which carry nations and peoples through any disruptions of international 

economies. Thus national economic policymaking should have two components 

which are allowed to coexist being mutually dependent upon each other for long-

term systemic viability: the local/regional component made up of a diverse 

collection of micro, small, and medium sized businesses and the regional/national 

capital intensive heavy basic industrial and high technology businesses which are 

much more vulnerable to even small market changes. The government regulatory, 

fee, and tax structure should be designed to guarantee the viability of both 

components, making achieving the goal of long-term dynamic biological, economic 

and social continuity more possible. The constructive social consequences would 

significantly ameliorate our present crisis.  

 Where would we get the time? Both workers and mid-level technicians would 

force businesses to offer the option of cutting the workweek down from 50-70 hours 

to 30-40 hours per week as necessary to fulfill and develop the other dimensions of 

our lives such as taking better care of our children, fulfilling our citizen 

responsibilities, developing hobbies or another career skill, or just staring at our 

bellybuttons thinking about nothing and everything for a while. This hour reduction 

would be accompanied by a significant increase in our per hour income across the 

board consistent with the massive price increases we saw during the 80’s and are 
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experiencing right up to the present day. This initiative alone would put a lot of 

people presently unemployed back to work while reversing other socially 

disintegrative trends which are a consequence of economic and psychospiritual 

impoverishment, overwork, discrimination, and deprivation. The concept of job-

sharing contracts emerged in the 70’s, but never really took off in the mainstream 

business culture of the US. Two people would elect to split one 60 hour position and 

the benefit package by contract. It would work really good in long-haul trucking 

where a driver is forced to work 80+ hours per week and possibly falsifying hours 

of service log books or run the risk of being harassed out of work by his employer. 

Another option is two to three weeks on duty over the road and two weeks off paid. 

Where would we get the money? First, by changing our tax structure to make sure 

that those people who take full advantage of tax revenues also pay their fair share of 

taxes on both personal as well as corporate income. Second, by fully prosecuting the 

systemic criminals who got away with the national treasury during the 80’s as well 

as those criminals who chose to make money by eliminating standards of workplace 

safety and health and also by extorting money from the consumer through collusive 

price-fixing arrangements. The tactic of prosecuting those aforementioned criminals 

could be an extremely dicey proposition, maybe just incarcerating the worst of them 

in those high security unit prisons for 5 years plus and then taxing the crap out of the 

rest of them would shape them up; at least it would get those monstrosities in 

California and Marion, Illinois closed down. This means making sure that the private 

sector picks up their share of responsibility for the social, medical, and 

environmental consequences of their actions if they act irresponsibly. It is estimated 

that 67,000+ workers died in the US workplace during the last 10 years (15). I keep 

wondering why it is the cops get all the parades all the time and I keep paying for 

them? Third, for those more conscientious in the business and banking community 

as well as social and environmental activists, develop community development 

banking funds based on the principles of the Grameen bank; environmentally 

compatible microenterprise lending which facilitates the community in finding its 

own most viable economic solutions, rather than having them dictated from above 

by bureaucrats who are out of touch with the communities affected; the local 

situation. Loan repayment rates in the Grameen bank ran at 96%, much better than 

the 70% rate found in mainstream banking in the US. This is because people were 

supported in arriving at their own solutions that they believed in and also supported 

each other in keeping their businesses afloat. Loan programs have to be structured 

to practically create viable businesses in the local economic context in which they 

must survive. Revolving loan fund structures have already been developed for use 

in the US and the cooperative movement has thirty years of practical experience in 

operating and surviving in the US political economy. Most ordinary people including 

myself cannot conceive of what the social and economic consequences are for the 
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public having to pay off the $500 billion to $1.5 trillion pirated from the US treasury 

due to the interlocking BCCI/ S&L/HUD scams, but we still will have to pay off that 

liability for at least the next 20 years (16). The beneficiaries of the scams should be 

forced to make full restitution to the American people, rather than the people being 

forced to pay for them to get wealthy off of pirated capital and resources. I heard a 

good story about that recently. A team of CIA trained agents who could assemble a 

Cray supercomputer from memory had put one in a 48 foot semi-trailer and were 

running around the US hacking Swiss bank accounts and taking back money that 

had been pirated from the American people during the 80’s. These recovery 

operations were the main reason why it was that you saw so many politicians retiring 

in 1996. I knew the real America was somewhere out there even now. Petty 

criminality due to economic deprivation develops as a consequence of debts incurred 

to pay off corrupt business practices and other high level scams. The white-collar 

criminal is actually much more socially destructive than the petty criminal, therefore 

they need to stop with the preferential treatment of white-collar criminals. No more 

country club prisons for rich crooks; it is merely the character of their violence which 

is different. Their crimes are just as grave as any other criminals, if not actually much 

more so. Much of the “cost-cutting” initiatives of the 80’s reduced staffing levels 

dangerously sometimes asking one person to do the work of 4 or more people. As a 

result, product quality, job performance, job safety, and family stability suffered. 

Facilitating employee turnover was seen as a way of keeping control over the 

workplace, but what was lost was an appreciation for the experience and talent of a 

long-term employee. The employee became nothing more than a number on a profit 

and loss statement, not someone who had a valuable repository of accumulated 

experiential knowledge. The little scammers wrung a lot of labor out of a lot of 

people for chump change, given the inflationary trends of the 80’s. Temporary labor 

agencies are the number one growth industry followed by casinos and prison 

construction presently according to Ralph Nader: not exactly a strong foundation for 

a survivable long-term economy. Safety and health went to hell, and consequently 

workman’s compensation claims went up significantly. Oregon’s response was to 

limit claims, not reduce accidents or oversee or improve workplace conditions. That 

was under a democrat, at least he said he was a democrat: Neil Goldschmitt. He also 

had the state build him a $600,000.00 house during a period in Oregon’s history 

when a lot of people were out of work and seriously hurting. Real nice guy, that 

Goldbrick, Herr Goldschmitt.  

 What we must remember as average citizens of this country is not to be 

intimidated by the seeming omnipotence of large organizations, for they are only 

composed of people just like us. We can take our destiny back together doing that 

which we could not do alone. When we transcend fear, we are free to see a situation 
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in all its aspects much more fully than before. Creative approaches to problem-

solving are much more easily developed than before. Such solutions such as 

developing land and housing trusts to keep prices down to a reasonable level can be 

come up with. These trusts create a price bottom of competitiveness in housing 

markets in the US which many times are characterized by informal and sometimes 

formal, organized collusive price fixing arrangements. There are also ripple effects 

in a market if one owner decides to raise prices and actually gets it. Also such 

umbrella organizations can serve as protective mechanisms from the sociopathic 

actions of larger organizations. When we assert our interest, we can get results. For 

example, if we all accounted for all our costs on a day to day basis and came up with 

what an actual living wage would be beyond just costs but which would also allow 

disposable income and savings for the future, we would all be able to assert our right 

to a higher per hour wage and a better lifestyle. Developing a second skill or small 

business would enable us to be more independent in our life planning of the overlord 

employer who delights in our misery and dependence. Barter economies could be 

built up which trade hours and skills for those who are not employed in the so-called 

legitimate economy. There is an excellent system called the Ithaca hours system 

already used out there. We also could get together as a community or as consumers 

and pull the charters of sociopathic corporations, meaning they could no longer do 

business unless they cleaned up their act and did business responsibly by our 

standards, not just theirs. We can just replace the sociopaths with our own businesses 

and communities. They do not operate in isolation; their policies affect the lives of 

millions even billions of people, why should they be allowed to avoid the 

consequences of their actions?  

 In transcending fear-based obsession-compulsions, the individual moves 

from a one dimensional way of perceiving things to a more balanced and 

multidimensional way of perception. This opens up the amount of possible solutions 

available to problem solvers. From the possible diversity of options the most cost-

effective and constructive set of solutions can be selected which are appropriate to 

the situation, the situationally appropriate responses. We seem to have a problem 

solving chronic diseases of complex multifactorial origins such as cancer, heart 

disease, and diabetes. A set of causality involving both environmental and 

physiological factors can overwhelm the obsessively focused professional. Stress, 

overwork, and bad diet is a major contributing factor in heart disease, diabetes, 

strokes, and many other chronic illnesses in the US. The privately funded pseudo-

scientist gently tiptoes around the central causal factor of many cancers and con-

genital deformities and conditions we see in the US: environmental toxins and 

misused chemicals. Such a complex causality I believe is involved in creating the 

Gulf War syndrome. The soldiers affected were exposed to an untested experimental 
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anti-chemical/biological warfare agent, “depleted” uranium dust, JP-8 jet fuel, 

airborne aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, and chemical/biological warfare agents, 

producing both immunosuppression in them and sometimes grave mutations in their 

next generation. Soldiers were forcibly injected with the first agent even though it 

was largely untested (17). Later research found engineered genetic material in the 

untested agent, a bacteria called mycoplasma fermentans, creating a condition that 

was reversed in 2/3rds of the affected veterans with an antibiotic called doxycycline 

by the French. It was also found that 40% of the HIV envelope gene had been 

inserted into the nucleus of the identified mycoplasma. M. fermentans is also found 

to cause cancers and a confidential VA study found that there has been a 600% 

increase in tumor rates for active duty vets from 1991 to 1994 (18).Their commanders 

told them all these things were safe and not harmful. A recent article in the Nation 

magazine pointed out that the radiation exposure levels in the depleted uranium 

ordnances exceeded the maximum allowable exposure levels allowed by the German 

government and a catholic nun Rosalie Bertell has done research into the negative 

long-term effects of even low-level radiation exposures. These exposures could be 

another plausible explanation for the serious genetic abnormalities occurring in the 

second generation of these combat vets, and also a reason why it is we are now 

seeing deformities arising in other species where there is no local source for 

explaining the occurrence of the deformity. The Pentagon said recently Iraqi 

chemical weapons were responsible; notice how once again they blame their enemy 

for a situation actually mostly created by their own depraved maliciousness. This is 

exactly what I’ve seen and heard about in US businesses generally.  

 I ran into a man who spray-painted trucks for 11 years until he was stricken 

with pulmonary edema and hospitalized. The boss told him every day of those eleven 

years the spray was perfectly safe. The man is now permanently unemployable and 

seriously disabled. I guess the boss lied, huh. Always err on the side of caution and 

overeducation because some mistakes can have permanent consequences. I found 

that even federal information sheets on chemical hazards were not complete in 

expressing thoroughly the threat to health posed by those chemicals. I found more 

complete information in a book called The Toxicology of Commercial Substances 

and specific information from the chemical manufacturer. You can call your local 

poison information center as well. Also historically the US has been very ineffective 

at solving chronic complex interrelated social problems such as poverty, crime, 

unemployment, homelessness, and alcoholism/addiction. A whole new world of 

solutions become visible when we change how we look at and solve problems. Let’s 

see what a balanced constructive holistic multifactorial approach to solving the 

international poverty/drug problem could look like.  
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10. To the Homeless and other “Wet” 
Addict/Alcoholics  

 Despite the ubiquitous negative propaganda found in our lack of a culture 

right now, you have a couple of psychospiritual and medical problems and are not a 

“bad” person. We all have problems, some are just more able to hide them than 

others. The test I’ve arrived at in assessing a person’s drug/alcohol consumption 

patterns or process addictions are 1) can you leave it alone for more than 3 weeks 

without craving it or seriously missing it in your life; can you live without it? 2) Are 

other areas of your life being neglected or descending into chaos as a consequence 

of your drug/alcohol usage or process compulsion? 3) Is your health being seriously 

affected by your drug/alcohol usage or process compulsion? 4) Do you put your 

drug/alcohol or process compulsion spending ahead of your other basic living 

expenses, do you feel in control of your spending and your life? 5) Are you starting 

to hate yourself and your present life? 6) Are you lost when considering a way out 

of darkness? If you answered no to #1 and yes to the other five, you’ve probably got 

a serious problem, you need to make some serious changes in your life, and need 

some or a lot of help and guess what? You can get it if you just get off your ass and 

go look for it. But first we have to think of a strategy appropriate to your problem.  

 How do we do that? We educate ourselves about both ourselves and the 

addiction/compulsion we’re stuck in. How do we do that? We can talk to people who 

have already overcome the same kind of problem. You can do that at any 12 step 

group appropriate to your problem in the area you’re in. There is also a new group 

for alcoholics and others called moderation management. You can go to the library 

and find the physicians’ desk reference or another source and research the full effects 

of the drug, how to withdraw from it, how long full detoxification takes, and whether 

you’re going to need some intensive medical help to do so or not. You can research 

the psychospiritual roots of your problem and also research what the symptoms of 

the contributing physical and psychospiritual traumas you have experienced in the 

past might be. Librarians hear weird requests every day; don’t be shy, take a friend 

if you need to. They can also get books from other libraries with the interlibrary loan 

on your specific subject. You can call a hospital or a doctor for accurate information 

on both the drug and withdrawal. Remember you were the boss of your addiction 

and you are the boss of your recovery. If you don’t like the quality of the help you’re 

getting, avoid them if you can or pretend you’re doing what they want until you can 

get away from them and get better help. If they’re making you take meds that make 

you sick, pretend to take them and then flush them later. During the 70’s a more 
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realistic “wet/dry” rehab approach was used in which people were tolerated, not 

kicked out, if they couldn’t immediately stop or relapsed. During the 80’s, a more 

authoritarian approach was used, what I now call the “my way or the highway” 

approach so characteristic of so many of our institutions in thus today which 

probably resulted in us losing people who were savable if a more sophisticated 

approach had been used. I believe this approach was partially responsible for the 

unfortunate and probably preventable loss of Kurt Cobain among thousands and 

maybe millions of others. Of course we still don’t know if it was actually a suicide 

or a murder yet. Many so-called treatment professionals know very little about both 

current and past trauma issues and their relation to self-medication as a coping 

strategy. There really is no such thing as a gateway drug if the reality of the situation 

is looked at responsibly. The only correlation that held water in my 10 years of 

experience; the intensity of the compensating self-medication however self-

destructive was directly correlated with the intensity and complexity of the trauma(s) 

suffered.  

 So you’ve concluded that you should seek intensive medical treatment for a 

physical addiction and you can’t get it right away. No surprise there, demand for 

treatment services far outstrips the supply, so a lot of people give up on seeking help. 

That’s the idea; then the government doesn’t have to pay for it then. So get on a list 

and wait for a slot to open up. In the meantime there are other things to do both to 

guarantee your survival, reduce your usage, and to get ready for intensive treatment 

if you need it. Bum up some money, get a stress complex multivitamin (take one and 

maybe two a day), and make sure you eat at least two meals a day, the more balanced 

the diet the better. This will work to reduce your physical cravings for the drug some 

and thus may reduce your daily usage, freeing up some money for food, vitamins, 

maybe counseling, and whatever else you might need. Talk to the bureaucrats and 

see about getting some housing if you can get it. Find a job you like if you can take 

it or do some vocational assessment if you can do that kind of thing. Find something 

that will make you $20,000.00+ /yr. and is barterable. It’ll really help if you find 

something you love to do and suits your personality, strengths, and abilities as well. 

Developing a multi-career life path will also give you a diversity of skills so you are 

more employable. We spend a lot of our time working also. We’re lucky enough to 

have a computerized career/vocational assessment program available in the library 

where I live presently. Look around and see what’s available in your city. If you 

need it and legally qualify, get every last dime of government money you’re eligible 

for. Social service bureaucrats in many states are trained to deny you resources; if 

you run into one of these kind of wackos, don’t lose it, they’ll put you in jail. Some 

of them like provoking people just so they end up in jail. Find a lawyer, make their 

life as miserable as they’ve made yours, and get what’s yours. Remember treatment 
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first, evening the score later. Sometimes bureaucracies have an internal review 

process; use it but don’t expect any miracles. Most times they just have those so they 

can find out the weaknesses of your case should you decide you’re going to sue 

them. If you can, do it. There may also be social service advocates in your area; use 

them if you need to. Don’t bang your head against the brick walls too long though. 

Look in the phone book, talk to your friends, and find someone, anyone you can 

work with in building up your life; friend, family, etc. Work the crap out of any angle 

or possibility you can think of. When you get an appointment date and time, make 

sure you don’t blow it off. Bureaucrats hate that and will be less likely to work with 

you in the future.  

 If you start to get the willies and the creepies as the day approaches, take a 

deep breath, grit your teeth, and move on into your future even if you don’t know 

exactly what it will be like. Doggone the heebie-jeebies; full speed ahead. 

Remember, you are in a fight for your life here and your life will change, it has to or 

you may not survive. Surrender your will partially to the process and trust your 

ability to deal with any situation that may arise. I believe it is a God-mediated 

process, so don’t forget to pray in your faith if you have one. If you get a dickwad 

bureaucrat, ask a supervisor politely (!) for someone else. If the town, city, or the 

state you live in sucks badly enough, relocate. Do whatever it takes to overcome any 

obstacles put in your way because you’re worth it. God doesn’t make any junk 

period. Be persistent when dealing with bureaucracies; assert then rest, but don’t 

overextend yourself. You’re more likely to lose it and end up in jail, the nuthouse, 

or in a heavier compulsive use situation as a result; where ever those wackos choose 

to send you or whatever you do in response to heavy stress. It is important for all of 

us to keep a proper balance of work, rest, and play or we may get chronic medical 

difficulties which will shorten our lifespan. Give yourself some credit: you’ve 

succeeded in locating, buying, and using an illegal substance, dodge the cops who 

steal your stuff, put you in jail, and make your life suck even more than it already 

did, and actually survive up to this point. Amazing! See you’ve got real possibilities. 

Most people in thus can’t even begin to handle that kind of pressure in their lives. 

Why do you think they go along with the mass suicidal herd?  

 Next look back in your life and see if there are any major traumatic crises or 

abusive situations which you were forced to stay in longer than a few days or were 

more intensive than being slapped in the face once even somewhat hard. Remember 

continuing verbal abuse from “loved ones” and personal negation and denial of basic 

physical and psychospiritual needs from any source still qualifies as violence if it 

lasts longer than a day. Go to your library and read about the specific symptoms 

related to that kind of abuse and how it correlates to your present experience. The 

pain can be too much to take, so be sure stop reading and do something else if it gets 
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too intense. Sometimes posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms can also be 

happening which can be very confusing and frightening. If you stop self-medicating, 

such symptoms can crop up more intensively than before. Many combat veterans 

and other abuse victims drink or drug to stop the invasive images from the flashbacks 

of their original traumatic situations. This is also true for other forms of intense 

trauma such as rape, sexual abuse, and other forms of physical and even intense 

psychic abuse as well. This is part of the psychic healing process. Remember you’re 

stuck in the middle of a very complicated balancing act; don’t lose it. Find some 

good-hearted people who understand and talk to them. Call up your sweet old 

grandparents if you have any. Pray for help, healing, and restoration if you’re 

cracking up; miracles do happen. Tell the punishment freaks who think you’re evil 

and subhuman and treat you as such to lock themselves up because they represent a 

serious threat to public health. People are regularly forced to withdraw from heavily 

addictive drugs such as heroin and alcohol “cold” in thus, but such a withdrawal can 

be life-threatening if you have any unknown secondary medical conditions, and even 

sometimes if you don’t. A friend of mine almost died in jail down there in Portland, 

Oregon because they refused her proper medical attention when she was 

withdrawing from a heroin addiction; she had a heart condition. Some treatment 

professionals like to punish addicts for their problems by pretending that their 

symptoms are all in their heads; doctors and other professionals can go nuts like 

anyone else, especially in the judicial system. I called in for the third time on the 

second day of her withdrawal and threatened them with a lawsuit if she died and I 

was real nasty; works every time. She got adequate medical treatment finally. Don’t 

lose track of your addict/alcoholic friends if they end up in jail, or any of your friends 

for that matter. Jails in the US are real strange places, full of horrors and weirdness, 

and are getting stranger and stranger all the time as is the rest of the country. I don’t 

know the numbers of street alcoholics I’ve run into who have been forced to go 

through the D.T.’s on the street without any medical help. The horrors of that 

experience usually exceeds the limits of the imagination of most “respectable” 

people in thus. Again, senseless violence makes perfect sense to me.  

 Research the drug, get good specific information from any source available 

on withdrawal from the substance or process, and find someone who can help you 

through withdrawal. One thing to really remember about the US medical 

establishment is that it is conservative in every definition of the word; you will die 

before they admit that you have an undiagnosed or misdiagnosed medical condition 

that may lead you to relapse. One additional way to prevent relapse is to know your 

medical conditions better than the assholes you’re dealing with in the authoritarian 

behavior modification program you’ll get if you’re poor or a minority; if you are 

either of these in the US these days, you know you’re gonna git screwed in drug 
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treatment for presenting a reality outside that of the so-called treatment professionals 

as they’re called. If you know what to expect in advance and how long it might take, 

then you’re more prepared when the crap really starts hitting the fan when you begin 

to seriously withdraw. Sometimes there are medications which can ease physical 

withdrawal. Get qualified medical help or at least information if at all possible. 

Again watch out for the wacko punishment freaks. Whatever you do, please don’t 

kill yourself. There’s no one else in the world quite like you, I’d miss you and feel 

the loss even out here on the west coast, and I don’t actually know what actually lies 

out there in the beyond for a suicide. I don’t know and I don’t want to find out the 

hard way. If you seriously feel like that, tell a lot of people until you find someone 

who will spend some time with you. Sure it is a little bit of a pain in the butt, but not 

as big a one as going to a funeral for a loved one who didn’t ask for help, got it? 

Traditionally people in the US cry for help in really indirect ways, and most people 

don’t even hear the cry until someone is dead; for my sake, please make sure it is 

not you. I lost someone who could have been the love of my life when she was 

fourteen. She was out of reach in another city, didn’t ask, and they didn’t care. 

They’ll get theirs later on unless they repent.  

 Miracles of miracles, you got into rehab. Now hang in with it no matter what, 

unless it is too fucked. There are bound to be some dickwad punishment freaks in 

there; avoid them like the plague. Work with the people you get along with. You’re 

going to go through some serious physical and psychic changes in there and it does 

get rough sometimes. Think what life was like before you got there and white 

knuckle it out. If one of the dickwads is your counselor or treatment professional and 

is a punishment freak, ask for someone else. They are being paid to help you, not 

hurt you. If they are giving you meds and you don’t know what they are, ask. If they 

don’t tell you, stop taking them, pretend to keep taking them, and then get rid of 

them later. A street alcoholic friend of mine was put in a detox program in Everett, 

Washington where he was forced to take a neuroleptic tranquilizer, either stellazine 

or Thorazine, as a condition of his receiving treatment. He left with a bad taste in his 

mouth, probably will never go back. A new withdrawal drug regimen involving 

naltrexone and sedatives has been helping long-term heroin addicts get rid of the 

taste for it, but withdrawal is just the start; you still have to do the rest of the stuff to 

maintain long-term sobriety and build your life up the way you want it. Remember 

one day at a time. One of the myths of treatment in the US is that everyone deserves 

to hear your full story. Wrong. I even had a priest betray the confessional and that 

happens more often than people think. It all goes in a file and the file goes into a 

computer, and if the information is juicy enough, they’ll narc you off. They have to, 

it’s the law, and most US citizens don’t respect laws higher than the state. US citizens 

also generally are notorious snitches especially if there’s money involved. Get a 
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supervisor to get you a new counselor, call a lawyer, bail if you have to and there 

are no other options open. Don’t leave impulsively; think it through and make sure 

it is the only option available to you after exhausting all the other possibilities. Work 

with the people you can work with and ignore the rest of the idiots. Once you leave 

it’s real hard to get back in, especially if you’re broke. Of course, you may not want 

to anyways.  

 So you made it through detox and intensive treatment, give yourself a pat on 

the back, heck why not a few? Don’t go out and party though. Find other ways to 

celebrate. Get a piece of pie, a little gift, a new poster for your wall, a psychedelic 

shoelace for your shoe, something like that. Do the outpatient work you need to do 

unless it’s just too unreasonable and strict. If they don’t have outpatient treatment, 

you can’t afford it, or the insurance ran out, look for a counselor and a 12 step 

program if you like that stuff. I don’t, so I don’t go. I’ll never forget it in Portland 

again when a 1-year miracle wrecked into my car and decided he didn’t have to pay. 

That’s when I knew this whole country had to recover, not just drug addicts and 

alcoholics, that George Bush had a bigger problem than my pot smoking buddies 

because my buddies didn’t judge other people and rip them off; I’ve never gone 

back. I did have a problem, but not with marijuana and I still don’t. I firmly believe 

that it should be made legal for all uses for anyone over 18. If it’s OK to fight and 

die at 18 for a bunch of rich old fossils who don’t share the wealth, it’s OK to party 

a little too, just so you don’t have a life-threatening addiction problem.  

 I did have past abuse issues though and first I tried to find a psychologist so 

I could work on them with someone else’s help. I didn’t have any money to spare 

and the doctors I saw on welfare all wanted me to take sucky drugs so I could lie 

around flat on my back all day. No one offered me counseling though and that’s 

what I really needed to get. Sometimes you can find someone who will trade 

counseling for work. I didn’t want to since my past experience with counselors was 

not real constructive. So off to the library I went and started reading. It is really 

important to resolve your abuse issues because it makes your sobriety more solid 

and firm to do so. I could feel that every time I had a breakthrough insight from 

reading and researching, that a weight was lifted off my shoulders, making life just 

a little easier. Remember to take a rest every day if you can and get in touch with 

your feelings, how you’re feeling that day. It is really important to work through any 

conflicts and stresses so they don’t build up or you could relapse. Joost Meerloo puts 

stress and its influence on our psyche in perspective; “Experiments with animals and 

experiences with human beings have taught us that threat, tension, and anxiety in 

general may accelerate the establishment of conditioned responses, particularly 

when those responses tend to diminish fear and panic.” (1) Most addict/ alcoholics 

have also been conditioned to self-medicate when under stress, to seek relief from 
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life’s pressures in addition to their physiological vulnerability to their particular drug 

of choice. Here we also see the importance of the acceptance of the help of a power 

greater than ourselves. You can pray, meditate, or do an active meditation like 

walking or exercising. We integrate thoughts while we are at rest or doing some kind 

of meditation or simple repetitive or relaxing enjoyable activity. Any exercise 

stimulates your hormones, helping to bring your physiology back into balance and 

also relieving stresses. Don’t overdo it and hurt yourself. Also it is important to avoid 

old drug-taking environments and even friends if you feel like a situation is 

dangerous for your sobriety. There are two phrases to remember: don’t let the drug 

do you and if you’re going down, Pull Out, for God’s sakes, pull out before you eat 

dirt permanently. Relapses can not only be serious and dangerous for intensely 

physically addicting drugs and alcohol; they can be fatal, so avoid them like the 

plague. If you do relapse though, don’t be too hard on yourself. Dust off, pick up the 

pieces, learn about why it happened, and don’t let it happen again. Relapses are part 

of the addict/alcoholics’ learning process, but they are dangerous and humbling; one 

doesn’t necessarily have to do it to learn what you need to learn though. Do the 

emotional work you need to do so it doesn’t happen or happen again.  

 When you feel stable enough in your recovery, start getting yourself 

together to find some work or better yet, go get some education and training if you 

think you need it. The more skills you have, the more employable you are, the less 

you have to put up with asshole bosses. Some towns have skill assessment 

programs that you can use to plan a career path. Make up one that has a few skills 

you can acquire over time and which are barterable as well as able to generate hard 

currency. Find something you love and do it because you’ll probably spend a lot of 

time at it. Given the present price infrastructure of our economy, it is important to 

be able to make at least $15,000.00-25,000.00/ yr. and even more for families with 

dependents. Work and school can be extremely stressful at times, rewarding at 

others. As obsessive/compulsives possibly with low self-esteem, we may tend to 

jump into intense personal relationships a little too quickly. Make friends and get 

to know each other before taking any big plunges. Remember to keep your 

physical and psychospiritual “balance”: as obsessive-compulsives we tend to 

overdo it and go to extremes in everything. This imbalance is the stuff that relapses 

are made of and it has both physiological and psychological components. Are you 

eating right? Getting enough rest? Taking your stress vitamins? Having enough fun 

or at least contentment? There is a way of medicating out serotonin brain chemistry 

imbalances with herbs and vitamins. Check with your naturopath, herbalist, doctor, 

and/or nutritionist. We have to make a habit of keeping track of how we’re feeling, 

so we learn to identify when it is we are close to relapse and avoid them. 

Remember pull out and rest; take shelter in a place of peace, familiarity, and safety. 
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A little trick I use to get my mind off anything dominating my consciousness is to 

place my mind on Jesus Christ; if you don’t like Jesus, put your mind into a 

northwest coast forest full of big trees with lots of drippy moss with the sun shining 

through it making thousands of rainbows playing across your unique and beautiful 

face or whatever else works. Get your mind off what is invading and dominating 

your mind. That can sometimes be kind of hard, but be persistent. Ask for help 

through prayer. If you relapse, do it consciously and don’t overdo it. Don’t give up 

on yourself because of one or even many relapses. You are involved in an adaptive 

learning process where the goal is to both learn how to survive a complex and 

sometimes extremely abusive context and illness without killing yourself or anyone 

else. That sometimes can be hard, certainly challenging at the very least. 

Sometimes we need and deserve a break; let yourself have it. No matter what 

happens, just keep on building up your life the way you want it. Don’t forget to 

maintain your program and keep in touch with how you’re feeling. Keep your 

balance; keep on learning, growing, loving yourself and others, and the planet and 

all its life; the world in all its sweetnesses, horrors, and all its ultimate majesty and 

perfection. Keep on growing younger. God Love you and Bless You in the Holy 

Name of Jesus Christ both now and forever.  

 Endnotes  

1) Joost A. M. Meerloo Rape of the Mind p. 50  
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11. Proper Christianity  

 “I am a crusader, an envoy of God. You are devils. Our mission is to 
purify Argentina.”  
 — Argentinian police captain during torture (1)  
 
 “You are of your father the devil, and you want to do the desires of 
your father. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not 
stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. Whenever he 
speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature; for he is a liar, and the 
father of lies.”  
— John 8: 44  
  
“Because lawlessness is increased, most people’s love will wax cold.”  
— Matthew 24: 12  
  
“And at that time many will fall away and will deliver up one another 
and hate one another.”  
— Matthew 24: 10  
 
 “Even so you, too, when you see these things happening, recognize 
that the Kingdom of God is near.”  
— Luke 21: 31  
 
 “I believe he is a special man, chosen by God to run his country.”  
 Bo Hi Pak of South Korea on General Alfredo Stroesser of Paraguay (2) 
 “The more democratic a society is, the more serious the collapse of 
its traditional values appears to be. This shows that democracy is 
failing to provide solutions to the problems currently facing our 
societies and the world.”  
— Sung Myung Moon (3)  
  
“There is nothing out there. No one cares. Do you get it? You can 
change nothing.  
 Accept what is.”  
— Werner Erhard (4)  
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 “For such men are false apostles, deceitful workers, disguising 
themselves as apostles of Christ. And no wonder, for even Satan 
disguises himself as an angel of light. Therefore it is not surprising if 
his servants also disguise themselves as servants of righteousness; 
whose end shall be according to their deeds.”  
— 2 Corinthians 11: 13-15  
 
 “Then if anyone says to you,’ Behold, here is the Christ,’ or There He 
is,’ do not believe him. For false Christs and false prophets will arise 
and will show great signs and wonders, so as to mislead, if possible, 
even the elect.”  
— Matthew 24: 23-24  
 
 “Be on guard, that your hearts may not be weighted down with 
dissipation and drunkenness and the worries of life, and that day 
come on you suddenly like a trap; for it will come upon all those who 
dwell on the face of all the earth. But keep on the alert at all times, 
praying in order that you may have the strength to escape all these 
things that are about to take place, and to stand before the Son of 
Man.”  
— Luke 21: 34-36  
 
 “Enter by the narrow gate; for the gate is wide, and the way is broad 
that leads to destruction, and many are those who enter by it. For 
the gate is small, and the way is narrow which leads to life, and few 
are those who find it.” Beware of the false prophets, who come to 
you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves. ”  
— Matthew 7: 13-15  
 
 “What makes loneliness so unbearable is the loss of one’s self.”  
— Hannah Arendt (5)  
  
“Underlying all this diversity, however, I see two common elements: 
acceptance of the existing social structure and the submission to an 
authoritarian doctrine or leader.”  
— Bertram Gross (6)  
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“Now the Lord is the Spirit; and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there 
is liberty.”  
— II Corinthians 3: 17  
 
 “Confucian rationalism meant rational adjustment to the world, 
Puritan rationalism meant rational mastery of the world.”  
— Bruce Rich (7)  
 
 “I swear to the Lord/I still can’t see/Why Democracy 
means/everybody but me.”  
— Langston Hughes (8)  
  
“The God who saves us will not descend from the machine; He will 
arise once more in the human heart.”  
— Lewis Mumford (9) 
 
 “A sudden submission to Christian ethics by businessmen would 
bring about the greatest economic upheaval in history.”  
— Bertram Gross (10)  
 
 “Then Peter came and said to Him, “Lord, how often shall my 
brother sin against me and I forgive him? Up to seven times? “Jesus 
said to him, “I do not say to you, up to seven times, but up to seventy 
times seven.”  
— Matthew 18: 21-22  
 
 “Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God; have mercy on me, a sinner.”  

 The United States of America is and always been a place where talk and 

appearances, persuasion, has always counted for way too much. For some or many 

reasons, we take shelter behind many, many layers of self-justification, 

rationalization, self- delusion, and deception. We must see it as somehow 

necessary for survival and the “pursuit of happiness”, whatever that is; however we 

care to define it. The structure and processes of this personal and societal 

irrationality have been roughly outlined before. Long before Jesus Christ gets 

ahold of us, the devil does; we start from corruption, therefore we have the seeds of 

destruction always latent within our essence. This however certainly does not have 

to determine our fate, for fate does not even exist with the true and living God. A 
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dynamic destiny based upon personal choice, morality, self-determination, 

commitment, and responsibility I have found to be a much preferable replacement, 

thank you exceedingly much Lord Jesus Christ. It is when humanity starts to take 

over for God, aping God, that we really start getting in deep trouble. There are 

several New Testament scriptures which talk about the nature of spiritual 

deceptions which can lead us naive little children away from the covering folds of 

God’s protection, which leave us naked and vulnerable for the predations of the 

ravening demonic wolves which can sometimes overtake us all in this many times 

absurd, chaotic, and violent meaningless world.  

 Spiritual deceptions operate through individuals who are open and looking to 

satisfy false and many times unconscious expectations. We are vulnerable as a 

consequence of our desires and self-will, our lusts and obstinacy if you will. Usually 

we are led there searching for ways to be more than we actually are, larger than life 

so to speak. We are led away from sobriety and self-determination in thought and 

action to pursue totalistic materialism and compulsive/impulsive sensual 

gratification, seduced by a contrived illusory lifestyle of finally “arriving” into a 

world without pain, disruption, violence, and despair, however temporary. The false 

promise of total lifetime material security can be a powerful selling point; the 

promises of a materialistic religion falsely claiming to bring freedom from suffering 

and want. A larger-than-life persona to fit the perfectionist-compulsive desires 

created by the omnipresent media and cultural assault channeling us into the desired 

lifestyle and consciousness and away from those thoughts and actions which deviate 

away from that desired path even when those thoughts might save us and preserve 

our individual integrity. Chasing a false rainbow of promised final satisfaction and 

individual perfection, we fail to see the destruction wrought by the consequences of 

our present actions. Our heads are in the future and not in the present. We are driven 

to escape from the stresses of a many times chaotic, absurd, and inhumane context 

into fantasies related to an idealized perfect past or future, or of an ideal, perfected 

humanity. When we contrive standards of perfection and consequent expected social 

behaviours, we must realize the fallibility of the source of that standard and that 

those standards are abstracted out of human consciousness and have very little to do 

with the full reality of the human condition, our full contextual reality, and the full 

range of human choices and consequent dynamic human nature possible.  

 We are a lot more than a set of choices, but our choices have a lot to do with 

who we become and believe we are. When we live in a context of fear, uncertainty, 

stress, insincerity, and despair, we acclimate to an altered state of consciousness 

further reinforced and manipulated by sugar, caffeine, tobacco, alcohol, prescription 

drugs, “illicit” drugs, crap food, and adrenaline; most important of all. 

Greed/survival-motivated fear-based manic physiological states are the desired 
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behavioural outcome in the US, the desired extremely destructive self-medicated 

state. When obsessive-compulsive addictive behaviors are examined in-depth, one 

finds that they are rooted in an imbalance of activity based on a distorted and limited 

awareness. One is chasing a feeling of euphoria, avoiding a part of reality because it 

is just too unpleasant and too overwhelming to contemplate. Avoidance is the key to 

mania. Avoidance sometimes is also the key to survival, coping with what can be 

sometimes a very diabolical set of material and psychospiritual pressures operating 

on an individual, driving them into a sort of retreat within themselves as a way of 

“decompressing” so to speak. Contrary to popularly held beliefs about human 

psychology and drugs, I believe that several people have been actually helped 

psychospiritually by their drug experiences and that this self-healing happens much 

more often than we think. Altered states of consciousness have helped people make 

quantum leaps down the road of individuation and self-determination. Self-

determining individuals can be a real problem in a totalitarian state where people are 

only considered as means to an end, not as ends in themselves as is the proper Godly 

perspective.  

 Historically totalitarian states have proven disastrous for all of the individuals 

living under their influence, regardless of whether they are being murdered by it or 

are running it. All are seduced into believing and serving a false version of reality; 

all are either under its cloying, sweet, intoxicating spell or are running for their lives. 

Long-term consequences are forgotten for collective delusions of grandeur 

seemingly satisfied in the short-term at least as a consequence of pursuing ungodly 

means in order to fulfill the contrived goals, standards, myths, ideals, and images 

personally internalized. The contrived mass delusion of a just world is seemingly 

fulfilled. What is denied and repressed out of conscious awareness is the absolute 

perversion of human behavior involved in the means used to achieve and support 

these ideals and images. The behavior is not consistent with the internalized ideal, 

so it is denied a place in conscious awareness. The leaders are totally entranced by 

deceptive motivating influences, so the saving awareness of the consequences of 

their activities is ignored, denied, negated. The continuity of their defensive ego 

status-quo has become more important than their welfare. The state is overwhelmed 

by an economic and social collapse both because its leaders are denying their full 

awareness of the situation and because the full creative potential of all the people is 

limited as a consequence of the centralizing of power and resources, manipulation, 

oppression, and parasitic exploitation. Mass entrancement and consequent 

enslavement to a “master” of some kind seems to be an endpoint of any kind of 

closed authoritarian hierarchical system, bureaucracy, and society. Many times even 

the leaders of such a society come under the influence of disembodied spirits alleging 

that they are the ancient ones or dead relatives or teachers/mentors. The fulfillment 
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of the many is sacrificed for the fulfillment of the delusional ambitions of the few, 

and the tragicomic absurdity, the bloody carnival continues spiraling on down to its 

final end. Test the spirits in the Holy Name of Jesus Christ and they will either stay 

or flee depending upon the true source of their power. The sources of this 

entrancement are many, both material and psychospiritual. A central component is 

a motivating mythic political and cultural “theology” which builds false hopes in the 

mass. The structure of the mythic theology provides the pseudo-justification for 

group violence against those who are not in conformity with the sociopolitical 

theology. They are believed to represent a threat to the future. Personal awareness 

becomes limited to the ideology of the dictatorial collective as a consequence both 

of the implied threat of contextual random terror against the scapegoated out-groups 

and the manic fear-based self-interested overt coping persona contrived in response 

to those contextual pressures. Adrenalized manic tunnel-vision awareness is limited 

reflexive state of consciousness which significantly restricts our full human 

perceptual and cognitive potential. The focus on achieving the contrived absolutist 

ideals, goals, state of mind, and images becomes all-consuming. Saving alternatives 

are ignored in the rush to “fulfillment”, short-term gratification, as more personal 

resources are monopolized in its achievement. Of course a good rush of caffeine-

induced adrenaline always helps assist that reductionist, blade to the budget, process 

don’t I know. Naturally as the economic and social situation continues to degrade 

and becomes more desperate, the more people reactively cling to the contrived mass 

delusion upon which they’ve pinned all their hopes, the less likely it becomes that 

the people will be allowed to develop saving alternatives, thus ensuring the 

continued slide of the socioeconomic system into utter chaos and crisis. During the 

80’s, drug enforcement priorities were targeted mainly at mind expanding 

substances such as cannabis, MDMA, and LSD, even though substances like 

methamphetamine, PCP, heroin, morphine, chemical inhalants, cocaine, and many 

prescription drugs can cause permanent physical and mental damage, even death in 

many cases besides the fact that the physical kick from prescription drug addiction 

such as valium is a solid fourteen days of medically assisted hell. There are two 

reasons motivating these priorities. One is profit and the other is maintaining the 

exploitative and repressive social and economic status quo in the US.  

 There is no person more powerful than those who can see through the lies of 

others. The problem with cannabis and LSD is that they produce an altered state of 

consciousness which may lead to an independent personal awareness not desired by 

the system. The individual so affected may break out of the manic compulsive work 

obsession and become more fully individuated and self-determining. When you act 

on your own behalf and think for yourself, you are much harder to deceive and 

exploit. Why then the rich might actually have to work a little too. There are less 
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dangerous and destructive pathways to salvation though; unfortunately since all the 

good fine upstanding Christians in the US didn’t respond appropriately to the 

idealism and energy of the next generation coming up, but instead chose to hate them 

for it. Thus they were forced to make the best of a real bad situation; the scenario 

repeats itself again now as it has throughout US history. I met a person who had a 

vision of the devil while on LSD. There was a man with one of those nice pointy 

beards with an earring on each ear and one on his nose. One was that serving the 

devil was cool, another that bisexuality was acceptable, and the third representing 

modern variations on voudon practices. Many times non-Christians and even a lot 

of Christians have a hard time understanding why it is that inappropriate carnal 

knowledge is dangerous. One you mix essences when you commune so intimately 

with another (it is considered spiritual marriage in the scriptures), and two that 

sexuality is an intensely empowering aspect of occultic practices. One insightful 

work that I read refers to stolen unions; is this the source of heartbreak? Let’s not 

talk about the other stuff, OK? unless someone you know gets used and thrown out 

too bad... . Another reason not to play unless you know the game you’re in good 

enough.  

 What becomes obvious about present US drug policy if we look at it with any 

persistence is that certain drugs, substance and process addictions, and altered states 

of consciousness are OK, even supported while others are not. You can do all the 

coffee, tobacco, sugar, and tea you want because this stimulates you and keeps you 

awake and even makes you somewhat aggressive and single-minded; just the kind 

of altered state desired by an aggressive colonizing war-mongering state, just so the 

leadership doesn’t have to fight any battles. Alcohol works really good at making a 

person get real violent if he/she has any repressed anger because it lowers inhibitions 

and so any repressed material comes burbling to the surface, whether it’s good or 

bad. Heroin and downers are real good for breaking down a person’s spiritual 

integrity, stealing all their money, and killing them off. Cocaine and 

methamphetamine are real good at speeding a person up, breaking down their 

spiritual integrity, stealing all their money, and killing them off too. The substances 

targeted by the DEA and others during the 80’s such as cannabis, LSD, and MDMA 

were the ones that opened up a person’s mind to larger realities and enabled the 

individual to transcend ego-centered reactionary thinking and also were the ones that 

the economic establishment couldn’t make any money off of. Also contrary to 

popular mass delusion in the US, these drugs aren’t a cop-out or an escape; they get 

a person in touch more deeply with themselves and with the world around them than 

ever before. This is what makes them so dangerous to the establishment in the US. I 

don’t think the high level planners behind the war on drugs gave a screw about how 

many people were killed by the enforcement priorities maintained during the 80’s 
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because if they had, they would have put up the money spent for drug rehab rather 

than the military-law enforcement final solution which was embarked upon instead. 

It is sickly fascinating to watch these guys run around spending tens of billions of 

dollars on everything under the sun but the one thing that would have worked. 

Typical and sad. The drug war is a great pretext for instituting dictatorial socialism 

in thus, and also ensuring that the drugs and crime problem continues to support all 

of its beneficiaries while terrorizing the rest of us into not leaving home; 

worshipping reverently and mindlessly at the two main media temples of the gods 

of this world, the TV and the computer, George H.W. Bush; the education president; 

have you figured out what he wanted you to learn yet?! 

 In the US, there are many organizations claiming to be from differing 

religious origins, but yet which result in a startling similarity in their belief systems, 

actions, and behavior. These organizations usually have an authoritarian hierarchical 

management structure with a charismatic figure at the helm. They preach a 

materialistic messages that also manipulates people using guilt and confession, 

breeding domination/subjugation/exploitation/conformity. These groups are usually 

racially pure and separatist with out-groups dehumanized and scapegoated. The 

doctrine is self-righteous, morally absolutist, prosperity-fixated, and mutually 

reinforcing with dissenters purged from the organization or otherwise 

disempowered, practically antiwoman and anti-child, merciless, and perfectionist. 

The confessionals give the group a hold over the individual. The group leadership 

parasitizes the lives of its members in order to fulfill sometimes extremely 

sociopathic and self-centered goals not sanctioned by the group or the covering 

theology. Since all the capital and resources have been concentrated in the hands of 

the leaders, they can act how they wish regardless of the wishes of the majority. The 

essential mythic archetypes of major religions are appropriated, corrupted, and 

manipulated to sanction the political and moral ideology of the state. Thus a 

propagandistic message and culture which serves the state is disseminated indirectly 

using cultural-religious means and social channels. It is important to remember that 

80% of the German church capitulated to Hitler as the new messiah. That was 

partially because they were financially dependent upon the state and partially 

because the worldly culture overwhelmed authentic Christianity in the minds even 

of its adherents. In the US presently the opposite is true with certain denominations 

receiving monies from various private sector organizations and individuals and 

others not. These churches are also receiving government monies indirectly through 

various channels as well. The people with money are going to support the churches 

which validate and support their values and their worldly belief system, however far 

from God that worldly “theology” may actually be. Let’s see those same fine 

upstanding churchgoers that were so happy to have the cops rip off the poor cannabis 
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user now pony up 20% of their income for housing them after they get out of jail; 

not in my lifetime though I love pleasant surprises and remember hell is populated 

with those who had good intentions.  

 When their definitions of what is considered sin is examined closely, one 

finds that the ministerial focus is upon certain kinds of personal sin, error, and 

ignores or legitimates other kinds of what the Bible considers sin from a New 

Testament perspective. When we look at the various substance and process 

addictions like greed, power, violence, control, materialism, alcoholism, 

workaholism, substance addictions, predatory sexuality, etc., we see a strong 

correlation between them and what is considered sin in the Bible. Interestingly 

enough, usury used to be considered as serious a sin as child molestation in the 

Catholic Church. There’s a scripture that refers to avoiding spirits and instead 

partaking of the Holy Spirit. (Ephesians 5: 18: “And do not get drunk with wine, for 

that is dissipation, but be filled with the Holy Spirit.”)I believe that this is good sound 

advice because who wants to lose their spirit and even possibly their life to an 

addiction or a compulsion? Not me. This scripture can also be applied to drug and 

process addictions. It is also important to remember that the canon law of both the 

Catholic and Orthodox churches sanction the moderate, conscious, informed use of 

alcohol; so much the more so cannabis, and also that there is more second-rate 

pseudo-scientific bullcrap published about the ‘evils’ of cannabis by con-men posing 

as scientists than just about any other plant out there. This is a perfect example of a 

research topic where any possibility of objectivity is destroyed by the big money 

funders pushing for personally desired conclusions and political outcomes. It is 

important to remember that greed is the most destructive addiction of all. It may 

benefit the individual in the short-term, but it destroys the collective in the long-

term.  

 There is usually a focus upon blind obedience to authority, an obsession with 

sexual sin, an expected conformity with externally enforced standards of behavior 

and more importantly appearance, and an appropriately conservative, actually fascist 

political outlook whose theology legitimates violence against the scapegoated out-

groups. What is most important is that the poison of Satan is planted squarely in your 

consciousness at a young age, the younger the better; that you are white, right, and 

therefore fit to judge using deadly force. This feeds into the already corrupted 

worldly context outside the sanctuary’s door that says if you dominate and win, that 

automatically you are sanctified by god, when in fact the opposite may be true for 

you have chosen the wrong means to achieve your definitions of victory. For what 

is the US but always a constant struggle for power over your adversary; ‘winner’ 

take all, ‘loser’ take the fall. The communion is supposed to be given to everyone 

without political or social discrimination. The totalistic work obsession present in 
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US culture is validated and upheld by the churches, even when economic relations 

are obviously exploitative of the poor. You don’t see too many churches talking 

about mass murder, systematic exploitation and poverty, institutional discrimination 

and other abuses of power, or the politics of greed as it applies domestically. Jesus 

Christ said, “You blind guides, who strain out a gnat and swallow a camel.” 

(Matthew 23: 24) 

 The illusion maintained is that the devil has effectively been driven from the 

US. Wrong. People have actually been forced to go to Canada for the rite of major 

exorcism because the US Catholic Church denied them it here. I know of two cases. 

I was denied counsel on a situation of extreme complexity and darkness by catholic 

churches in the Northwest. I guess the priest just ignored the call. God and I dealt 

with it ourselves, but don’t think those priests are going to get any of my support in 

the future. This is a situation of extreme corruption, negligence, and irresponsibility 

on the part of the institutional church. God is not pleased. One finds a very limited 

cultural and artistic life in the US church. Some reactionary churches brand entire 

sectors of US culture such as the indigenous rock scene as satanically inspired. This 

broad brush of judgment and repression reduces the actual complexity of the 

situation to a simplistic delusional reactionary reflex; how convenient. Sources of 

inspiration can be discerned from the music and its content. Most US Christians 

would not think of Wagner as satanically inspired and find his music pleasant even 

fascinating. The creativity of this music has been sanctioned by the overt culture and 

so it is acceptable in church. Yet this work was derived from pagan occultic sources 

and myths and was very popular with the Third Reich. There are many rock bands 

which are inspired by God, yet still receive the taint of judgment from the overt 

culture. The reason for this could be that the message of rock music, especially God-

inspired rock music, threatens elite values and culture, and the status quo of this 

materialistic culture of ours so much that it must be stomped out no matter what. 

This discrimination and repression has nothing to do with God in the Holy Name of 

Jesus Christ. The rightwing churches start screaming about Satan and the 

mainstream churches are silent. What they are actually afraid of is the truth about 

how far from God they really are. The devil is laughing while the next generation 

goes abandoned, or negated, even abused once again by their parents. Think what 

would happen if those right-wing heretics actually shut up and started to pray in love 

for those they presently now judge.  

 How easily we all forget our pasts in this country. What some people will 

do for a buck just to look respectable. A revenue and profit-centered church 

becomes nothing more than an extension and a transmitter of elite values, even 

when those values go directly against God’s will as expressed in the Bible. This is 

the main reason why it is that so many priests were slaughtered during the Russian 
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Revolution. The Anglican Church in England supported the enclosure laws which 

were so obviously cruel and violent against the newly landless poor (11). They had 

abandoned God for the things of this world and become a slave to comfort, in the 

process betraying the interests of the people they were properly responsible for 

protecting and helping. One finds when one looks at revolutions that usually the 

state is the party who most instigates indiscriminate slaughter, both before and 

during a revolution. This in turn creates the natural reaction from the people who 

are targeted and victimized by normalized institutional violences; economic, moral, 

and physical. Churches and ministers oftentimes will bless the systemic sins of the 

state as well. Guilt and confession are important tools of manipulation and 

exploitation used by certain churches. Another way to evade responsibility is to 

only focus on one narrow distorted interpretation of scripture which legitimates the 

evasion of proper social responsibility, rather than embracing all the meanings 

possible or even taking the scriptures in their proper defining context.  

 I ran into a large church in Portland, Oregon which justified ignoring their 

responsibilities to the poor using that scripture that said you will always have the 

poor among you, but not Jesus Christ. Obviously the scripture was taken out of 

context. The idea is to keep the people submitted to the will of the priest and filling 

the coffers of the church. I had a right-wing Anglican priest betray the confessional 

and try to insult, manipulate, and degrade me based upon confidential knowledge he 

had. A Catholic priest in Argentina violated the confessional in the following 

manner: “Sixteen high school age youth who had protested the rise in fares for their 

school bus confessed to their parish priest who then violated the secrecy of the 

confessional by giving them away to the military authorities. He was instrumental 

in their arrests and also present in the detention center where all but three of the 

adolescents were tortured to death.” (12) The Children’s Crusade was an important 

part of the rise of the third Reich, just as the seemingly peaceful second half of the 

program of authoritarian conversion now being implemented by the centrist 

corporatists in the US is essential to shaping the character or the lack thereof of 

Generation X; what have you learned, children, from those rebellious miscreants of 

the murdering 80’s, dear? Puke it up right the way I taught you or you will go to bed 

without gruel tonight, sweetie, and forget about TV too. I saw a program for at-risk 

youth that was intensively schooling them in theater while turning them against their 

parents who may have been more disadvantaged than they were. It isn’t funny the 

way cultures and history can be disposed of so easily as well; it’s been boiled down 

to a 30 year manipulative holistic process and the best is yet to come, wait and see. 

The Dominican order in the Catholic Church will not betray the confessional upon 

the pain of death and it is something which I believe all true Christians should adhere 

to as well, though check out the priest first. There are absolute standards of behavior 
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which are expected of us by God, but which it is acknowledged that we will 

definitely fall short of from time to time even with the help of the Holy Spirit and 

prayers. This is the reason for the second dispensation; the sacrifice and, more 

importantly, the resurrection of Jesus Christ. For he descended into hell and took the 

power over life away from the devil. If a church is focused upon judgment and the 

death of Jesus Christ instead of his resurrection then most probably the focus of the 

ministry is upon manipulation, exploitation, and repression rather than redemption, 

restoration, and liberation through the Holy Spirit even though that is what is most 

important in Christianity next to eternal salvation and is also the heart of our faith. 

Jesus Christ puts this in perspective when he says, “Then they themselves also will 

answer, saying, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry, or thirsty, or a stranger, or 

naked, or sick, or in prison, and did not take care of you? Then He will answer them, 

saying, ‘Truly I say to you, to the extent that you did not do it to one of the least of 

these, you did not do it to me.’ And these will go away into eternal punishment, but 

the righteous into eternal life.”  

(Matthew 25: 44-46) 

 Pseudo-moralistic perfectionism produces a critical aspect of our persona 

which may be incompatible with our true humanity. This creates a repressive critical 

belief about both oneself and others which can be very destructive and limiting. It is 

this internalized oppressor which is the source of so many neuroses in the US. With 

the system improperly blaming the people for our present situation so much, the 

individual wrongly takes all the blame upon themselves for their situation; the 

scapegoating of parents for the larger situation of teen-led massacres so boringly 

repetitive throughout our history. This internalization of blame coupled with 

perfectionism produces anger which usually is turned inward, producing depression, 

self-mutilation, and sometimes suicide and the murdering impulse (13). Apathy-

futility syndrome produces these outcomes and can be directly related to living in a 

punishing unresponsive self-centered authoritarian culture. The truth is that we all 

are responsible for getting this nation into its present economic and social crisis and 

we all have a responsibility for dealing with it as well; when the assholes at the top 

start picking up their fair share of that responsibility, that’s when I’m impressed 

again and I don’t need to hear bullcrap anymore. It can be safely said that the social 

and economic context of the US always has been a crazy making one, with all the 

pressures acting on an individual continually working to push them over the edge 

where most of the leaders already are. External standards of criticality proceed from 

an internal values system which the judging individual is also subject to as well. This 

is one of the mechanisms which generates the ever-intensifying rage of the poorly 

integrated authoritarian personality. The internalized delusional perfectionist ego-

ideal, a false persona, does not permit mistakes and shortcomings to enter conscious 
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awareness. The frustration of never achieving ones standards is denied, repressed 

into the unconscious, and externalized onto a scapegoated out-group. As ones 

delusions get farther from reality and one consequently makes more errors, the rage 

directed towards the out-groups and even ones’ underlings increases. The reality is 

incompatible with one’s will. Perfectionist authoritarian consciousness blocks the 

process of constructive interaction, dialogue, and compromise, creating conflict and 

thwarting constructive reconciliation, synthesis, and co-operation; perfect. We see 

the consequences of this dynamic all over our culture in abortive and warped 

relations, elitism, and a loss of creative cultural and economic diversity; the personal 

building blocks upon which a dynamically evolving self-perpetuating society is 

constructed. This is what happens to a society when a narrow group of people is 

allowed to have too much power and control over the resources of the society and 

consequently over the majority. Authoritarian values are usually externally “force-

fed” to the individual through a variety of channels both psychosocial and practically 

systemic from the time we are in infancy. Our values arise from a variety of sources 

both internal and external. We start off externally referenced and become more 

internally referenced as we become more conscious about our values and how we 

use our energy and time as we grow. Individuation, self-discovery, is the source upon 

which personal satisfaction, fulfillment, and realization in God is built. This dynamic 

process of individuation is slowed and sometimes altogether thwarted by contextual 

manipulation, oppression, chaos, and violence. That’s the idea. We need peace and 

nurturance to grow and heal. A critical attitude reactionary against external violence 

and chaos is less able to think creatively because it is reacting against an external 

values system rather than acting out of a creative center of individual initiative, thus 

not making use of the full possibilities of a particular situation. This fear-based ego 

state denies the existence of anything larger than itself because of the threat believed 

to be contained in the larger mystery of the cosmos. Something not completely 

understandable is not controllable and thus is believed to be something to be feared. 

This fear limits the full scope and depth of personal awareness and consequent belief 

and creativity. Perfect love, faith in the promises of God, casteth out fear (1 John 4: 

18), eliminating its destructive influence in our lives. What are we afraid of? Our 

physical mortality; the sting of physical death. Eternal salvation guarantees eternal 

soulish life, overcoming the limited idea of an end to individual existence. The 

scripture which says; “He who loves his life loses it; and he who hates his life in this 

world shall keep it to life eternal.” (John 12: 25) explains this succinctly. The 

decision to pray comes out of faith, a belief in something larger than ourselves; the 

heart of personal spirituality and it is this faith in the promises of salvation that is so 

easily destroyed by mere human reductionist science.  

 The perfectionist authoritarian delusion arises in the individual out of a set of 
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false values inflicted upon the individual externally. We become rigid, reactionary, 

and judgmental, actually becoming weaker because we are less responsive to 

changing situations. This is why there is a general loss of intelligence and 

competency in authoritarian systems, their essential delusional arrogance, absurdity, 

stupidity, and amorality dooming them in the long-term. Arrogance and delusions of 

omniscience require that an individual maintain the same false image of themselves, 

meaning that it becomes very hard for them to admit mistakes, learn, and change 

their position. Further, if you only allow the intelligence of a few people to be 

involved in policymaking for an entire system or nation, it greatly limits the full 

creative potential of the system. If those few people are irresponsible, greedy, self-

centered, and incompetent, then the nation is in real trouble. I will never forget a 

picture I saw of Dan Quayle holding a rocket-propelled grenade launcher backwards, 

with the projectile pointed at his liver (14). A picture is worth a thousand words.  

 We lose the more refined moral aspects of our individuality and become less 

fully human, even though we feel stronger, more alive from a worldly perspective. 

Here we confront one of the faces of the essential paradox of human existence. In 

acknowledging the existence of our darker aspects rather than denying and 

repressing them, we cast light and insight upon those less pleasant aspects of 

ourselves, thus freeing ourselves of their influence over our actions. In repentance, 

we are liberated from their oppressive influences; we are made more free and thus 

more clear and sober in thinking and more fully and truly alive. In acknowledging 

my errors, my sins if you will, I am made free of them. The process of repentance, 

acknowledgement, clears the way for the healing, redeeming, and restoring 

provisions of the Holy Spirit in the name of Jesus Christ. Repression and the 

consequent psychic negation of the individual’s creative assets pulls the psyche and 

the soul apart destroying the individual; repentance, redemption, and salvation 

makes the soul whole again, healing, renewing, and unifying the body, mind, soul, 

and spirit in God’s redemption and will. Repressing the garbage only drives it under 

into the subconscious mind/soul. The sacrament of confession given by a priest is 

not necessary for redemption and you should only confess to someone you trust 

completely to protect your privacy. Repentance, compassion, redemption, and 

forgiveness must replace repression/denial, judgment, and vengeance if I am to go 

to heaven, according to New Testament scriptures and the New Testament is the 

heart of the Bible to me. I personally believe that a person shouldn’t even touch the 

Old Testament until they’ve been a Christian for a while because the Old Testament 

is so tempting to the angry, worldly, self-righteous human. Repentance is the key to 

the process of being made new as God wishes us to be. It goes repentance and 

amendment of life because the individual must be convicted by the Holy Spirit in 

order to be driven to ask for forgiveness. Sometimes atonement is felt to be required 
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by the repenter. Such efforts while commendable should not arise out of excessive 

self-mutilation or from an external source. The individual is the person finally 

responsible for their salvation. God desires compassion and not sacrifice. (Matthew 

12:7: “But if you had known what this means, ‘I DESIRE COMPASSION AND 

NOT A SACRIFICE’, you would not have condemned the innocent.”) When we 

step out on the promises of God, then we see God operate in the world as God wills. 

Sometimes he seems to do as he pleases, sometimes we receive the answers we 

desire to our prayers. But always we receive guidance through either the Holy Spirit 

or the Holy Scriptures. Being babes in the spirit, we need to keep it simple, serving 

and obeying God rather than trying to aspire to be God. Humanity has always failed 

at aping God; the evidence of that is all around us. Nowhere is it more apparent than 

in current US drug policy. The designers of this policy of discriminatory 

implementation of a highly politicized non-solution have crafted a policy while 

having completely no awareness of how that policy would affect the people targeted. 

Or even worse, they probably did. The point is that when speaking of present drug 

policy in the US, the “solution” is actually much more destructive than the original 

problem. A saying that came out of the Vietnam police action went, “We had to 

destroy the village in order to save it”. Such illogic is very characteristic of present 

thinking related to US drug policy and persists in other areas of policymaking as 

well. A dehumanized, sociopathic, competitively alienated, and self-serving 

decision-making collective was responsible for both disasters. In both situations, the 

decision makers were out of touch with the true complexities of both situations. The 

response was engineered with very different goals in mind than the ones stated. 

Short-term debt-driven greed was the primary motivating element and decision-

making consideration in both cases. The dictatorial will is not concerned with long-

term and complex consequences and is almost physiologically and psychologically 

incapable of even beginning to perceive them in their fullness. The power mad are 

mainly interested in getting what they crave and avoiding and denying from 

conscious awareness the consequences of their decisions and actions. This is what 

happens when too much power is given to too few people without proper oversight 

and review. This is also the main reason why it is that the US is in as much trouble 

as it is as well. Our tremendous human and natural resources have been continuously 

thwarted and squandered by the self-centered decisions of a few very selfish and 

deceitful people, people who have placed themselves continuously above the laws 

of the land and been warped away from any shreds of decent and humane morality 

through the obsessive programming of an abusive, competitively alienating, and 

authoritarian social landscape. The Bible caution reads,  

“So then you will know them by their fruits” (Matthew 7: 20)  

 Naturally a nonjudgmental personal morality has significant social 
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ramifications as well. The Constitution and Bill of Rights of the US does not permit 

externally dictated and legislated values and morals. We may make suggestions, but 

the law and larger moral limits prohibit the external enforcement of beliefs and 

morals. We are given the right to privacy and self-determination, the right to make 

mistakes and learn from them, just so other people, beings, and the continuity of 

larger biological, economic, and social systems which all life depends upon for 

survival are not harmed, damaged, or destroyed. In the 80’s, many corrupting laws 

were introduced using the war on drugs as a pretext. These laws violated the 

constitutional right to privacy in many ways, validated “snitching off thy neighbor 

for a percentage of the assets stolen from him/her”, destroyed probable cause 

requirements for search warrants, instead allowing an officers’ suspicion or creative 

fabrication to be validation for search, sanctioned drug testing even though the test 

is unconstitutional and doesn’t meet scientific standards of accuracy, and took 

discretionary sentencing away from the judges, limiting the power of the judicial to 

respond appropriately to complex and differing situations. The more one researches 

the CIA and related agencies, the more one realizes that they are into attacking and 

exploiting human weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the service of their oftentimes 

criminally subversive goals. The last is an essential corruption of the checks and 

balances which help practically maintain the Constitution and Bill of Rights. 

Remember, there is nothing stopping the state from falsifying situations and planting 

and creating evidence to fit the scenarios alleged. This policymaking had significant 

negative social consequences; by increasing the chaos and violence of the context 

and violating the legal and moral sanctity of the individual, personal insecurity and 

social alienation is increased, causing a loss of creative initiative and an increase in 

self-medication as a way of coping with the loss of personal power and hope. It also 

means that people are forced into tight, self-censoring, self-cleansing groups which 

in many cases reflect the values of either the workplace or the state. “Deviants” are 

excluded from participation in and the benefits of the group; you are either ‘in’ or 

‘out’. It must be remembered that the government and society exists to support the 

individual: however the individual does not merely exist to serve the state only. 

When individual integrity and self-determination is sacrificed to the dictates of the 

state, the results are often catastrophic as has been shown historically. For example 

the state has no business regulating the sexual behavior between consenting adults, 

just so no one is being hurt or exploited, even though it may even be extremely sinful.  

People learn and grow best in a context of freedom and non-interference. 

Human beings do not heal and create effectively in an atmosphere of fear, insecurity, 

invasive surveillance, and random physical and mental terror. Finally it should be 

noted that the state becomes the equivalent of the enforcer for private sector big 

business interests and values or at least what is passed off as morality and values. 
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Again it depends if you are other centered or merely self-centered; all other systems 

of morality proceed from those simple foundations. Shades of grey in propaganda 

and justifications for action can be determined to be either really good or bad in 

origins morally. The intentions of the propagandist and the policymaker can be 

deduced and intuition is helpful when time is short and pressures heavy. Delay, 

delay, delay.... Both Germany and Russia had state churches as has the US as well. 

It was this corrupted materialistic non-responsive church which led to the schism 

which developed between God-inspired Christians and the institutional churches in 

the US during the 60’s and 70’s. If a program destroys human potential rather than 

building it up, then the policy is destructive of both people and the larger society, 

and is certainly not of God in the Holy Name of Jesus Christ. This has been the larger 

personal and social outcome from the war on drugs thus far, one sanctioned by 

churches many times. The entire thinking and planning behind the war on drugs was 

perverted and immoral from a truly Christian perspective. It is sad to see just how 

many US citizens were totally sucked into its destructive whirlwind, just how many 

people accepted its destructive illogic without question; hey, the payoff was good 

wasn’t it, jerk? Wasn’t it? 

 Perversions in Christian theology abound and have abounded in the US for a 

long, long time. The Puritans were ejected from England and came to the colonies 

where they could practice without interference and immediately had a major witch 

hunt. That tragic tradition continues in the US right up to the present day. The 

Puritans slaughtered 6-7,000 Quakers in the middle 1700’s, leading to a major 

revival of interest in the Quaker religion. We’ve had communist witch hunts all 

throughout the 20th century with many, many lives destroyed inappropriately and 

every wave of immigrants has been ridiculed into the mud along with the rest of us; 

how do you like their version of freedom now? Now we have the drug use witch 

hunt to replace the other ones, which has ended up destroying many, many lives on 

both sides of the battle. We have Moonies, Mormons, Christian Scientists, 

Freemasons, ISKCON, Nation of Islam, Scientology, the pseudo-Christian 

authoritarian right-wing, and lots of other screwballs all thrown into the ungodly 

exploitative manipulative authoritarian melting pot. All of them believe that they 

came to God: all of them believe that they are better than the others, even next to 

God, and therefore fit to judge, exploit, harm, and even murder others. The delusions 

of demons abounds, our personal evils are externalized on the scapegoats, and we 

remain mired in our delusional self-righteousness, just as hell bound as before and 

maybe even more. When one can only tolerate contrived perfectionist delusions of 

one’s goodness in conscious awareness, then one’s dark side is externalized and 

projected onto the out-group or in the case of an authoritarian cult, externalized onto 

mainstream society. This belief is obviously a very basic perversion of Christian 
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theology and yet is a hallmark of both US culture and so-called Christianity. An 

example of how dangerous this kind of belief can get socially is found in chapter 10 

of the book Demon Deaths by Brad Steiger; The Secret Satanic Lives of San 

Francisco’s Vigilantes . There’s a little loophole in the New Testament regarding 

Christian leadership which turns the authoritarian pseudo-justification on its ear. 

This simple scripture has far-reaching consequences for power relations in both 

familial and societal systems and organizations. Can you tell me what it is? It 

embraces the paradoxical concept of servant leadership. ”But Jesus called them to 

Himself and said, “You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and 

their great men exercise authority over them. It is not so among you, but whoever 

wishes to become great among you shall become your servant, and whoever wishes 

to be first among you shall be your slave.” (Matthew 20: 25-27) Newly converted 

Christians seem to believe that all they have to do is repent once and that somehow 

from then on, they are pure and holy, and therefore divinely appointed by God to 

judge others as subhuman. What they do not realize is that in judging others they are 

destroying what little humanity they have and are in much worse trouble as a 

consequence than those they judge. In judging they have become less than those they 

judge. Jesus says, “Do not judge lest you be judged. For in the way you judge, you 

will be judged; and by your standard of measure, it will be measured to you. And 

why do you look at the speck in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that is 

in your own eye?” (Matthew 7: 1-3) Judgment blocks the redemptive operations of 

the Holy Spirit in a person’s life, for in judging you hold and see them as they are, 

not as they could become. Who are we to judge anyways? Churches where such 

deceptive theology is taught usually are fixated on the Old Testament which seems 

to sanction violence and the exercise of self-will sanctioned by a violent and 

avenging God. Jesus Christ said, “Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in 

sheep’s clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You will know them by their 

fruits. Grapes are not gathered from thorn bushes, nor figs from thistles, are they? 

Even so, every good tree bears good fruit; but the bad tree bears bad fruit.” (Matthew 

7: 15-17) Democracy and liberty are bad words. This is in complete contradiction to 

the will of God. (II Corinthians 3: 17: “Now the Lord is the Spirit; and where the 

Spirit is, there is liberty.”) People who go to such churches are not looking to fulfill 

God’s will for their lives; they are unable to submit to it. For some reason, fine 

respectable upstanding US citizens have a real need to mess up other people’s lives 

in a big way. Does it make them feel significant? Maybe relieve tension? Is it that 

the people they hurt are having a lot more fun than they are? Are they looking to 

restore a sense of self-worth by putting someone else down? As mentioned before, 

there are many reasons for it. Ask how many of them have read the New Testament 

and actually are committed to fulfilling the New Testament scriptures. They’d say 

you were insane. They are looking for the Scriptures to validate their self-will, to 
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read as if it is OK for them to do as they wish without a second thought or 

consideration. They’re in church to get something, not to give something, to help 

themselves rather than anyone else. The truth of our situation before God in the Holy 

Name of Jesus Christ is that we are not justified through our actions or our self-will, 

we are all sinners, every last one of us, no one is exempt or above that ever as long 

as we are in this passing world. The truth of our essence is that we are mixtures of 

“good” and “evil” qualities and that we will be working all our lives dealing with 

and overcoming our bad tendencies through continual repentance while fulfilling 

God’s will for our lives and developing our God-given gifts.  

 The path of salvation and redemption is a paradoxical one, asking us only to 

say, Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, Have mercy on me, a sinner. We in the US have 

a hard time saying that Jesus Christ was the son of God. We think of Jesus as merely 

a great man among men or we try to recognize other men such as Buddha, 

Mohammed, and Lao-tzu as also possessing Christ consciousness. We have a hard 

time saying Jesus Christ, Son of God and an even harder time saying Have mercy 

on me, a sinner. We aren’t supposed to suppress and deny the evil aspects of our 

nature, we’re supposed to acknowledge it and surrender it, and give it and ourselves 

up to God. If we merely repress our bad qualities then they come squishing out of 

our subconscious into our lives again because we are not completely free of them 

yet. This is one of the reasons we have so many psychopaths and sexual predators in 

the US presently. There is no justification for us or our actions in scripture. Ego-

centered pseudo-justification is central to carrying out aggressive, depraved, and 

violent actions; just ask George H. W. Bush and God help the Iraqis and the Persian 

Gulf vets. It is also a real handy denial mechanism as well. Every one of the killers 

who did the mass killings in the US were either kids who were raised in conservative 

high-bottom middle/upper middle class families suffused with latent perfectionist-

compulsive authoritarian values, or were adults who had internalized authoritarian 

fascist supremacist ideologies as a justification for their actions. Our devotion as 

Christians is to love Jesus Christ and each other and stay in continuous repentance 

in preparation for salvation. Still we are forced to act in this world and all we can do 

is act according to God’s will for our lives as expressed in the scriptures and the 

Holy Spirit as best we can.  

Oh, them paradoxes again.  

 I lived in a mission in Seattle for a while. The service before dinner reflected 

the beliefs of those who were running the mission. The street people were required 

to remove their hats for church. The sermon was all about making all these people 

feel guilty about being poor and homeless, as if somehow they were the only ones 

responsible for their present situation, rather than it being a situation that everyone 

in this country is partially responsible for creating and also solving. There was no 
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talk about healing, restoration, redemption, or resurrection. It was a service which 

broadcast hate, humiliation, degradation, and delusional superiority in almost every 

way and these were professing Christians. People from the same group later falsified 

a criminal record for me in an effort to keep me out of very low-income public 

housing. The English poorhouses were administered by professing Christians 

similarly deceived, and who willingly forced incredible cruelties and humiliations 

upon those cast into poverty by economic factors completely beyond their control 
(15). A woman once told me that the devil knows the bible too. This is how it is that 

so many professing Christians in the US could be incited to support the anti-

Christian right-wing agenda. Believing themselves pure and without fault, they 

commit the most extreme acts against the true and living God in the Holy Name of 

Jesus Christ. Thinking themselves wise, they have become fools (Romans 1: 22).  

 And when we check out the right-wing pseudo-Christian leadership, we start 

running into some very interesting connections. They lead to Moonie front 

organizations, to the World Anti-Communist League, and some other real special 

people as well. I ran into George Otis III for the first time in a Foursquare Gospel 

church. His organization, Issachar Frontier Mission Strategies, was having a meeting 

at a church I was involved in for a while. I read about him again in Covert Action 

Information Bulletin where he was described as a private-sector CIA asset (16). The 

organization was based in Lausanne, Switzerland, where one heckuva lot of Iran-

Contra money was laundered; funny coincidence. Allen Dulles founded the World 

Council of Churches; both he and his brother of CIA infamy were some of the 

biggest mass murdering Nazis out there and as a consequence completely unworthy 

of heaven.  

 This is not the first time fascists have tried to cloth themselves in transparent 

pseudo-Christian “righteousness”. Billy James Hargis along with a few others was a 

right-wing maniac running around screaming about the evils of communism as well 

as spreading any other right-wing disinformation that was currently in vogue at that 

time. He had some real special friends too. He was close with Charles Willoughby 

whose real name was Adolf Tscheppe-Weidenbach, a German who moved to the US 

after the First World War. He in turn was associated with other generals under 

Douglas McArthur who were responsible for starting the Asia People’s Anti-

Communist League with Chiang Kai-Shek and those psychopathic eastern European 

Nazi collaborators mentioned before (18). Here we have a fourth axis of fascist power 

evolving, a world-wide one and one we got to know very well during the 80’s. 

George and Barbara Bush recently appeared at a conference put on by a Moonie 

front organization called the Women’s Federation for World Peace (19). Do you trust 

a bunch of fascist terrorist gangsters to bring peace? Heck no. The peace they have 

to peddle is a false one borne out of the extreme violence, bloodshed, and material 
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deprivation of the 80’s and not a true peace borne of justice, freedom, mutual respect, 

and generosity. What would be really funny if it wasn’t so serious is to see fascist 

gangsters like these being allowed to set law enforcement priorities in the US. Who 

do they go for first? The children.  

 The young represent the future and the conscience of the nation. They stand 

up for what they believe in, so naturally they must be either broken or killed. What 

better pretext than the war on drugs? The republican stock in trade, cocaine, heroin, 

tobacco, and guns, are freely distributed through various channels and the system 

is manipulated so that the kids don’t have any other options for fulfilling the 

materialistic expectations internalized through the media but what was offered 

them. Virtually every immigrant group that has come to the US has been 

economically and socially marginalized and forced into criminal gangs in order to 

survive. These men who have allowed greed to so run their lives into the ground 

suddenly start pointing fingers at the defenseless when actually everyone in this 

country fights over money. We are all fighting over it in the boardroom, the 

courtroom, the bedroom, on the battlefield, the picket line, and in the ghetto. Given 

the many times immoral ways in which many of us get it, none of us can really say 

that we’re not gangsters. Any nation which tolerates exploitation, manipulation, 

theft, and mass murder as acceptable business methods is not decent and certainly 

not a nation under the true and living God. Rather we find the opposite is true. 

We’re certainly not fit to judge anyone. “Because lawlessness is increased, people’s 

love will grow cold.” (Matthew 24: 12)  

 As mentioned before, George Bush has a lot of international fascist 

connections and was initiated into a luciferic cult, skull and bones, yet he would have 

had us believe that he was an Episcopalian Christian, even asking the church to bless 

the Persian Gulf War. They refused. I still don’t know what was going on when Billy 

Graham was praying with both Richard Nixon and George Bush during the time of 

their greatest bloodshed and extralegal and immoral violence. It’s not for me to 

judge, right? He sure has some palatial retreats though, doesn’t he? Right. I’m just 

supposed to shut up and pray for their salvation, and of course protecting my loved 

ones from them if they start getting seriously genocidal. Bush was tapped and 

indoctrinated into skull and bones, a Yale secret society for future CIA personnel; 

yet another non-man of a thousand faces in a wilderness of mirrors. The ritual 

initiations in skull and bones are derived from freemasonic and illuminatic practices 

involved with spiritualism. Spiritual illumination and inspiration can come from 

many sources including luciferic and one thing becomes apparent the more you 

reflect on our history as a nation is that many times its decision-making processes 

are very impersonal and inhumane, and have caused serious harm even death to 

entire populations that have gotten in the way of the mad top down policymaking 
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juggernaut. One dies to the old self and surrenders to the new soulish inspiration. 

Spiritualism also goes along with pantheism, or the inclusion of all world religions 

under one world religion; Jesus Christ, the Son of God now being merely Jesus, just 

another wise man. A schematic diagram shows the linkages between all the world 

religions under an umbrella organization, the Illuminati of Thanateros (20). Now 

imagine an authoritarian hierarchical spirituality with Lucifer masquerading as God 

at its head and true Christians portrayed as satanic. Demons pretending to be dead 

ancestors come and lead the gullible to destruction, at least in the long-term. Death 

and destruction can be pretty profitable at least in the short-term especially if you 

are the criminal warlord who is profiting from the spoils of war. Just ask any 

weapons manufacturers or any number of other businesspeople. Pretty twisted if you 

ask me.  

 There was an explosion of pseudo-Christian spiritualism all over the world 

around the turn of the century which I believe was a contributing factor to the 

Russian Revolution (it hardened the Czar’s heart against the people even more than 

before), the mass starvations in the Soviet Union during the 20’s and 30’s (Stalin 

was supposed to have been initiated into a secret society at an Orthodox monastery 
(21)), the world-wide depression of the 30’s, and the Nazi rise (there was luciferic 

occultism, spiritualism, and supremacist bullcrap all over both the Soviet Union and 

Nazi Germany as well as the UK and the US (22)). What gets really tricky is when 

such Luciferically initiated people take over leadership of supposedly Christian 

churches. Mary Baker Eddy the founder of Christian Science and another now New 

Age occult leader made their way to the US in the 1850’s (23). Freemasons usually 

occupy specific positions within bureaucracies in order to control their directions. 

This is why it is that so many are found at high levels in Christian churches. It is 

believed that there was an occultic purpose to the death squads operating in Munich 

before World War II, when people were kidnapped, murdered, and the killings were 

blamed on the Jews, and what we see now is global astrological sorcery, maybe to 

enable another new global over class to maintain power on the backs of the new 

global underclass created by their many various self-serving depravities. Bill Gates, 

not one of my favorite people or role models, has a megalith taken from England 

planted in his front yard. A friend of mine refers to Gates and Warren Buffet as 

piranhas. Recently he brought in a 100 ton crane to move that rock a couple of inches 

so that it was in more perfect alignment with what? A friend of mine in the know 

says that it is not right to move liths, and gee, what kind of ghastly deals has he made 

for his brand of “success”? Thousand points of light... right? People make deals with 

the devil as he sucks them in lurking behind one of his many pleasant seductive 

masks, but the real surprise comes when they find out how it is that he fulfills his 

part of the bargain. Sometimes it can be a pretty nasty surprise and there is no 
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avoiding it beyond a certain point of no return.  

 A person who had given their soul to Satan in exchange for worldly benefits 

and powers tried to avoid having the devil take their body from this veil of tears even 

though they knew their soul was already gone. They went to a church and arranged 

to be buried under the sanctuary behind the altar, thinking that would stop the 

contract from being fulfilled. One night a beast from hell came through the door, 

strode through the church, took the body as well as the soul, and there was nothing 

the priests could do about it because the deal had been made in free will and the 

person had benefitted for a long time; they were suffused with evil. The form of such 

spirituality is thus: there is a circle with a priest who do the invocations and the 

requests, and the demons operate upon a medium, who manifests the requests, 

answers the prayers and fulfilling the ritual invocation. Hitler was one of many 

mediums in Nazi Germany, David Berkowitz the .44 caliber killer in New York City 

and Charles Manson were believed to be mediums for the process church of the final 

judgment. An author/researcher says that this organization is an offshoot of the 

Church of Scientology. A publication I ran into recently called The Emergence 

Quarterly spoke of a false messianic figure living in hiding in Europe who was in 

ongoing contact with world business leaders. This publication also spoke of the 

esoteric telepathic manipulation of mass populations to prepare the world for this 

man. False worldly messianic figures are found throughout history, but there does 

seem to be more of them after the turn of the century than ever before with their 

influence growing throughout the world right up to the present day. I lump the 

charismatic totalitarian political figures in along with the leaders of destructive 

authoritarian cults.  

 How do we deal with exploitative, manipulative authoritarian systems which 

profess to help everyone but really only benefit the leaders? We do so both 

individually and in groups. We must realize that we are in charge of our lives, self-

determining as is the will of God for our lives, not in the hands of some external 

source whether a person or an ideology; that our mind and our soul is our own and 

God’s only. We need to continually examine our lives and ourselves, how we are 

living and where our time and energies are going, to live consciously and make sure 

we’re doing the best we can according to our own values as both we and they grow 

and evolve. In the end, we are the only ones responsible for our eternal destiny, not 

some guy in a sequined suit yelling at us to repent and give him all our money or 

time or soul or morality. The New Testament of the Bible talks a lot about spiritual 

deception and false profits, eerrr prophets. It says know them by their fruit, good 

fruit does not come from a bad tree. I test a spiritual leaders’ teachings by both my 

gut feeling (unction from the Holy Spirit), their conformity to New Testament 

teachings, and whether I can identify any of their activities as being in complete 
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opposition to true Christian teachings. Leaving such cults and other secret societies 

behind can be pretty difficult sometimes because they can retaliate and even murder 

a person for doing so. The way to avoid serious difficulty is to make up a good plan 

for getting out, make sure you are protected, and that other people know of your 

situation outside the group, and to avoid revealing the group’s secrets until you are 

prepared to defend yourself against any possible retaliation. In the end, the only 

masters I have are myself and my Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. I am alive only 

because of him; I live my life for him only. I am responsible to him only in the end 

for everything I have done or not done. If the right-wing pseudo-Christians just 

would stop judging and murdering, learn how to truly love people as our saviour did, 

repent thoroughly, pray to the true and living God in the Holy Name of Jesus Christ 

and let his grace be sufficient, we’d all probably be a lot better off.  

 You may have noticed that I talk a fair amount about demons and deception. 

Active evil intelligence utilizes lies and masks because if we could actually see the 

truth of the evil behind the mask, naturally we would reject it. Many false messianic 

leaders utilize seductive spiritual lies to entrap people into their groups. Others 

fulfill material desires, but those who are so entrapped usually are not aware that a 

two-way bargain has been entered into. I once met a man who had been meditating 

for a long time and was involved in other so-called new age practices until one day 

he woke up and could no longer move or speak. He finally called out to Jesus Christ 

in his mind and was freed. John Danzig wrote a song about a similar incident as 

well. We did a little experiment in Portland, Oregon when he came to town. At that 

time he openly worshipped Satan. We blessed the hall where he was to play before 

the concert started. He played 45 minutes and quit when the devils didn’t come 

down. Just up and quit after 45 minutes even though everyone there paid $16.00 for 

the evening. Bye, hope you make it. Also there is an astonishing correlation 

between new age practices and spiritualistic and luciferic occultism (24).  

 There have been several false messianic figures such as Bhagwhan Shree 

Rajneesh, Sai Baba, Muktananda, and the Reverend Sun Myung Moon who embrace 

these spiritual practices in their religious practices. Such things as astral projection, 

hypnosis, and spiritual vampirism among other things have come out from survivors 

and missionaries (25). A leader such as these makes a statement in order to seduce 

and control those hearing what he says; it is their choice whether to believe/embrace 

what is said or not. Now the idea of actual spiritual beings isn’t real popular with the 

scientific community or mainstream society in general. These people don’t like 

anything that defies their limited worldview or threatens their feelings of contrived 

omnipotence. The contents of the unconscious are explained merely as being a part 

of the individuals’ psychological make-up, when in fact our consciousness actually 

also interacts with larger external psychospiritual influences and realities.  
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The Trinitarian worldview is the one which comprehends the full material 

and psychospiritual aspects of our being and the worlds we live in most deeply and 

thoroughly. St. Paul wrote, “I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago 

whether in the body I do not know, or out of the body I do not know, God knows-

was caught up to the third heaven. And I know how such a man whether in the 

body or apart from the body I do not know, God knows-was caught up into 

Paradise, and heard inexpressible words, which a man is not permitted to speak.” 

(2 Corinthians 12: 2-4) Concepts such as Jung’s collective unconscious explain that 

dynamic only imperfectly and indeed that is all human knowledge and experience 

is capable of doing anyways. I’m certainly not discounting the value of human 

knowledge though. We just must keep its limitations in perspective. “Where is the 

wise man? Where is the scribe? Where is the debater of this age? Has not God 

made foolish the wisdom of the world? (1 Corinthians 1: 20)  

 One’s worldview can really start to change however when unexplainable 

supernatural phenomena really start happening to you. I remember a woman telling 

me about the day the devil slowly materialized on the couch beside her while she 

was in the middle of a valium overdose. She first saw the sofa dip down as he sat 

down invisible. The disabled man who wasn’t real smart telling me about the angels 

he saw who chased the devil worshippers chasing him out of the department store 

he was in. They ran across the store leaving at a dead run. Animals and some people 

are spiritually sensitive. An earthquake was foretold a day in advance by a woman, 

completely boggling the mind of the cop she told when it actually happened later on. 

The street walker who told me about her friend who got away from a serial killer by 

dematerializing and going out a car window cracked open, then being carried 500 

yards away through the woods from her potential killer after he started chasing her. 

I guess he must have quit when he saw her flying along a couple of feet off the 

ground. The young man who told me about the spirits tearing up the house where he 

lived until he told them nicely but firmly to leave, which they did. The bathroom 

which was previously destroyed had been put completely back together. The truck 

driver who told me about the day he laid his hand on the brake air pressure gauge 

and asked for 90 pounds in the name of Jesus Christ so his brakes wouldn’t lock up 

going down an icy hillside circling up the double trailers like runaway wagons, and 

getting it instantaneously. The air compressor regulator had frozen up. The woman 

who had just given her soul to Satan had her previously empty food cupboards 

completely filled up. There is a story of a saint who delivered a group of people from 

the influence of a mass hallucination that everyone saw by the power and the blood 

of Jesus Christ. A woman yelling about the four people encased in concrete in the 

foundation of the Seattle space needle. The Jews got stuck making the Nazi’s rockets 

and the workers died for whatever unnecessary reason for the space needle; how 
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apropos. The modern equivalent would be the intentional manufacture of unreality 

by the mass media in thus and the people being delivered by a larger awareness of 

the whole truth and what about holographic projection technology? A saint, Abbess 

Thaisia, in the Orthodox Church was plagued by suicidal depression until a priest, 

Father Joh ofd Kronstadt, gave her the insight that it was the work of demons who 

wanted to bring down a rock in the foundation of the church. 

 I’ve also seen that delivering power personally and used it as well in several 

fairly strange situations I found myself in. Deliverance is an aspect of the larger 

healing, liberating operations of the Holy Spirit and something which we shouldn’t 

do unless we’re properly prepared. It is very important that we operate as 

representatives of Jesus Christ and remember that it is his power which delivers and 

not our own will. It can be disastrous for us to fight the devil directly out of our own 

will. Do these things happen? To talk to people who it happened to can make you 

believe it. So much in life is a matter of belief, even faith, and is not scientifically 

verifiable. Yet that certainly does not mean that such things do not happen or don’t 

affect us still. Such events are actually verifiable using probabilistic methods to 

analyze the occurrence of everyday non-coincidental events. The results are 

astonishing and verify what Carl Jung terms synchronicity or what I call 

noncoincidence. I’ve found that prayer enhances these “chance” meetings and can 

open other doors as well. Sadly, Carl Jung was involved in a rather refined and 

deceptive form of spiritualism.  

 We learn much more about masks when we research the actual rituals 

involved in worshipping Moloch, a pretty high-level demon in the satanic 

hierarchies. The ancient ritual involved placing the child upon the burning altar of 

the deity. In exchange, the participants were given opportunities and insight into 

ways in which they could get more money and power. The modern Moloch 

worshipper has been hypnotized into sacrificing their offspring’s wellbeing for 

short-term personal gain; the time required in chasing wealth takes time away from 

quality interaction with the children, and who is responsible for presenting us with 

these most unholy of choices? US culture has a facade which is seemingly benignly 

pagan, celebrating the solstice, Halloween, and the yule, but when we look behind 

the media and social facade of some of the mainstream authoritarian religious 

groups, we find luciferic and sometimes heavily satanic worship taking place behind 

closed and secret doors. These groups are open to all and many times use perverted 

pseudo-Christianity as a lure, but the inner sanctums of power are secret and closed, 

open only to those with the right bloodline or belief system and those who have made 

it through the levels of initiation required to reach the top; the inner sanctum. They 

also involved in and are responsible for twisting the institutional US churches away 

from truly Christian foundations. Imagine a religion which worships Lucifer as a 
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god and demonizes true Christianity. Such an organization functions on layers of 

seductive deceptions with even the leadership being deceived by the father of lies, a 

form of educational indoctrination and psychological programming. There is no such 

thing as an irreversible oath to Lucifer because he’s a liar. Discerning false 

Christians is done by looking at the fruits of their actions. Good fruit does not come 

from a bad tree. The San Francisco police assigned the task of investigating and 

solving cases of ritual murder found that the trail many times led them to their 

bosses’ doorsteps, who naturally did everything they could to thwart any further 

investigations (24). Gee, doesn’t that sound like the officials in the Reagan-Bush 

depravity who thwarted the cocaine running investigations during the 80’s? And 

these days how can you trust the police to tell the truth anyways? Does the story 

match up with the full reality of the situation? The answer is different for every 

situation, isn’t it?  

 As we move seriously into the 90’s, Christianity faces new challenges. With 

the rise of the global village/gulag, all the world peoples are a little closer to each 

other than before. The information-based society is on the rise and with it a new 

form of discrimination. What are the possibilities of a machine which can think for 

itself and create its own reality in addition to the hypnotizing influences of that 

infernal flickering tube? Actually economic discrimination and elitism is as old as 

humanity is. If you got the machine and the currently updated card, you got the 

gateway to an alleged new life. If you don’t, you’re left out in the cold. If you got a 

lot of money, you can get privileged access and actually save money over your 

poorer counterparts with slower machines. So the rich guys get to share information 

on how to best screw over the rest of us and in the process create a fascist global 

private-sector plantation. There was a significant luciferic occultic component 

operating to bring about the Nazi rise and there is now operating in the coming 

barbarity as well. We can already see it here and there if we look; the treads of the 

beasts among us.  

 The fascination with UFO’s is on the rise. I have seen books about global 

astrological sorcery in some bookstores. There are a lot of wackos out there trying 

to say that the miracles in the Bible are actually created by space beings. Wrong. 

One can see how suddenly alleged creatures from outer space become greater than 

God. Whitley Streiber wrote a lot of books about his experiences as a contactee, and 

a lot of what he writes indicates why he might have been singled out for special 

treatment. He had a long history of meditating in Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s groups 

who also brought transcendental meditation (TM) to the US public. Also more 

importantly, he has completely renounced any form of serious Trinitarian 

Christianity and is obviously heavily involved in the occult and the new age spiritual 

practices that can open a person up to the kind of both physical and psychospiritual 
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occurrences that happened to him and ‘set him up’ for the kind of avatar/messenger 

role that he has taken. Pray for him; time is short! It is very unlikely that he will 

return to any kind of disciplined Trinitarian Christianity for he would have to give 

up too much; his role as messenger and his newfound success and popularity as an 

author. He speaks repeatedly of ‘overcoming’ the kind of primal terror that can come 

up when facing the luciferic/satanic that hides behind palatable seductive masks. The 

Nazis may have been playing with flying discs; that technology went straight into 

the hands of the US government and others. Pauwels and Bergier go into enough 

depth as far as Nazi ritual to see that it integrated Hindu and Tibetan Buddhist belief 

systems with western European occultic systems and technology. Also they spoke 

of roman Dionysian influences specifically the god pan, though Bacchus will do in 

a pinch; they’re all part of the same pantheon of false gods that will take you to hell 

unawares. References are made to Dionysian intoxication; this is the spiritual 

equivalent of those ultimately self-destructive manic states I was referring to before; 

the high. The novel Baal explains that well in real life. There are statues of pan all 

over this building in Seattle across from the old Nordstrom’s store; the coliseum 

building. The book Irish Witchcraft and Demonology records unidentified vehicles 

way back then, and even large ships have been seen recently by those in areas heavily 

drenched in both blood and occultism (25). There is much more technological power 

out there than we know about as well. I met a contactee in Portland. The person had 

a serious thyroid condition probably brought on by intense exposure to 

electromagnetic radiation. They were isolated socially and spiritually, receptive to 

astral travel and spiritual deception. Extremely low frequency electromagnetic 

radiation has serious effects upon the human being, producing what is an out of the 

body experience. What we are talking about here is interdimensional travel, maybe 

even time travel; not for me, I don’t relish the idea of dying slowly inside a mountain 

on Mars, put there by some wacked out scientist working under military-corporate 

contract. There are situations where people instantly travel hundreds of miles at will 

in lands where the occult dictates (26). There is no reason why this can’t be reproduced 

technologically. Contactees who have been regressed hypnotically after their 

experience report a medical violation akin to rape in its intensity and pain. The 

“visitors” and the “researchers” keep on saying that everything is OK, just trust us; 

sure, where have I heard that one before? That sounds like the devil getting people 

to open themselves and submit and be receptive to what they are going to do; resist 

and cry out to God for help. What a great way to do medical experiments that 

normally wouldn’t be allowed by moral and societal prohibition. I’ve run into 

homeless people who have been subjected to illicit medical experiments in the US. 

These experiments involved persistent intentional fatal and near-fatal gassing and 

the placing of implants in the individual. The individual heard a woman already 

dead, being cut up and run down the garbage disposal. The center was located at a 
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county police complex in Ukiah, California, where Jim Jones got his start. Read the 

article by John Judge in the book Secret and Suppressed about the truth on the 

operations carried out at Jonestown and his history at Ukiah. The real desire of any 

governmental power is to kill off those who pose any kind of threat to their power, 

not necessarily everyone in an area, just a few select targets. Sarin in limited use 

would work just fine, at least as far as achieving the goal and this is why Vietnam 

and the Persian Gulf situation were so important to building US power and methods 

of war. There are cases of spontaneous human combustion which are hard to explain. 

There’s no reason why it can’t be done from space. The US has had the technology 

for directed energy weapons for a few years now and we do use it as well as 

microwave weapons too. They are supposed to have burned a hole in the clouds for 

Darth Reagan’s inauguration with a keyhole 11 satellite to make it look like Darth 

was a holy man, and the present mayor of Seattle who got rich misappropriating 

HUD community development and housing funds and who knows what other scams 

shows up on the front page of the Seattle Times with a little backlighting to make 

him look holy (27). Sorry buddies, it’s going to take a lot more than that and a couple 

of words from your brother the Lutheran pastor at your inauguration to actually make 

you holy again in God’s eyes. Yes there is forgiveness, but yeah, there is also sincere 

humble atonement for past sins, there’s no avoiding the consequences in this world 

and in the next unless one repents and atones thoroughly. The homeless in Portland 

Oregon went around three sides of a city block in the early 80’s, and I got to see and 

feel some of them die, while all you good fine upstanding respectable people turned 

your backs and went to the game. There would have been a lot less misery and 

homelessness in Portland, Tacoma, and Seattle if people like yourselves had just 

done the correct thing instead of the wrong thing with the money and power at your 

disposal. Your records speak for themselves, and you will account to a righteous 

judge three days after you’re dead if you get that far, Lord have mercy on us all.  

 The UFO craze can be used to engineer an external threat that all humanity 

can unite under and which can be used to justify all kinds of ordinarily extremely 

immoral policymaking. There are a whole lot of Nazis in South America and a whole 

lot of cocaine money floating around loose out there. All those wacko Nazi doctors 

aren’t dead, you know, and their protégés are a dime a dozen both in this and other 

countries. Wielding technological power is intoxicating and deceptive. This country 

has had more than its share of psychopathic doctors and it’s depressing to see how 

far they get in academia. The computer is the machine by which man will be led to 

think he can control and manage the entire planet and its human population, bringing 

it under his control. Most times when humanity gets a new tool such as a computer, 

it is put to evil uses more often than good. This seems to be the trend with computers 

as well, but never have we had a machine so adept at storing information, 
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discriminating and sorting that information, and which can think for itself and create 

its own reality as well as breaking down the essence of reality and reassembling it 

as desired. The possibilities both positive and negative are incredible, even 

terrifying. The machines are supposed to start thinking better than humanity around 

2013; of course I don’t know how they are conceptualizing ‘better’. This point is 

referred to as a singularity. The fear-based desire to control and exploit others is 

completely opposed to the will of God. That combined with our increasing 

interference with the basic stuff of life will also lead us most probably to think we 

are gods as usual; the most destructive and arrogant of human presumptions. This 

delusion combined with our repressed dark side will accelerate the already fast pace 

of short-term debt-driven, greed-motivated planetary destruction, and escalating 

human crisis. In serious desperation we will turn to the beast of revelation and it will 

be peddled as a constructive solution. You will either have the mark or you will be 

excluded from economic participation with the associated consequences. There is 

also the possibility of beheading if we refuse to take the mark; another peculiar and 

special honor and blessing in the Kingdom of Heaven reserved for the few 

courageous who recognize it as such. The number of the beast has already been 

mathematically derived (Revelation 13: 18) (28), and I believe it is related to the 

application of chaos theory to economics. Didn’t those guys get a Nobel Prize for 

their work on derivatives and investment futures? There will be darkness, chaos, and 

mass slaughter as the false promises are replaced with the practical reality of the 

initiatives enacted. There is a lot of debate about whether Jesus Christ will come 

before, during, or after the apocalypse. My answer is that we are not to know the 

time of his coming, but that we must be prepared nonetheless. We also must be 

prepared to identify false messiahs and false doctrines as we tread the narrow path 

that leads to eternal life. Matthew 24: 24 reads, ” For false Christs and false prophets 

will arise and will show great signs and wonders, so as to mislead, if possible, even 

the elect.” Jesus Christ comes in on the clouds and we rise up to Him. Thomas 

Merton made a revelatory mistake when he turned to Buddhism and renounced 

Christianity. He referred to a deep certainty awakening in his soul as he stared at a 

statue of the reclining Buddha. The true and living God in the Holy Name of Jesus 

Christ does not always announce his presence loudly. Sometimes it does not seem 

as if God is there at all. Jesus Christ himself said while on the cross, “God, why hast 

thou forsaken me?” He does not come back to earth when it’s time to go. The still 

small voice of the true and living God in the Holy Name of Jesus Christ can 

sometimes be completely overwhelmed by the bellowings of the fallen gods of this 

world and this was who Merton listened to in the end. Remember the apocalypse is 

not the end of our existence because our existence does not end with physical death. 

Whether it is of salvation or damnation, resurrection is a certainty. It certainly is the 

end of the beginning for humanity though, of that we can be sure. Suicide is not an 
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alternative, though it will be tempting. It is a matter of remembering the central 

promise of eternal salvation; attaining the long term goal of life, everlasting, in 

heaven.  

 All I know is that if this country is to move into the 21st century proactively 

ready to meet its challenges, such authoritarian mass psychosis must now come to 

an end. The situation is very reversible, only requiring the contextual support of the 

creative self-determining individual in a democratic context which limits anti-social 

behavior by setting legislated limits on individualistic excesses which violate the 

long-term biological, economic, and social continuity of the larger systems upon 

which all life on the planet depend for our continued existence. In the end, the 

individual is responsible for the consequences of how they believed and acted on 

those beliefs. We all fall short of meeting God’s standards; we fall far short of even 

fully understanding them or of even our own true motivations. We are brought to 

realization and salvation courtesy of our mediator and advocate, Jesus Christ, 

following the path of his paradoxical redemptive victory in loving self-sacrifice. Our 

only work involved in receiving his free gift is honesty, repentance/surrender, trust 

in his promises, and prayer. Don’t forget, when all else fails, read the manual; after 

a while you’ll learn to pick it up first. How does his provision work? Do everything 

you can, say you’re sorry, say thanks, ask for help, and He will, if it is supposed to 

happen. I have seen miraculous provision; I wouldn’t have survived this far without 

it. Remember though the central miracle is eternal salvation through his sacrifice and 

resurrection; all other blessings proceed from there.  

 All of this reading has been so complex and yet I have found the journey 

travelled in writing this book has led from complexity back to some fundamental 

simplicity. When the layers of worldly confusion are lifted away from the face of 

God as he chooses to show himself to us, we run into the face of the creator; the 

source of all life on this planet and the source of the ever living rivers of life which 

can roar through our souls if we only let it, trust it even in the darkest hours of doubt 

and confusion. God reveals him/herself to each of us in our uniqueness and divinity 

through the Holy Spirit as it operates both in daily life and through the Holy 

Scriptures. We are given the eyes to see the world in a different, holy, and 

transcendent, timeless way. The divinity of God’s provisions and his creation reveals 

its secrets to us even in times of great darkness and seeming hopelessness. We are 

guided and carried through that which we formerly believed was impossible to carry 

on through or survive. There are true and living three dimensional raging miracles 

happening every day, thousands of them coming in down to us from above or 

wherever. We just don’t see them and when we hear of them, we explain them away 

pathetically. We expect a big flash of lightning when actually a string of small ones 

carries us through every day farther down the road towards the end of the material 
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part of the journey. Hopefully someday we Americans will have the guts to sit down 

on the grass for more than ten minutes at a time and just think about how awesome 

this ball of dirt we’ve been blessed with really is.  

Maybe then we will start to act to save it and ourselves or at least try as we 

properly should. The time is late, but hey, better late than never. It is very important 

to maintain a proper and accurate Christian witness regardless of the lateness of the 

time, regardless of just how hopeless and desperate the worldly situation may 

become. The witness is what matters to God the most and also attracts people to 

God, among other things. Here’s hoping and praying you snap out of it in time and 

come to Jesus Christ in the end.  
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